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Motivated by the fact that many physical systems displaysid power-law correlations together withsii d an
asymmetry in the probability distribution, we propose a stochastic process that can model both properties. The
process depends on only two parameters, where one controls the scaling exponent of the power-law correla-
tions, and the other controls the degree of asymmetry in the distributions leaving the correlations unaffected.
We apply the process to air humidity data and find that the statistical properties of the process are in a good
agreement with those observed in the data.
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Many physical phenomena exhibit temporal or spatial cor-
relations that can be approximated by power laws. For ex-
ample, long-range power-law correlations have been found
in physical, biological, and social systemsf1–8g, and various
stochastic processesf9–12g have been developed to model
these power-law scaling properties. Recent studies have
shown that in addition to power-law correlations empirical
data often exhibit a significant skewness or asymmetry in
their distributions. Asymmetric distributions have been found
in astrophysical dataf13g, genome sequencesf14g, respira-
tory dynamicsf15g, brain dynamicsf16g, heartbeat dynamics
f17g, turbulencef18g, physical activities, and financef19g.

With the goal of constructing a stochastic process that can
generate time series with both power-law correlated and
asymmetrically distributed variablesxi, we define the process
Asr ,ld by

xi = luxi−1u + o
n=1

`

ansrdsxi−n − luxi−n−1ud + hi , s1d

whererP s0,0.5d andlP s−1,1d are free parameters,ansrd
are weights defined byansrd=Gsn−rd / fGs−rdGs1+ndg, G
denotes the Gamma function, andhi denotes independent
and identically distributed Gaussian variables with expecta-
tion value khil=0 and variancekhi

2l=1. The parameterr
controls the length of the memory, i.e., how rapidly the in-
fluence of past valuesxi−n and uxi−n−1u on xi decays in time,
and the parameterl controls the relative influence ofxi−n on
xi compared to the influence ofuxi−n−1u on xi.

Asr ,ld can be understood as a generalizationf20,21g of
the fractionally integrated process proposed in Refs.f9,10g,
to which Asr ,ld reduces forl=0. While the fractionally
integrated processAsr ,0d is known to generate power-law
correlated and symmetrically distributed time seriesf9,10g,
we will show in the following that, forlÞ0, Asr ,ld gener-
ates power-law correlations with an asymmetric distribution.
Specifically, we will show that the parameterr controls the
scaling exponent of the power-law correlations, and that the
parameterl controls the degree of asymmetry in the distri-

butions, leaving the correlations almost unaffected.
Before studying the autocorrelation function ofxi, Csnd

;kxi+nxil−kxil2, and the probability distribution,Psxd, for
different values ofr and l, we note that processAsr ,ld
exhibits two invariance properties. Under the transformations
xi →−xi, hi →−hi, l→−l, one can see thatCsnur ,ld
=Csnur ,−ld and Psxur ,ld=Ps−xur ,−ld. That is, the auto-
correlation functions calculated for opposite values ofl are
identical, and the distributions for opposite values ofl are
mirror images of each other. Hence, we focus on values of
lù0 in the following study.

To quantify the autocorrelations inxi generated by
Asr ,ld, we employ the method of detrended fluctuation
analysissDFAd f22g. In the DFA method one measures the
standard deviationFsnd of the detrended fluctuations as a
function of the scalen. If Csnd can be approximated by a
power law with exponentg, i.e., if Csnd~n−g, thenFsnd can
also be approximated by a power law with exponenta, i.e.,
Fsnd~na, with a<1+g /2 f22g. Hence, the value ofa rep-
resents the degree of autocorrelations in the time series: if
a.0.5, the time series is power-law correlated; ifa=0.5,
the time series is uncorrelated or short-range correlated; and
if a,0.5, the time series is power-law anticorrelated.

In order to study the influence of the parameterl on au-
tocorrelations and the degree of asymmetry in the distribu-
tion, we perform numerical simulationsf23g of Asr ,ld with
r=0.3 and varyingl. Figure 1sad shows that, forl=0, Fsnd
can be approximated by a power law with scaling exponent
a, i.e., Fsnd~na, wherea<0.5+r=0.8, as expected from
Refs.f9,10,24g. Figure 1sad shows that, also forlÞ0, Fsnd
can be approximated by a power law with scaling exponent
a, wherea<0.5+r=0.8, i.e., the value ofl has no visible
effect on autocorrelations ofxi for asymptotically large val-
ues ofn. We also find from Fig. 1sad that, forlÞ0, theFsnd
curves exhibit a crossover at small time scalesn, which be-
comes more pronounced and shifts to larger scales ofn with
increasingulu.

In Fig. 1sbd we see that, forl=0, Psxd is symmetric, as
expected for the process of Refs.f9,10g. For l=0.6 and
l=0.9, we find thatPsxd is asymmetric with positive skew-
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ness, where the left tail is almost identical to the left tail of
the symmetric distribution, and the right tail is broader than
the right tail of the symmetric distribution. Due to the invari-
ancePsxur ,ld=Ps−xur ,−ld, we find that the distributions
for positive and negative values ofl are mirror images of
each other for opposite values ofl.

In order to investigate how the correlation properties of
Asr ,ld depend onr, we perform numerical simulations to
obtain time series forl=0.6 andr ranging from 0 to 0.4. We
find from Fig. 2 that theFsnd curves can be approximated by
power laws with a scaling exponent ofa<0.5+r. This states
that we obtain the same scaling law for the processAsr ,ld
generating asymmetrical distributions as for the process
Asr ,0d generating symmetrical distributions. Numerically
we find that, independently ofl, the relationa<0.5+r
holds for all values ofr and l where rP s0,0.5d and
lP s−1,1d f24g.

In order to model probability distributions with a different
shape, particularly with tails broader than those generated by
processAsr ,ld, we propose the processBsr ,ld by substi-
tuting the termhi in Eq. s1d by the termsihi, where the

time-dependent standard deviationsi is defined byf25g

si = o
n=1

`

ansrd
uxi−nu

kuxi−nul
. s2d

Bsr ,ld generates not only long-range autocorrelations inxi,
but also autocorrelations in the magnitudesuxiu, and pro-
cesses with autocorrelations in the magnitudes have been in-
troduced to model broader tails in the distributionsf26g.

Figure 3sad shows that, for asymptotically largen, each
Fsnd curve can be approximated by a power law with scaling
exponent a<0.5+r. This states that the time-dependent
standard deviationsi does not affect the relation betweena
andr observed for processAsr ,ld f24g. Figure 3sbd shows
the distribution ofxi generated byBsr ,ld for r=0.3 andl
ranging from 0 to 0.3. As expected, the asymmetry vanishes
for l=0 even in the presence of the termsihi, meaning that
this term alone does not create an asymmetry in the distribu-
tion of xi but only broadens its tailsf26g. For l.0, we find
that, asl increases, the right tails of the distributions become
broader, the left tails of the distributions become thinner, and
thus the asymmetry becomes more pronounced. Comparing
Figs. 3sbd and 1sbd we find that the time-dependent standard
deviationsi broadens the tails and increases the skewness of
Psxd.

To exemplify the utility of processBsr ,ld for modeling
real-world data, we study air humidity data, which can be
considered an output of a complex geophysical system. We
analyze the relative air humidity recorded in 10-min intervals
at the Institute of Plant Genetics and Crop Plant Research in
Gaterslebenf27g. We denote the differences of successive
relative air humidity byx̃i, and we show in Fig. 4sad the time
seriesx̃i. Figures 4sbd and 4scd show that the time seriesx̃i
exhibits both power-law autocorrelations with a scaling ex-
ponent ofa<0.87 and an asymmetric distribution.

In order to investigate to which degree processBsr ,ld
can approximate the statistical properties of the empirical
time seriesx̃i, we generate time series by numerical simula-
tions of processBsr ,ld with r=0.37 andl=0.15, where we

FIG. 1. Correlations and probability distributions obtained from
numerical simulations of processAsr ,ld with r=0.3 andl=0,
±0.6, and ±0.9.sad Detrended fluctuation functionFsnd. We see that
the Fsnd curves for opposite values ofl are identical, and we find
that, for all values ofl ,Fsnd can be approximated by a power law
for asymptotically largen, and the scaling exponenta in Fsnd
~na is virtually the same for all values ofl. sbd Probability distri-
bution Psxd. We see that for opposite values ofl the distributions
are mirror images of each other, and we find thatPsxd is symmetric
for l=0, Psxd is asymmetric with positive skewness forl.0, and
the degree of asymmetry increases with increasingulu.

FIG. 2. Detrended fluctuation functionFsnd obtained from nu-
merical simulations of processAsr ,ld with l=0.6 andr=0, 0.1,
0.2, 0.3, and 0.4. For asymptotically large values ofn, each of the
Fsnd curves can be approximated by a power lawFsnd~na with the
scaling exponenta<0.5+r.
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setr by using the relationa<0.5+r, and where we findl
based on a numerical least-square minimization. In Fig. 4,
we presentsad the time seriesx̃i and xi, sbd their detrended
fluctuation functionsFsnd, and scd their distributionsPsx̃d
and Psxd. Figures 4sad–4scd show that the time series ofx̃i

and xi look similar, that the autocorrelation behavior of the
simulated time seriesxi is in good agreement with that of the
air humidity time seriesx̃i, and that the distributionsPsx̃d and
Psxd are asymmetric with positive skewness. Moreover, we
find that even the shapes of both distributions are similar,
which is surprising because the shape ofPsxd is not fitted to
the shape ofPsx̃d, but the shape ofPsxd is entirely given by
the values ofr andl.

One possible explanation for the positive skewness in the
data is that it is very easy to increase the humidity rapidly, by
rain for example, but it is hard to dry it rapidly. This simple
physical fact could be one of the origins of the asymmetry
observed in the distribution ofx̃i. The agreement of the sta-
tistical properties ofx̃i andxi observed in Fig. 4 might indi-
cate that humidity changes at timei depend not only on past
humidity changesxi−n but also on their magnitudesuxi−n−1u.
The degree of asymmetry in the distribution ofxi reproduced

by processBsr ,ld with a small value ofl<0.15 suggests
that the influence of the past magnitudesuxi−n−1u on xi is
significantly smaller than the influence of the past humidity
changesxi−n. Specifically, we might speculate that the influ-
ence of the past humidity changesxi−n on xi is approximately
seven times greater than the influence of their magnitudes
uxi−n−1u on xi. Even though both processesAsr ,ld and
Bsr ,ld can generate asymmetric distributions, we find that
the empirical distribution cannot be reproduced by process

FIG. 3. Correlations and probability distributions of process
Bsr ,ld. sad Detrended fluctuation functionFsnd obtained from nu-
merical simulations of processBsr ,ld with l=0.15 and varying
values ofr=0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4. We find that, independently of
l, Fsnd can be approximated by a power lawFsnd~na with the
scaling exponenta<0.5+r. sbd Probability distributionsPsxd ob-
tained from numerical simulations withr=0.3 andl=0, 0.15, and
0.3. We see thatPsxd is symmetric forl=0, Psxd is asymmetric
with positive skewness forl.0, and the skewness increases with
increasingl.

FIG. 4. Comparison of the changes of relative air humidityx̃i

with the time seriesxi generated by processBsr ,ld with r=0.37
andl=0.15.sad Time seriesx̃i andxi. We find that both time series
show sudden bursts of large fluctuations predominantly in the posi-
tive direction.sbd Detrended fluctuation functionsFsnd. We find that
autocorrelations ofx̃i andxi are very similar, and consistent with a
power-law scaling ofFsnd~na with the scaling exponenta<0.87.
scd Probability distributionsPsx̃d andPsxd. We find that both distri-
butions are asymmetric with positive skewness. Moreover, we find
that even the shapes of both distributions are similar.
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Asr ,ld, but it can be almost perfectly reproduced by process
Bsr ,ld. This surprising observation indicates that the envi-
ronmental factorshi at time i might be amplified by a mul-
tiplicative factorsi, which does not depend on past humidity
changesxi−n but on their magnitudesuxi−n−1u.

In conclusion, we propose two stochastic processes,
Asr ,ld andBsr ,ld, that generate simultaneously power-law
autocorrelations and asymmetric probability distributions.
Both processes depend on only two parameters,r and l,
wherer controls the scaling exponent of the power-law au-
tocorrelations andl controls the degree of asymmetry. We
study air humidity time series, and we find that they display
both power-law autocorrelations and asymmetric distribu-
tions. We find that processBsr ,ld is capable of
reproducing—qualitatively and quantitatively—the autocor-
relations and the distribution of the data. The quantitative
agreement of the shape of the distribution generated by pro-
cessBsr ,ld with the shape of the distribution of the air
humidity changes is surprising, because the shape of the dis-
tribution is not fitted, but fully determined by the parameters

r and l controlling the scaling exponent of the power-law
autocorrelations and the skewness of the distribution, respec-
tively. The surprising agreement of the shapes of the distri-
butions might suggest that air humidity changes at timei are
possibly driven bysid past air humidity changes at timesi –n,
sii d their magnitudes at timesi –n, and siii d environmental
factors at timei amplified by a multiplicative factor that
itself depends on past magnitudes at timesi –n. It is clear
that processesAsr ,ld andBsr ,ld lack many important de-
tails necessary for realistic weather models, but the simplic-
ity and generality of processesAsr ,ld and Bsr ,ld might
possibly make them useful for modeling diverse physical
systems exhibiting both power-law correlations and asym-
metric distributions.
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Quantifying signals with power-law correlations: A comparative study of detrended fluctuation
analysis and detrended moving average techniques
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Detrended fluctuation analysissDFAd and detrended moving averagesDMA d are two scaling analysis meth-
ods designed to quantify correlations in noisy nonstationary signals. We systematically study the performance
of different variants of the DMA method when applied to artificially generated long-range power-law corre-
lated signals with ana priori known scaling exponenta0 and compare them with the DFA method. We find that
the scaling results obtained from different variants of the DMA method strongly depend on the type of the
moving average filter. Further, we investigate the optimal scaling regime where the DFA and DMA methods
accurately quantify the scaling exponenta0, and how this regime depends on the correlations in the signal.
Finally, we develop a three-dimensional representation to determine how the stability of the scaling curves
obtained from the DFA and DMA methods depends on the scale of analysis, the order of detrending, and the
order of the moving average we use, as well as on the type of correlations in the signal.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.71.051101 PACS numberssd: 05.40.2a, 95.75.Wx, 95.75.Pq, 02.70.2c

I. INTRODUCTION

There is growing evidence that output signals of many
physical f1–15g, biological f16–19g, physiological f20–35g
and economic systemsf36–43g, where multiple component
feedback interactions play a central role, exhibit complex
self-similar fluctuations over a broad range of space and/or
time scales. These fluctuating signals can be characterized by
long-range power-law correlations. Due to nonlinear mecha-
nisms controlling the underlying interactions, the output sig-
nals of complex systems are also typically nonstationary,
characterized by embedded trends and heterogeneous seg-
ments spatches with different local statistical propertiesd
f44–46g. Traditional methods such as power-spectrum and
autocorrelation analysisf48–50g are not suitable for nonsta-
tionary signals.

Recently, new methods have been developed to address
the problem of accurately quantifying long-range correla-
tions in nonstationary fluctuating signals:sad the detrended
fluctuation analysissDFAd f16,23,51g, andsbd the detrended
moving average methodsDMA d f52–56g. An advantage of
the DFA methodf44–47g is that it can reliably quantify scal-
ing features in the fluctuations by filtering out polynomial
trends. However, trends may not necessarily be polynomial,
and the DMA method was introduced to estimate correlation
properties of nonstationary signals without any assumptions
on the type of trends, the probability distribution, or other
characteristics of the underlying stochastic process.

Here, we systematically compare the performance of the
DFA and different variants of the DMA method. To this end
we generate long-range power-law correlated signals with an
a priori known correlation exponenta0 using the Fourier
filtering methodf57g. Tuning the value of the correlation
exponenta0, we compare the scaling behavior obtained from
the DFA and different variants of the DMA methods to de-
termine:s1d how accurately these methods reproducea0; s2d
what are the limitations of the methods when applied to sig-

nals with small or large values ofa0. Based on single real-
ization as well as on ensemble averages of a large number of
artificially generated signals, we also compare the best fitting
range si.e., the minimum and the maximum scalesd over
which the correlation exponenta0 can be reliably estimated
by the DFA and DMA methods.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we
review the DFA method and we introduce variants of the
DMA method based on different types of moving average
filters. In Sec. III we compare the performance of DFA and
DMA on correlated and anticorrelated signals. We also test
and compare the stability of the scaling curves obtained by
these methods by estimating the local scaling behavior
within a given window of scales and for different scaling
regions. In Sec. IV we summarize our results and discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of the two methods. In Appen-
dix A we consider higher order weighted detrended moving
average methods, and in Appendix B we discuss moving
average techniques in the frequency domain.

II. METHODS

A. Detrended fluctuation analysis

The DFA method is a modified root-mean-squaresrmsd
analysis of a random walk. Starting with a signalusid, where
i =1, . . . ,N, andN is the length of the signal, the first step of
the DFA method is to integrateusid and obtain

ysid = o
j=1

i

fus jd − ūg, s1d

where

ū ;
1

N
o
j=1

N

us jd s2d

is the mean.
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The integrated profileysid is then divided into boxes of
equal lengthn. In each boxn, we fit ysid using a polynomial
function ynsid, which represents the local trend in that box.
When a different order of a polynomial fit is used, we have a
different order DFA-, se.g., DFA-1 if ,=1, DFA-2 if ,=2,
etcd.

Next, the integrated profileysid is detrended by subtract-
ing the local trendynsid in each box of lengthn:

Ynsid ; ysid − ynsid. s3d

Finally, for each boxn, the rms fluctuation for the integrated
and detrended signal is calculated:

Fsnd ;Î 1

N
o
i=1

N

fYnsidg2. s4d

The above calculation is then repeated for varied box length
n to obtain the behavior ofFsnd over a broad range of scales.
For scale-invariant signals with power-law correlations, there
is a power-law relationship between the rms fluctuation func-
tion Fsnd and the scalen:

Fsnd , na. s5d

Because power laws are scale invariant,Fsnd is also
called the scaling function and the parametera is the scaling
exponent. The value ofa represents the degree of the corre-
lation in the signal: if a=0.5, the signal is uncorrelated
swhite noised; if a.0.5, the signal is correlated; ifa,0.5,
the signal is anticorrelated.

B. Detrended moving average methods

The DMA method is a new approach to quantify correla-
tion properties in nonstationary signals with underlying
trendsf52,53g. Moving average methods are widely used in
fields such as chemical kinetics, biological processes, and
finance f56,58–61g to quantify signals where large high-
frequency fluctuations may mask characteristic low-
frequency patterns. Comparing each data point to the moving
average, the DMA method determines whether data follow
the trend, and how deviations from the trend are correlated.

Step 1. The first step of the DMA method is to detect
trends in data employing a moving average. There are two
important categories of moving average:sId simple moving
average andsII d weighted moving average.

(I) Simple moving average. The simple moving average
assigns equal weight to each data point in a window of size
n. The position to which the average of all weighted data
points is assigned determines the relative contribution of the
“past” and “future” points. In the following we consider the
backward and the centered moving average.

(a) Backward moving average. For a window of sizen the
simple backward moving average is defined as

ỹnsid ;
1

n
o
k=0

n−1

ysi − kd, s6d

whereysid is the integrated signal defined in Eq.s1d. Here,
the average of the signal data points within the window re-

fers to the last datapoint covered by the window. Thus, the
operatorỹn in Eq. s6d is “causal,” i.e., the averaged value at
each data pointi depends only on the pastn−1 values of the
signal. The backward moving average is however affected by
a rather slow reaction to changes in the signal, due to a delay
of lengthn/2 shalf the window sized compared to the signal.

(b) Centered moving average. This is an alternative mov-
ing average method, where the average of the signal data
points within a window of sizen is placed at the center of the
window. The moving average function is defined as

ỹnsid =
1

n
o

k=−fsn+1d/2g+1

fn/2g

ysi + kd, s7d

whereysid is the integrated signal defined in Eq.s1d andfxg
is the integer part ofx. The functionỹn defined in Eq.s7d is
not “causal,” since the centered moving average performs
dynamic averaging of the signal by mixing data points lying
to the left and to the right side ofi. In practice, while the
dynamical system under investigation evolves with timei
according toysid, the output of Eq.s7d mixes past and future
values ofysid. However, this averaging procedure is more
sensitive to changes in the signal without introducing delay
in the moving average compared to the signal.

(II) Weighted moving average. In dynamical systems the
most recent data points tend to reflect better the current state
of the underlying “forces.” Thus, a filter that places more
emphasis on the recent data values may be more useful in
determining reversals of trends in data. A widely used filter is
the exponentially weighted moving average, which we em-
ploy in our study. In the following we consider the backward
and the centered weighted moving average.

(a) Backward moving average. The weighted backward
moving average is defined as

ỹnsid ; s1 − ldysid + lỹnsi − 1d, s8d

where the parameterl=n/ sn+1d, n is the window size,i
=2,3, . . . ,N andỹns1d;ys1d. Expanding the termỹnsi −1d in
Eq. s8d, we obtain a recursive relation of step one with pre-
vious data points weighted by increasing powers ofl. Since
l,1, the contribution of the previous data points becomes
exponentially small. The weighted backward moving aver-
age of higher order,.1 sWDMA-,d where, is the step size
in the recursive Eq.s8d is defined in Appendix A.

(b) Centered moving average. The weighted centered
moving average is defined as

ỹnsid =
1

2
fỹn

Lsid + ỹn
Rsidg, s9d

where ỹn
Lsid is defined by Eq.s8d, and ỹn

Rsid=s1−ldysid
+lỹn

Rsi +1d, where i =N−1,N−2, . . . ,1 and ỹn
RsNd;ysNd.

The termỹn
Rsid is the weighted contribution of all data points

to the right of i sfrom i +1 to the end of the signalNd, and
ỹn

Lsid is the weighted contribution of all data points to the left
of i.
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The exponentially weighted moving average reduces the
correlation between the current data point at which the mov-
ing average window is positioned and the previous and fu-
ture points.

Step 2. Once the moving averageỹnsid is obtained, we
next detrend the signal by subtracting the trendỹn from the
integrated profileysid

Cnsid ; ysid − ỹnsid. s10d

For the backward moving average, we then calculate the
fluctuation for a window of sizen as

Fsnd =Î 1

N − n + 1o
i=n

N

fCnsidg2. s11d

For the centered moving average the fluctuation for a win-
dow of sizen is calculated as

Fsnd =Î 1

N − n + 1 o
i=fsn+1d/2g

N−fn/2g

fCnsidg2. s12d

Step 3. Repeating the calculation for differentn, we ob-
tain the fluctuation functionFsnd. A power law relation be-
tween the fluctuation functionFsnd and the scalen fsee Eq.
s5dg indicates a self-similar behavior.

When the moving averageỹn is calculated as in Eq.s6d,
Eq. s7d, Eq. s8d and Eq.s9d, we have the detrended moving
method sDMA d, the centered detrened moving average
sCDMAd, the weighted detrended moving average with order
, sWDMA-,d and the weighted centered detrended moving
averagesWCDMAd, respectively.

III. ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON

Using the modified Fourier filtering methodf57g, we gen-
erate uncorrelated, positively correlated, and anticorrelated
signals usid, where i =1,2, . . . ,N and N=220, with a zero
mean and unit standard deviation. By introducing a designed
power-law behavior in the Fourier spectrumf45,57g, the
method can efficiently generate signals with long-range
power-law correlations characterized by ana priori known
correlation exponenta0.

A. Detrended moving average method and DFA

In this section we investigate the performance of the
DMA and WDMA-1 methods when applied to signals with
different type and degree of correlations, and compare them
to the DFA method. Specifically, we compare the features of
the scaling functionFsnd obtained from the DMA and
WDMA-1 methods with the DFA method, and how accu-
rately these methods estimate the correlation properties of
the artificially generated signalsusid. Ideally, the output scal-
ing functionFsnd should exhibit a power-law behavior over
all scalesn, characterized by a scaling exponenta which is
identical to the given correlation exponenta0 of the artificial
signals. Previous studiesf44–46g show that the scaling be-
havior obtained from the DFA method depends on the scalen
and the order, of the polynomial fit when detrending the

signal. We investigate if the results of the DMA and
WDMA-1 method also have a similar dependence on the
scalen. We also show how the scaling results depend on the
order, when WDMA-, with ,=2,3,4,5 areapplied to the
signalsssee Appendix Ad.

To compare the performance of different methods, we first
study the behavior of the scaling functionFsnd obtained from
DFA-0, DFA-1, DMA, and WDMA-1. In Fig. 1 we show the
rms fluctuation functionFsnd obtained from the different
methods for an anti-correlated signal with correlation expo-
nenta0=0.2, an uncorrelated signal witha0=0.5, and a posi-

FIG. 1. A comparison of the scaling behavior obtained from the
DMA, WDMA-1, DFA-0, and DFA-1 methods for artificially gen-
erated power-law correlated signals with a scaling exponenta0. The
length of the signals isN=220. Scaling curvesFsnd versus scalen
for sad an anticorrelated signal witha0=0.2, sbd an uncorrelated
signal with a0=0.5, andscd a positively correlated signal witha0

=0.8. At small scales, all methods exhibit a weak crossover, which
is more pronounced for anticorrelated signals. At large scales, the
Fsnd curves obtained from DMA, WDMA-1, and DFA-0 exhibit a
clear crossover to a flat region for all signals, independent of the
type of correlations. No such crossover is observed for the scaling
curves obtained from the DFA-1 method, suggesting a more accu-
rate estimate of the scaling exponenta0 at large scales.
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tively correlated signal witha0=0.8. We find that in the in-
termediate regimeFsnd sobtained from all methodsd exhibits
an approximate power-law behavior characterized by a
single scaling exponenta. At large scalesn for DFA-0,
DMA, and WDMA-1, we observe a crossover inFsnd lead-
ing to a flat regime. With increasinga0 this crossover be-
comes more pronounced and moves to the intermediate scal-
ing range. In contrast, such a crossover at large scales is not
observed for DFA-1, indicating that the DFA-1 method can
better quantify the correlation properties at large scales. At
small scalesn the scaling curvesFsnd obtained from all
methods exhibit a crossover which is more pronounced for
anticorrelated signalssa0=0.2d and becomes less pro-
nounced for uncorrelatedsa0=0.5d and positively correlated
signalssa0=0.8d.

We next systematically examine the performance of the
DFA-0, DFA-1, DMA, and WDMA-1 methods by varyinga0
over a very broad range of valuess0.1øa0ø3.5d sFig. 2d.
For all four methods, we comparea0 with the exponenta
obtained from fitting the rms fluctuation functionFsnd in the
scaling range 102,n,104, i.e., the range where all methods
perform well according to our observations in Fig. 1. If the
methods work properly, for each value of the “input” expo-
nent a0 we expect the estimated “output” exponent to bea
=a0. We find that the scaling exponenta, obtained from
different methods, saturates as the “input” correlation expo-
nent a0 increases, indicating the limitation of each method.
The saturation of scaling exponent ata=1 indicates that
DMA and WDMA-1 do not accurately quantify the correla-
tion properties of signals witha0.1.

In contrast, the DFA-, method can quantify accurately the
scaling behavior of strongly correlated signals if the appro-
priate order, of the polynomial fit is used in the detrending
procedure. Specifically, we find that the values of the scaling

exponenta obtained from the DFA-, are limited toaø,
+1. Thus the DFA-, can quantify the correlation properties
of signals characterized by exponenta0ø,+1. For signals
with a0.,+1 we find that the output exponenta from the
DFA-, method remains constant ata=,+1. These findings
suggest that in order to obtain a reliable estimate of the cor-
relations in a signal one has to apply the DFA-, for several
increasing orders, until the obtained scaling exponenta
stops changing with increasing,.

Since the accuracy of the scaling exponent obtained from
the different methods depends on the range of scalesn over
which we fit the rms fluctuation functionFsnd sas seen in
Fig. 1d, and since different methods exhibit different limita-
tions for the range of scaling exponent valuessas demon-
strated in Fig. 2d, we next investigate the local scaling be-
havior of theFsnd curves to quantify the performance of the
different methods in greater details. To ensure a good esti-
mation of the local scaling behavior, we calculateFsnd at
scalesn=432i/64, i =0,1,2, . . .,which in log scale provides
64 equidistant points forFsnd per bin of size log 2. To esti-
mate the local scaling exponentaloc, we locally fit Fsnd in a
window of sizew=3 log 2, e.g,aloc is the slope ofFsnd in a
window containing 3364 points. To quantify the detailed
features of the scaling curveFsnd at different scalesn, we
slide the windoww in small steps of sizeD= 1

4 log 2 starting
at n=4, thus obtaining approximately 70 equidistantaloc in
log scale per each scaling curve. We consider the average
value of aloc obtained from 50 different realizations of sig-
nals with the same correlation exponenta0.

In Fig. 3, we compare the behavior ofaloc as a function of
the scalen to more accurately determine the best fitting
range in the scaling curvesFsnd obtained from the DMA,
WDMA-1, DFA-0, and DFA-1. A rms fluctuation function
exhibiting a perfect scaling behavior would be characterized
by aloc=a0 for all scalesn and for all values ofa0 denoted
by horizontal lines in Fig. 3. A deviation of thealoc curves
from these horizontal lines indicates an inaccuracy in quan-
tifying the correlation properties of a signal and the limita-
tion of the methods. Our results show that the performance
of different methods depends on the “input”a0 and scalen.
At small scales and fora0,0.8 we observe thataloc for all
methods deviates up from the horizontal lines suggesting an
overestimation of the real correlation exponenta0. This ef-
fect is less pronounced for uncorrelated and positively corre-
lated signals. At intermediate scalesaloc exhibits a horizontal
plateau indicating that all methods closely reproduce the in-
put exponent fora0,0.8. This intermediate scaling regime
changes for different types of correlations and for different
methods. At large scales ofn.104, the DMA, WDMA-1,
and DFA-0 methods strongly underestimate the actual corre-
lations in the signal, withaloc curves sharply dropping for all
values ofa0 fFigs. 3sad–3scdg. In contrast, the DFA-1 method
accurately reproducesa0 at large scales withaloc following
the horizontal lines up to approximatelyN/10 fFig. 3sddg. In
addition, the DFA-1 method accurately reproduces the corre-
lation exponent at small and intermediate scales even when
a0.1 fFig. 3sddg, while the DMA, WDMA-1, and DFA-0
are limited toa0,0.8.

For a certain “input” correlation exponenta0, we can es-
timate the good fitting regime ofFsnd to be the length of the

FIG. 2. A comparison of the performance of the different scaling
methodssDMA, WDMA-1, DFA-0, DFA-1, and DFA-2d when ap-
plied to artificially generated signals with long-range power-law
correlations. Herea0 is the correlation exponent of the generated
signals anda is the exponent value estimated using different meth-
ods. For all methods we obtaina by fitting the corresponding scal-
ing curvesFsnd in the rangenP f102,104g. Flat regions indicate the
limitations of the methods in accurately estimating the degree of
correlations in the generated signals, as the “output” exponenta
remains unchanged when the “input” exponenta0 is varied.
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plateau in Fig. 3. For example, fora0=0.2 the calculated
scaling exponentaloc obtained from the DMA method is ap-
proximately equal to the expected valuea0=0.2 within a
range of two decadess102,n,104d. Similarly, the good
fitting range ofFsnd obtained from the DFA-0 fora0=0.2 is
about three decadess102,n,105d. However, the calculated
local scaling exponentaloc can fluctuate for different realiza-
tions of correlated signals. Although the mean value obtained
from many independent realizations is close to the expected
value, the fluctuation of the estimated scaling exponent can
be very large. Thus, it is possible foraloc to deviate froma0
and the scaling range estimated from Fig. 3 may not be a
good fitting range. Therefore, it is necessary to study the
dispersion of the local scaling exponent to determine the
reliability of the “good” fitting range estimated from Fig. 3.
In Figs. 4–6 we show the results foraloc from 20 different
realizations of the correlated signal witha0=0.2, a0=0.5,
and a0=0.8, respectively. For all methods, we observe that
there is a large dispersion ofaloc, indicating strong fluctua-
tions in the scaling functionFsnd at large scalesn sn,103

for DMA and WDMA-1 andn,104 for DFA-0 and DFA-1d
sFigs. 4–6d. This suggests that the good fitting range ob-
tained only from the mean value ofaloc, as shown in Fig. 3,
may be overestimated.

FIG. 3. A comparison of the local scaling exponentaloc as a function of the scalen for the DMA, WDMA-1, DFA-0, and DFA-1
methods. We consider signals of lengthN=220 and varying values of the correlation exponenta0. The local scaling exponentaloc quantifies
the stability of the scaling curvesFsnd ssee Fig. 1d and is expected to exhibit small fluctuations around a constant valuea0 if Fsnd is well
fitted by a power-law function.a0 is denoted by horizontal dotted lines. Symbols denote the estimated values ofaloc and represent average
results from 50 realizations of artificial signals for each value of the “input” scaling exponenta0. Deviations from the horizontal lines at
small or at large scales indicate limitations of the methods to accurately quantify the built-in correlations in different scaling ranges.

FIG. 4. Values of the local scaling exponentaloc as a function of
the scalen obtained from 20 different realizations of artificial anti-
correlated signals with an identical scaling exponenta0=0.2.
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To better quantify the best fitting range for different meth-
ods and for different types of correlations we develop a
three-dimensional representationsFig. 7d. Based on 50 real-
izations of correlated signals with different values of 0.1
,a0,1.1, for each scalen we define the probabilityp snor-
malized frequencyd to obtain values fora0−d,aloc,a0+d,
where d=0.02 sarguments supporting this choice ofd are
presented in Sec. III Bd. Again, as in Fig. 3, for each realiza-
tion of correlated signals with a givena0, we calculatealoc

FIG. 5. Values of the local scaling exponentaloc as a function of
the scalen obtained from 20 different realizations of artificial un-
correlated signals with an identical scaling exponenta0=0.5.

FIG. 6. Values of the local scaling exponentaloc as a function of
the scalen obtained from 20 different realizations of artificial posi-
tively correlated signals with an identical scaling exponenta0

=0.8.

FIG. 7. Probability density of the estimated values ofa0−d
,aloc,a0+d, whered=0.02 for a varying scale rangen and for
different values of the “input” correlation exponenta0. Separate
panels show the performance of the DMA, WDMA-1, DFA-0 and
DFA-1 methods, respectively, based on 50 realizations of correlated
signals for each value ofa0. The probability density valuesp are
presented in color, with the darker color corresponding to higher
values as indicated in the vertical columns next to each panel. A
perfect scaling behavior would correspond to dark-colored columns
spanning all scalesn for each value ofa0.
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by fitting the rms fluctuation functionFsnd in a window of
sizew=3 log 2 sliding in steps ofD= 1

4 log 2. Vertical color
bars in Fig. 7 represent the value of the probability
p—darker colors corresponding to higher probability to ob-
tain accurate values foraloc. Thus dark-colored columns in
the panels of Fig. 7 represent the range of scalesn where the
methods perform best.

For the DMA and WDMA-1 methods, we find that with
high probabilitysp.0.7d, accurate scaling results can be ob-
tained in the scaling range of two decades for 0.4øa0
ø0.6. However, WDMA-1 performs better at small scales
compared to DMA. For an explanation of why the WDMA-1
performs better at small scales compared to DMA, see Ap-
pendix B. In contrast, DFA-0 exhibits an increased fitting
range of about three decades for 0.4øa0ø0.8, while for the
DFA-1 we find the best fitting range to be around three de-
cades fora0.0.5. For strongly anticorrelated signalssa0

,0.2d, all methods do not provide an accurate estimate of
the scaling exponentsa0. However, by integrating anticorre-
lated signals witha0,0.3 and applying the DFA-1 method,

we can reliably quantify the scaling exponent, since DFA-1
has the advantage to quantify signals witha0.1 fFig. 7sddg.
This cannot be obtained by the other three methodsfFigs.
7sad–7scdg.

B. Centered moving average method and DFA

To test the accuracy of the CDMA method we perform the
same procedure as shown in Fig. 3. We calculate the local
scaling exponentaloc for signals with different “input” cor-
relation exponenta0 and for a broad range of scalesn sFig.
8d. We find that for 0.3,a0,0.8 the CDMA method per-
forms better than the DMA for all scalesn, and the average
value of aloc follows very closely the expected values ofa
indicated by horizontal lines in Fig. 8. For anticorrelated
signals witha0ø0.3, both DMA and CDMA overestimate
the value ofa0 at small scalesn,102. For strongly corre-
lated signals witha0.0.8, CDMA underestimatesa0 at
small scalesn,102, in contrast to DMA which overesti-
matesa0. For correlated signals witha0.1.1 fnot shown in

FIG. 8. A comparison of the local scaling exponentaloc as a function of the scalen for the DMA, CDMA, DFA-0, and DFA-1 methods.
We consider signals of lengthN=220 and varying values of the correlation exponenta0. The local scaling exponentaloc quantifies the
stability of the scaling curvesFsnd and is expected to exhibit small fluctuations around a constant valuea0 if Fsnd is well fitted by a
power-law function.a0 is denoted by horizontal dotted lines. Symbols denote the estimated values ofaloc and represent average results from
50 realizations of artificial signals for each value of the “input” scaling exponenta0. Deviations from the horizontal lines at small or at large
scales indicate limitations of the methods to accurately quantifying the built-in correlations in different scaling ranges. Error bars represent
the standard deviation for each average value ofaloc at different scalesn, and determine the accuracy of each method.
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Fig. 8scdg the deviation ofaloc from the expected valuea0 for
the CDMA method becomes even more pronounced and
spreads to large scales. At intermediate and large scales
CDMA performs much better—aloc closely follows the hori-
zontal linesfFigs. 8sad–8scdg. These differences in the per-
formance of the DMA and CDMA methods are also clearly
seen in the probability density plots shown in Fig. 9.

Next, we compare the stability of the DMA, CDMA,
DFA-0, and DFA-1 methods in reproducing the same “input”
value ofa0 for different realizations of correlated signals. We
generate 50 realizations of signals for eacha0, and we obtain
the average value and the standard deviation ofaloc for a
range of scalesn. The values of the standard deviation are
represented by error bars in Fig. 8 for each value ofaloc at all

scalesn. We find that with increasing scalesn, the standard
deviation gradually increases, and that for DMA the standard
deviation is less than 0.02 while for DFA the standard devia-
tion is less than 0.01 in the range of scalesn up toN/100 sN
is the signal lengthd. For all methods at scalesn.N/100, the
standard deviation increases more rapidly, and thus the sta-
bility of the methods in reproducing the same value of the
exponent for different realizations decreases.

In Fig. 10 we present the dependence ofaloc on the scale
n for the weighted centered detrended moving average
method. Compared to the CDMA method, the WCDMA
method weakens the overestimation ofaloc at small scale for
anticorrelated signals and provides accurate results ofaloc at
small scales for positively correlated signals with 0.5,a0
,1. Compared to the DFA method, the WCDMA performs
better at small scales for 0.5,a0,1.0. However, at larger
scalesn.102, the standard deviation of DFA-1 is smaller
than that of WCDMAfFigs. 8sdd, 10, and 11g, indicating
more reliable results for the local scaling exponentaloc ob-
tained from DFA-1.

Finally, we test how the choice of the parameterd will
affect the probability density plots shown in Fig. 7 and Fig.
9. To access the precision of the methods one has to increase
the confidence level by decreasingd. In Fig. 7 and Fig. 9 we
have chosend=0.02 to correspond to the value of the stan-
dard deviation foraloc at scalesn,104 as estimated by the
DMA method sFig. 8d. We demonstrate that the distribution
plot for DMA with d=0.02 sshown in Fig. 7d changes dra-
matically when we choosed=0.01 fas shown in Fig. 12sbdg.
This result confirms the observation from Figs. 8sad and 8sdd
that the DFA-1 method is more stablessmaller standard

FIG. 9. Probability density of the estimated values ofa0−d
,aloc,a0+d, whered=0.02 for a varying scale rangen and for
different values of the “input” correlation exponenta0. The two
panels show the performance of the DMA and CDMA methods,
respectively, based on 50 realizations of correlated signals for each
value ofa0. The probability density valuesp are presented in color,
with the darker color corresponding to higher values, as indicated in
the vertical columns next to each panel. A perfect scaling behavior
would correspond to dark-colored columns spanning all scalesn for
each value ofa0.

FIG. 10. Local scaling exponentaloc as a function of the scalen
for the WCDMA method. We consider signals of lengthN=220 and
varying values of the correlation exponenta0. The expected value
of the exponenta0 is denoted by horizontal dotted lines. Symbols
denote the estimated values ofaloc and represent average results
from 50 realizations of artificial signals for each value of the “in-
put” scaling exponenta0. Deviations from the horizontal lines at
small or at large scales indicate limitations of the methods to accu-
rately quantify the built-in correlations in different scaling ranges.
Error bars represent the standard deviation for each average value
of aloc at different scalesn, and determine the accuracy of the
method.
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deviationd and more accuratesaverage ofaloc closer to the
theoretically expected valuea0d than the DMA method.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have systematically studied the performance of the
different variants of DMA method when applied to signals
with long-range power-law correlations, and we have com-
pared them to the DFA method. Specially, we have consid-
ered two categories of detrended moving average methods—
the simple moving average and the weighted moving
average—in order to investigate the effect of the relative
contribution of data points included in the moving average
window when estimating correlations in signals. To investi-
gate the role of “past” and “future” data points in the dy-
namic averaging process for signals with different correla-
tions, we have also considered the cases of backward and
centered moving average within each of the above two cat-
egories. Finally, we have introduced a three-dimensional rep-
resentation to compare the performance of different variants
of the DMA method and the DFA methods over different

scaling ranges based on an ensemble of multiple signal real-
izations.

We find that the simple backward moving average DMA
method and the weighted backward moving average method
WDMA-, have limitations when applied to signals with very
strong correlations characterized by scaling exponenta0
.0.8. A similar limitation is also found for the,=0 order of
the DFA method. However, for higher order,, the DFA-,
method can accurately quantify correlations witha0,,+1.
We also find that at large scales the DMA, WDMA-,, and
DFA-0 methods underestimate the correlations in signals
with 0.5,a0,1.0, while the DFA-, method can more ac-
curately quantify the scaling behavior of such signals. Fur-
ther, we find that the scaling curves obtained from the DFA-1

FIG. 11. A comparison of the local scaling exponentaloc as a
function of the scalen obtained fromsad the WCDMA method and
sbd the DFA-1 method. Symbols denote the estimated values ofaloc

calculated as in Fig. 10 for different “input” scaling exponentsa0

.1. Error bars representing the standard deviation around the av-
eragealoc are smaller for the DFA-1 method at all scalesn, indi-
cating that the DFA-1 method provides more reliable results. FIG. 12. Probability density of estimated values ofa0−d

,aloc,a0+d, where d=0.01 for varying scale rangen and for
different values of the “input” correlation exponenta0. The two
panels show the performance of the DMA and DFA-1 methods,
respectively, based on 50 realizations of correlated signals for each
value ofa0. The probability density valuesp are presented in color,
with darker color corresponding to higher values as indicated in the
vertical columns next to each panel. A perfect scaling behavior
would correspond to dark-colored columns spanning all scalesn for
each value ofa0.
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method are stable over a much broader range of scales com-
pared to the DMA, WDMA-1, and DFA-0 methods, indicat-
ing a better fitting range to quantify the correlation exponent
a0. In contrast, we find that WDMA-, with a higher order,,
more accurately reproduce the correlation properties of anti-
correlated signalssa0,0.5d at small scales. Accurate results
for anticorrelated signals can also be obtained from the
DFA-1 method after first integrating the signal and thus re-
ducing the value of the estimated correlation exponent by 1.

In contrast to the simple backward moving average
sDMA d and DFA-0 methods, the centered moving average
CDMA provides a more accurate estimate of the correlations
in signals with 0.3,a0,0.7 at small scalesn,102, and in
signals with a0.0.7 at intermediate scales 102,n,104.
However, the CDMA method strongly underestimates corre-
lations in signals witha0.0.7 at small scalessn,102d,
while the DFA-1 method reproduces quite accurately the cor-
relations of signals witha0.0.7 at both small and interme-
diate scales. We also find that by introducing weighted cen-
tered moving average WCDMA, one can overcome the
limitation of the CDMA method in estimating correlations in
signals witha0.0.5 at small scalessn,102d. On the other
hand, the WCDMA method is characterized by larger error
bars foraloc at intermediate scales compared to the CDMA

method. Further, we find that the performance of the
WCDMA is comparable to the DFA-1 method for signals
with 0.5,a0,1. At small scales the WCDMA performs
better than the DFA-1 method, while at the intermediate
scales 102,n,104, DFA-1 provides more reliable local
scaling exponent with smaller standard deviation based on
50 independent realizations for eacha0. For very strongly
correlated signals witha0.1, we find that the DFA-1
method performs much better at all scales compared to
WCDMA and all other variants of the DMA method.
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APPENDIX A

1. Higher order weighted moving average

To account for different types of correlations in signals,
we consider the,-order weighted moving averagesWDMA-
,d, defined as

FIG. 13. A comparison of the local scaling exponentaloc as a function of the scalen for the WDMA-, method with different order,
=2, . . . ,5 of the weighted moving average. We consider signals of lengthN=220 and varying values of the correlation exponenta0. The local
scaling exponentaloc quantifies the stability of the scaling curvesFsnd ssee Fig. 1d, and is expected to exhibit small fluctuations around a
constant valuea0 if Fsnd is well fitted by a power-law function.a0 is denoted by horizontal dotted lines. Symbols denote the estimated
values ofaloc and represent average results from 50 realizations of artificial signals for each value of the “input” scaling exponenta0. For
small values of, at small and intermediate scalesn, WDMA-, accurately reproduces the scaling behavior of signals with 0.4,a0,0.8,
while for large,, the scaling behavior of anticorrelated signals witha0,0.4 are better reproduced at small scales.
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ỹnsid ;
s1 − ld

,
o
k=0

,−1

ysi − kd + lỹnsi − ,d, sA1d

wherel=n/ sn+,d, , is the order of the moving average,ysid
is defined in Eq.s1d. The relative importance of the two
terms entering the function in Eq.sA1d can be further under-
stood by analyzing the properties of the transfer function
Hsfd in the frequency domainssee Appendix Bd.

Compared to the traditional exponentially weighted mov-
ing averagesof order ,=1d where the terms in Eq.sA1d
decrease exponentially, the higher order,.1 allows for a
slower, step-size decrease of the terms in Eq.sA1d with a
“step” of size ,. The fluctuation functionFsnd is obtained
following Eq. s10d and Eq.s11d. The WDMA-, allows for a
more gradual decrease in the distribution of weights in the
moving average box, and thus may be more appropriate

when estimating the scaling behavior of anticorrelated and
uncorrelated signals.

We apply the WDMA-, method for increasing values of,
to correlated signals with varied values of the scaling expo-
nenta0. To study the performance of the WDMA-, methods,
we estimate the scaling behavior of the rms fluctuation func-
tion Fsnd at different scalesn by calculating the local scaling
exponentaloc in the same way as discussed in Fig. 3. We find
that at large scales for,=2, . . . ,5, thealoc curves deviate
significantly from the expected valuesa0—presented with
horizontal dashed lines in Fig. 13. This indicates that the
WDMA-, method significantly underestimates the strength
of the correlations in our artificially generated signals. Fur-
ther, as for,=1, we find that for higher order,.1 the
WDMA-, methods exhibit an inherent limitation to accu-
rately quantify the scaling behavior of positively correlated
signals witha0.0.7. This behavior is also clear from our
three-dimensional presentation in Fig. 14. For anticorrelated

FIG. 14. Probability density of estimated values ofa0−d,aloc,a0+d, whered=0.02 for the varying scale rangen and for different
values of the “input” correlation exponenta0. Separate panels show the performance of the WDMA-2, WDMA-3, WDMA-4, and WDMA-5
methods, respectively, based on 50 realizations of correlated signals for each value ofa0. The probability density valuesp are presented in
color, with the darker color corresponding to higher values, as indicated in the vertical columns next to each panel. A perfect scaling behavior
would correspond to dark-colored columns spanning all scalesn for each value ofa0.
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signals, however, the WDMA-, performs better at small and
intermediate scales for increasing order, as a0 decreases
sFig. 13d ssee Appendix Bd. These observations are also con-
firmed from the three-dimensional probability histograms in
Fig. 14, where it is clear that the scaling range for the best fit
shrinks for positively correlated signalssa0.0.5d for in-
creasing order,, while for anticorrelated signalssa0,0.5d,
there is a broader range of scales over which a best fitswith
a probability ofp.0.7d is observed.

APPENDIX B

1. Moving average methods in frequency domain

In this appendix, the performance of the DMA algorithm
is discussed in the frequency domain. The interest of the
frequency domain derives from the simplification designed
to describe the effect of the detrending functionỹnsid in
terms of the product of the square modulus of the transfer
function Hnsfd and ofSsfd, the power spectral density of the
noisy signalysid.

The simple moving averageỹnsid of window size n is
defined as

ỹnsid ;
1

n
o
k=0

n−1

ysi − kd, sB1d

corresponding to the discrete form of the causal convolution
integral, where the convolution kernel introduces the
memory effect. EquationsB1d is a sum with a constant
memory kernelhstd, i.e., a step function with an amplitude
1/n fFig. 15sadg. The functionhstd uniformly weights the
contribution of all the past events in the windowf0,nd, thus
it works better for random paths with a correlation exponent
centered around 0.5. For higher degrees of correlation or
anticorrelation, it should be taken into accountsas already
explained in the section describing the DMA functiond that
each data point is more correlated to the most recent points
than to the points further away.

In the frequency domain,ỹnsid is characterized by the
transfer functionHnsfd sthe Dirichlet kerneld, which is

Hnsfd =
sinsnpfd

npf
e−inpf . sB2d

Hnsfd takes the valuesHns0d=1 and Hnskf0d=0 for k
=1,2, . . .n.

The transfer functionHsfd of any filter should ideally be a
window of constant amplitude, going to zero very quickly
above the cutoff frequency 1/n. By observing the curves of
Fig. 15sbd and Fig. 16, it is clear that the filtering perfor-
mance ofHnsfd is affected by the presence of the side lobes
at frequency higher than 1/n.

As observed in Fig. 16,uH4sfdu2 presents a side lobe al-
lowing the components of the signalysid, with a frequency
between 1/n and 2/n si.e., time scales betweenn/2 andnd to
pass through the filter, thus giving a spurious contribution to
ỹnsid. These components contribute to the rmsFsnd fdefined
in Eq. s11dg less than what should correspond ton on the
basis of the scaling lawFsnd,na, with the consequence of
increasing the slopeFsnd at small scales.

We next discuss the reasons why the weighted moving
average might reduce this effect. The exponentially weighted
moving averagesWDMA-,d weights recent data more than
older data. It is defined as

ỹn,,sid ;
s1 − ld

,
o
k=0

,−1

ysi − kd + lỹn,,si − ,d. sB3d

The coefficients are commonly indicated asweightsof the
filter and are given by

l =
n

, + n
. sB4d

Taking the Fourier transform on Eq.sB3d, we obtain

FIG. 15. Plot of the moving average filter kernel in the timesad
and in the frequency domainsbd, respectively.

FIG. 16. Plot of the functionuHsfdu2 for the simple moving
average withn=4, uH4sfdu2; for the weighted moving average, with
n=4 and ,=2, uH4,2sfdu2, respectively; for the weighted moving
average withn=4 and,=4 uH4,4sfdu2, respectively.
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Ỹn,,sfd = s1 − ldH,sfdYsfd + lỸn,,sfde−i2p,f , sB5d

where Ysfd, Ỹn,,sfd are the Fourier transforms ofysid and
ỹn,,sid, respectively. Further, we have

Ỹn,,sfd =
1 − l

1 − le−i2p,f H,sfdYsfd. sB6d

Thus the transfer function is

Hn,,sfd =
1 − l

1 − le−i2p,f H,sfd. sB7d

From Eq. sB7d, one can find that the cutoff frequency for
uHn,,sfdu2 is minh1/f2pÎnsn+,dg ,1 /,j. In Fig. 16, the trans-
fer function of the weighted moving averages withn=4 and
,=2 and withn=4 and,=4, respectively, are shown. It can
be observed that the effect of the side lobe to the perfor-
mance of uH4,2sfdu2 and uH4,4sfdu2 has become negligible
compared to that ofuH4sfdu2, with the consequence of reduc-
ing the high frequency components in the detrended signal
and thus reducing the deviation of thealoc, as discussed in
the paper.
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Spurious detection of phase synchronization in coupled nonlinear oscillators
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Coupled nonlinear systems under certain conditions exhibit phase synchronization, which may change for
different frequency bands or with the presence of additive system noise. In both cases, Fourier filtering is
traditionally used to preprocess data. We investigate to what extent the phase synchronization of two coupled
Rössler oscillators depends on �1� the broadness of their power spectrum, �2� the width of the bandpass filter,
and �3� the level of added noise. We find that for identical coupling strengths, oscillators with broader power
spectra exhibit weaker synchronization. Further, we find that within a broad bandwidth range, bandpass filter-
ing reduces the effect of noise but can lead to a spurious increase in the degree of phase synchronization with
narrowing bandwidth, even when the coupling between the two oscillators remains the same.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.73.065201 PACS number�s�: 05.45.Xt, 05.45.Tp, 05.45.Pq

In recent years both theoretical and experimental studies
of coupled nonlinear oscillators have demonstrated that such
oscillators can exhibit phase synchronization �1–5�. Analysis
of experimental data has also indicated the presence of phase
synchronization in a range of coupled physical, biological,
and physiological systems �6–17�. In many of these studies,
an important practical question is how multivariate time se-
ries characterized by a relatively broad power spectrum are
phase synchronized in a specific frequency range �18–24�.
The presence of internal or external noise may also be an
obstacle when quantifying phase synchronization from ex-
perimental data �18,19,25–27�. In both cases a bandpass filter
is traditionally applied either to reduce the noise effect or to
extract the frequency range of interest. Thus, it is important
to know to what extent the width of the bandpass filter in-
fluences the results of the phase synchronization analysis, as
well as what is the range of the index values obtained from
the analysis that indicate a statistically significant phase syn-
chronization.

To address these questions, we consider a system of two
coupled Rössler oscillators �1,2� defined as

ẋ1,2 = − �1,2y1,2 − z1,2 + C�x2,1 − x1,2� ,

ẏ1,2 = �1,2x1,2 + ay1,2,

ż1,2 = f + z1,2�x1,2 − b� �1�

with parameter values a=0.165, f =0.2, and b=10. For the
mismatch of natural frequencies, we choose �1,2=�0±��,
with �0=0.6 and ��=0.005 �Fig. 1�a��. The time step in
our simulation is �t=2� /103, and the signal length
n=int�t /�t� with t=104, where int�x� denotes the integer part
of x.

We first investigate the characteristics of the system de-
fined in Eq. �1� by comparing them with the characteristics
of a second set of two coupled Rössler oscillators �3,4� stud-
ied in �3�. The system �3,4� is also described by Eq. �1�, and
has the same values for the parameters a, f , and b as system
�1,2�. The only differences are the natural frequency �0=1

and the frequency mismatch ��=0.015 �Fig. 1�b��. We ob-
serve a significantly broader power spectrum for system �1,2�
with �0=0.6 and frequency mismatch ��=0.005 �Fig. 1�c��.
Further, we observe that the instantaneous phase differences
��1,1= ��x1

�t�−�x2
�t�� mod�2�� for system �1,2� exhibits

larger fluctuations �Fig. 1�d��, described by a broader distri-
bution �Fig. 1�e��, compared to system �3,4�, suggesting a
weaker 1:1 phase synchronization for system �1,2�. To quan-
tify the degree of phase synchronization in the two Rössler
systems we use the synchronization index �= �Smax

−S� /Smax �18�, where S�−�k=1
N Pkln Pk is the Shannon

entropy �28� of the distribution P���1,1� of ��1,1, and
Smax=ln N, where N=int�exp�0.626+0.4 ln�n−1.0��� is the
optimized number of bins over which the distribution is ob-
tained �29�. For system �3,4� with a narrow power spectrum
we obtain a significantly larger value of � compared to the
system �1,2� characterized by a broader power spectrum �Fig.
1�f��. Varying the values of the coupling strength C, we find
that the phase synchronization index � is consistently higher
for system �3,4� characterized by the narrower power spec-
trum. Thus, for the same coupling strength C and for identi-
cal other parameters, system �1,2� with �0=0.6, which has a
broader power spectrum, exhibits weaker synchronization
compared to system �3,4� with �0=1, which has a narrow
power spectrum. These findings are complementary to a re-
cent study indicating a different degree of phase synchroni-
zation for the spectral components of coupled chaotic oscil-
lators �30�.

Recent work has shown that coupled Rössler oscillators
may exhibit different degrees of synchronization for different
ranges of time scales obtained via wavelet transform �31�.
Here, we ask to what extent the width of a bandpass filter
affects the degree of phase synchronization between two
coupled Rössler oscillators. While the output observables
x1and x2 of system �1,2� are clearly not in phase �Fig. 2�a��,
after Fourier bandpass filtering in the range of �f =0.01 cen-
tered at the peak of the power spectrum 2�f 	0.54 �Fig.
1�c��, the observables x1 and x2 appear 1:1 synchronized with
well-aligned peaks �Fig. 2�b��. The effect of the bandpass
filter can be clearly seen in the behavior of the instantaneous
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phase difference ��1,1 �Fig. 2�c�� and in the shape of the
probability density function P(��1,1�t�) �Fig. 2�d��. After
bandpass filtering, ��1,1 becomes smoother with fewer fluc-
tuations, and the distribution P���1,1� exhibits a more pro-
nounced peak. To quantify how the degree of synchroniza-
tion changes with the width �f of the bandpass filter, we
calculate the synchronization index � �Fig. 2�e��. We find
that for very large values of the bandwidth �f , the index � is
the same as the value �0 obtained for the system �1,2� with-
out any filtering, and that � remains unchanged for interme-
diate values of �f . However, for decreasing �f , the index �
increases rapidly from the expected value �0 �Figs. 1�f� and
2�c��. Such deviation to higher values of ���0, while the
coupling constant C in Eq. �1� remains fixed, indicates a
spurious effect of synchronization due to the bandpass filter.
Thus, applying a bandpass filter with a too narrow bandwidth
when preprocessing empirical data may lead to overestima-
tion of the phase synchronization �as defined by index ��
between two empirical systems where the coupling strength
is not known a priori.

Many physical and biological systems are influenced by
external noise, which can mask their intrinsic properties. Re-

cent studies have shown that noise can bias the estimation of
the driver-response relationship in coupled nonlinear oscilla-
tors leading to change in synchronization measures �32�.
Specifically, external noise may weaken the detection of the
coupling and reduce the synchronization between two
coupled dynamical systems. To address this problem, we
next test the effect of external noise on the degree of phase
synchronization of the two coupled Rössler oscillators de-
fined in Eq. �1�. Adding uncorrelated and unfiltered Gaussian
noise � to the output observables x1 and x2, while keeping
the coupling constant C in Eq. �1� fixed, we find that the
synchronization index � decreases with increasing noise
strength 	� �i.e., higher standard deviation 	� compared to
the standard deviation 	 of the output signals x1 and x2� �Fig.
3�a��. The dependence of � on the value of the coupling
constant C for different noise strength is shown in Fig. 3�b�.
We find that the transition to the state of maximum degree of
synchronization �indicated by a horizontal plateau for � in
Fig. 3�b�� occurs at decreasing values of the coupling con-
stant C for increasing noise strength 	�. For very strong
noise �	�=	=8.3�, the two Rössler oscillators in Eq. �1�
appear not to be synchronized, characterized by low values
for the index �, even for very large values of the coupling

FIG. 1. �Color online� Differences in the synchronization of two Rössler systems with identical coupling strengths and different power
spectra. Phase plot trajectories of the variables x vs their Hilbert transform xH for �a� system �1,2�, with x1 corresponding to �1=�0+��,
where �0=0.6 and ��=0.005; �b� system �3,4�, with x3 corresponding to �3=�0+��, where now �0=1 and ��=0.015. For both Rössler
systems C=0.03. �c� Power spectra of the time sequence x1 �dashed line� and x3 �solid line�. A broader spectrum is observed for system �1,2�
compared to system �3,4�. �d� Instantaneous phase difference ��1,1���x1�t�−�x2�t�� mod�2�� for system �1,2� �dashed line�, and ��1,1

���x3�t�−�x4�t�� mod�2�� for system �3,4� �solid line�, and �e� their corresponding distributions P���1,1�. System �1,2� exhibits larger
fluctuations in ��1,1 and is characterized by a broader distribution P���1,1�. �f� Synchronization index � as a function of the coupling
strength C. For identical values of C, system �3,4� �solid line�, which is characterized by a narrower power spectrum, exhibits stronger
synchronization �larger index �� compared to system �1,2� with a broader power spectrum. Specifically, for identical coupling strength C
=C0=0.03, the index �=�0 ��� for system �1,2�, while �=0.3��0 ��� for system �3,4� although the frequency mismatch for system �3,4� is
much larger. The effect of a Fourier bandpass filter applied to the system �1,2� while keeping C=0.03 fixed is equivalent to an increase of
the coupling strength of the system leading to a larger index �1��0 ��� as also shown in Fig. 2�e�.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Combined effects of external noise and
Fourier bandpass filtering on the synchronization. �a� Cumulative
distribution function F����1−
0

�P����d��for the synchronization
index � obtained from 100 different realizations of pairs of white
noise signals without coupling. The length of the noise signals is
int�107/2��. Tails of the distributions for each bandwidth indicate
the maximum values of � one can obtain simply as a result of
bandpass filtering when there is no synchronization between two
white noise signals. �b� Synchronization index � obtained for sys-
tem �1,2� defined in Eq. �1� with additive white noise as a function
of the bandwidth �f for C=0.03. While the effect of noise is gradu-
ally reduced by the Fourier bandpass filter with decreasing band-
width �f , there is an artificially increased synchronization �sharp
increase in �� when 2��f 
1, as also shown in Fig. 2�e�.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Effects of bandpass filtering on synchro-
nization. Time sequence of the variables x1 and x2 of system �1,2�
�a� before and �b� after applying a bandpass Fourier filter with
bandwidth �f =0.01. After bandpass filtering the sequences x1 and
x2 are better aligned in time �with almost matching peaks�. �c� In-
stantaneous phase difference ��1,1 and �d� the distribution P���1,1�
before �dashed line� and after �solid line� the Fourier bandpass fil-
tering. After filtering, ��1,1 is characterized by fewer fluctuations
and a much narrower distribution P���1,1�, indicating a stronger
synchronization, although the coupling strength C=0.03 remains
constant. �e� Dependence of the index � on the bandwidth 2��f for
fixed C=0.03. A filter with a relatively broader bandwidth �2��f
�1� leaves the synchronization index � practically unchanged, �
=�0, where �0 characterizes the synchronization between x1 and x2

before filtering. Narrowing �f leads to a sharp increase in �, which
is an artifact of the Fourier filtering as the coupling C and all other
parameters remain unchanged, e.g., for �f =0.005, �=�1	4�0.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Effect of external additive white noise on
phase synchronization for system �1,2� defined in Eq. �1�. �a� De-
pendence of the synchronization index � on the noise strength 	�

for fixed value of the coupling constant C. �b� Dependence of the
synchronization index � on the coupling strength C for different
levels of white noise which are defined through the standard devia-
tion 	�.
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constant C �Fig. 3�b��. We note, that with increasing noise
strength 	� the position of the crossover to the plateau of
maximum synchronization shifts to smaller values of C in
Fig. 3�b�, indicating that with increasing 	� the level of the
plateau drops faster compared to the decline in the growth of
� with increasing coupling C.

To reduce the effect of noise in data analysis, a common
approach is to apply a bandpass filter. In the case of the
coupled Rössler oscillators defined in Eq. �1�, we next ask to
what extent a bandpass filter can reduce the effect of external
noise while preserving the expected “true” phase synchroni-
zation as presented by �0 in Fig. 1�e�. To answer this ques-
tion, we first need to determine what are the limits to which
spurious phase synchronization can be obtained purely as a
result of bandpass filtering of two uncorrelated and not
coupled Gaussian noise signals. Our results for the synchro-
nization index � obtained from multiple realizations of pairs
of uncoupled white noise signals show that the synchroniza-
tion index � can reach different maximum values �max, indi-
cated by arrows in Fig. 4�a�, for different bandwidth
�f—with decreasing bandwidth �max increases. The values
of �max provide an estimate of the maximum possible effect
additive noise may have on the spurious “detection” of phase
synchronization in coupled nonlinear oscillators. Thus, em-
pirical observations of synchronization index ���max may
indicate presence of a genuine phase synchronization be-
tween the outputs of two coupled oscillators, which is not an
artifact of external noise. Our simulations show that the

value of �max does not change significantly with the length of
the uncorrelated noise signals. In Fig. 4�b� we show how the
synchronization index � for system �1,2� depends on the
strength of the added noise and on the width �f of the band-
pass filter. For very broad bandwidth �f the noise is not
sufficiently filtered, and the synchronization between the two
oscillators decreases �� decreases� with increasing noise
strength 	�. With decreasing band width �f , i.e., applying a
stronger filter, the effect of the noise is reduced, and corre-
spondingly the index � increases—approaching the value �0

expected for the system �1,2� without noise. On the other
hand, applying a filter with too narrow bandwidth �f leads to
a spurious synchronization effects with ���0 �Fig. 4�b��,
following closely the dependence of � on �f shown in Fig.
2�e� for a Rössler system without noise.

In summary, our results indicate that phase synchroniza-
tion between coupled nonlinear oscillators may strongly de-
pend on the width of the power spectrum of these oscillators.
Further, we find that while external noise can affect the de-
gree of phase synchronization, bandpass filtering can reduce
noise effects but can also lead to a spurious overestimation of
the actual degree of phase synchronization in the system.
This is of importance when analyzing empirical data in spe-
cific narrow frequency ranges, for which the coupling
strength may not be known a priori.
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Abstract. We report quantitative relations between corruption level and economic factors, such as country
wealth and foreign investment per capita, which are characterized by a power law spanning multiple scales
of wealth and investment per capita. These relations hold for diverse countries, and also remain stable
over different time periods. We also observe a negative correlation between level of corruption and long-
term economic growth. We find similar results for two independent indices of corruption, suggesting that
the relation between corruption and wealth does not depend on the specific measure of corruption. The
functional relations we report have implications when assessing the relative level of corruption for two
countries with comparable wealth, and for quantifying the impact of corruption on economic growth and
foreign investment.

PACS. 89.90.+n Other topics in areas of applied and interdisciplinary physics – 05.45.Tp Time series
analysis – 05.40.Fb Random walks and Levy flights

1 Introduction

Corruption influences important aspects of social and eco-
nomic life. The level of corruption in a given country is
widely believed to be an important factor to consider
when projecting economic growth, estimating the effec-
tiveness of the government administration, making deci-
sions for strategic investments, and forming international
policies. The relation between corruption level and key
parameters of economic performance is largely qualita-
tive [1–8]. Corruption has become increasingly important
with the globalization of the international economic and
political relations between countries, which has led vari-
ous governmental and non-governmental organizations to
search for adequate measures to quantify levels of corrup-
tion [1,2,9–12].

Systematic studies of corruption have been hampered
because of the complexity and secretive nature of corrup-
tion, making it difficult to quantify. There have been con-
certed efforts to introduce quantitative measures suitable
for describing levels of corruption across diverse coun-
tries [13–15]. However, a specific functional dependence
between quantitative measures of corruption and eco-
nomic performance has not been established.

a To whom correspondence may be addressed:
e-mail: jiashao@bu.edu or e-mail: plamen@buphy.bu.edu

Previous studies have suggested a negative association
between corruption level and country wealth [1–3]. There
is active debate concerning the relation between corrup-
tion level and economic growth [16,17]. Some earlier stud-
ies suggest that corruption may help the most efficient
firms bypass bureaucratic obstacles and rigid laws [4,5]
leading to a positive effect on economic growth, while
more recent works do not find a significant negative de-
pendence between corruption and growth [1,2]. Further,
studies of net flow of foreign investment report conflicting
results. Some studies find no significant correlation be-
tween inward foreign investment and corruption level in
host countries [6,7], while others indicate a negative asso-
ciation between corruption and foreign investments [2,8].
This debate reflects the inherent complexity of the prob-
lem as countries in the world vary dramatically in their
social and economic development [18]. Thus, an open ques-
tion remains whether there is a general functional relation
between corruption level and key aspects of the economic
performance of different countries.

We develop and test the hypothesis that there may
be a power-law dependence between corruption level and
economic performance which holds across diverse coun-
tries regardless of differences in specific country charac-
teristics such as country wealth (defined in our paper
as gross domestic product per capita) or foreign direct
investment. Recent studies show that diverse social and
economic systems exhibit scale invariant behavior — e.g.,
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size ranking and growth of firms, universities, urban cen-
ters, countries and even people’s personal fortunes follow a
power law over a broad range of scales [19–26]. Since coun-
tries in the world greatly differ in their wealth and foreign
investments, we test the possibility that there may be an
underlying organization, such that the cross-country re-
lations between corruption level and country wealth, and
corruption level and foreign investments exhibit a signifi-
cant negative correlation characterized by scale-invariant
properties over multiple scales, and thus they can be
described by power laws. Specifically, we test if this scale-
invariant behavior remains stable over different time peri-
ods, as well as its validity for different subgroups of coun-
tries. Finally, we demonstrate a strong correlation between
corruption level and past long-term economic growth.

2 Data and methods

We analyze the Corruption Perceptions Index
(CPI) [14,27] introduced by Transparency Interna-
tional [14], a global civil organization supported by a
wide network of government agencies, developmental or-
ganizations, foundations, public institutions, the private
sector, and individuals. The CPI is a composite index
based on independent surveys of business people and on
assessments of corruption in different countries provided
by more than ten independent institutions around the
world, including the World Economic Forum, United
Nations Economic Commission for Africa, the Economist
Intelligence Unit, the International Institute for Manage-
ment Development [27]. The CPI spans 10-year period
1996–2005. The different surveys and assessments use
diverse sampling frames and different methodologies.
Some of the institutions consult a panel of experts to
assess the level of corruption, while others, such as the
International Institute for Management Development and
the Political and Economic Risk Consultancy, turn to
elite businessmen and businesswomen from different in-
dustries. Further, certain institutions gather information
about the perceptions of corruption from residents with
respect to the performance of their home countries, while
other institutions survey the perceptions of non-residents
in regard to foreign countries or specifically in regard to
neighboring countries. All sources employ a homogeneous
definition of corruption as the misuse of public power
for private benefit, such as bribing public officials, kick-
backs in public procurement, or embezzlement of public
funds. Each of these sources also assesses the “extent”
of corruption among public officials and politicians in
different countries. Transparency International uses
non-parametric statistics for standardizing the data and
for determining the precision of the scores [27]. While
there is a certain subjectivity in people’s perceptions of
corruption, the large number of independent surveys and
assessments based on different methodologies averages
out most of the bias. The CPI ranges from 0 (highly
corrupt) to 10 (highly transparent).

We also analyze a different measure of corruption, the
Control of Corruption Index (CCI) [9,15] provided by the

World Bank [15]. The CCI ranges from –2.5 to 2.5, with
positive numbers indicating low levels of corruption. As
a measure of country wealth, we use the gdp, defined to
be the annual nominal gross domestic product per capita
in current prices in US dollars, provided by the Inter-
national Monetary Fund (IMF) [28] over the 26-year pe-
riod 1980–2005. As a measure of foreign direct investment
we use annual data from the Bureau of Economic Analy-
sis [29] of the United States (US) government, which rep-
resents the direct investment received by different coun-
tries from the US over the period 2000–2004. These data
are appropriate for our study since (i) the US has been
the dominant source of foreign investment in the past
decades, and (ii) the 1977 Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
(FCPA) [30] holds US companies legally liable for bribing
foreign government officials, which makes the US a source
country which penalizes its multinational companies for
corruption practices [8].

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Relation between corruption level and country
wealth

To test if there is a common functional dependence be-
tween corruption level and country wealth, we plot the
CPI versus gdp for different countries (Figs. 1a–e). We find
a positive correlation between CPI and country wealth,
which can be well approximated by a power law

CPI ∼ (gdp)µ, (1)

where µ > 0, indicating that richer countries are less cor-
rupt. Most countries fall close to the power-law fitting
line shown in Figure 1, consistent with specific functional
relation between corruption and country wealth even for
countries characterized by levels of wealth ranging over a
factor of 103. This finding in equation (1) indicates that
the relative corruption level between two countries should
be considered not only in terms of CPI values but also in
the context of country wealth. For example, two countries
with a large difference in their gdp on average will not
have the same level of corruption, as our results quantify
the degree to which poorer countries with lower gdp have
higher levels of corruption.

The quantitative relation between CPI and gdp for all
countries in the world — represented by the power-law
fitting curves in Figure 1 — indicates where is the “ex-
pected” level of corruption for a given level of wealth. A
country above (or below) the fitting line is less (or more)
corrupt than expected for its level of wealth. For example,
comparing the relative corruption level of two countries
with similar gdp such as Bulgaria and Romania, one can
assess that Bulgaria is less corrupt than Romania (Fig. 3).
Depending whether a specific country is above (e.g., Bul-
garia) or below (e.g., Romania) the power-law fit, one can
assess if this country is less (or more) corrupt relative to
the average level of corruption corresponding to the wealth
of this country.
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Fig. 1. Log-log plots of the corruption perceptions index (CPI) versus GDP per capita (gdp) indicating a power-law functional
dependence. A low value of CPI corresponds to a high level of corruption [14]. Data on gdp are obtained as current prices in
US dollars [28]. (a–e) The power-law functional dependence remains stable over different time periods, and is characterized by
similar values of the exponent µ for different years and different number of countries. The power-law fit indicates the expected
level of corruption for given country wealth. Note that, comparing two countries with a similar gdp, the country placed above
the power-law fit is less corrupt than one would expect for its level of wealth, while the country below the power-law curve has a
relatively higher level of corruption than one would expect for its wealth. (f) We obtain similar results for the adjusted control of
corruption index CCIad [15], which is independent of CPI, indicating that the scale-invariant relation between corruption and
wealth does not depend on the specific measure of corruption. Vertical dashed lines in the panels separate the top 30 wealthiest
countries (see Figs. 5 and 6).
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Fig. 2. Log-log plots of the corruption perceptions index (CPI) versus GDP per capita (gdp) for a subset of 130 countries
over the period 2003–2005. The same set of countries is presented in each plot, indicating that the power-law exponent µ
characterizing the relation between CPI and gdp remains relatively stable over the considered period. As rich countries have
a relatively higher gdp growth rate compared to poor countries (see Fig. 9 below), and because CPI is defined in a bounded
interval, we expect the value of the exponent µ to decrease slightly with time when considering time horizons larger than a
decade.

Moreover, the quantitative dependence we find in
equation (1) allows us to compare the relative levels of cor-
ruption between two countries which belong to two differ-
ent wealth brackets. Specifically, two countries with a very
different gdp should not be compared only by the value of
their CPI, but also by their relative distances from the
power-law fitting line which indicates the expected level
of corruption. For example, Bulgaria and Slovenia differ
significantly in their wealth (Slovenia has ≈5 times higher
gdp), but both countries are at equal distances above the
fitting line, indicating (i) that both countries are less cor-
rupt than the corruption level expected for their corre-
sponding wealth, and (ii) that the relative level of corrup-
tion of Slovenia within the group of countries falling in
the same gdp bracket as Slovenia is similar to the relative
corruption level of Bulgaria within the group of countries
falling in the same gdp bracket as Bulgaria (Fig. 3).

To test how robust is the power-law dependence be-
tween corruption and country wealth, we analyze groups
containing different numbers of countries for the period
2000–2005, and we find that equation (1) holds, with sim-
ilar values of µ (Figs. 1a–e). Averaging the power-law ex-
ponent µ for different years and for different number of
countries we find µ ≈ 0.27 ± ∆, where ∆ = 0.02 is the
standard deviation. For the CPI and gdp data we find an
average correlation coefficient of 0.86. We also note that
the inverse relation of gdp as a function of CPI is char-
acterized by an exponent µ̂ which is not equal to 1/µ as
one might expect, since the correlation coefficient of the
data fit is less than 1. Next, we analyze data comprising
the same set of countries for different years (Fig. 2), and
we find that the power-law dependence of equation (1) re-

Fig. 3. Same as panel (e) in Figure 1 except we now identify
by filled symbols the subset of the 153 countries, which are
recently-accepted members of the European Union and candi-
dates. Although this subset varies greatly in wealth and corrup-
tion level, data also follow a similar scale-invariant behavior.

mains stable in time over periods shorter than a decade,
with similar and slightly decreasing values for µ (Figs. 1
and 2). Similar results we obtain also for the period 1996–
2000 (not shown in the figures as available data cover much
smaller number of countries for that earlier period).

Given the facts that (i) the number of countries we
analyze changes from 90 to 153, and (ii) that the time
horizon of 5–6 years we consider could be sufficient for
significant changes in both corruption level and wealth
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Fig. 4. Log-log plots of the corruption perceptions index (CPI) versus GDP per capita (gdp) for the same years as shown in
panels (d) and (e) in Figure 1, indicating a power-law functional dependence similar to Figure 1. Data on gdp are obtained
based on purchasing power parity in US dollars [28]. A low value of CPI corresponds to a high level of corruption [14]. The
power-law relation between CPI and gdp remains stable also for constant prices across different years and different number of
countries, and is characterized by a similar value of the exponent µ as for current prices. We note that the slightly higher value
of µCPI observed here compared with Figures 1 and 2 is due to the slight reduction in the difference between wealthy and poor
countries when gdp is measured based on purchasing power parity. The group average and standard deviation of the CPI for
five subgroups of countries for both years are shown with filled squares. The power-law fit across all countries indicates the
expected level of corruption for a given range of country wealth.

(e.g., the case of Eastern European countries), our finding
of a power-law relationship in equation (1) is consistent
with a universal dependence between gdp and CPI across
diverse countries. We note that the power-law relation in
equation (1) holds when gdp is calculated both as cur-
rent prices in US dollars (Figs. 1 and 2), as well as the
value based on purchasing power parity (Fig. 4). Further,
equation (1) implies that lowering the corruption level of
a country would lead to an increase in its gdp and vice
versa — e.g., for a country with gdp ≈ $4000 an increase
in CPI of 0.25 units would lead to increase in the gdp of
approximately $700 (Figs. 1 and 2).

To confirm that our findings do not depend on the
specific choice of the measure of corruption, we repeat our
analysis for a different index, the CCI [9,15]. As the CCI is
defined in the interval [–2.5, 2.5] we use a linear transfor-
mation to obtain the adjusted CCI, CCIad ≡ 2×(CCI +
2.5), so that both CCIad and CPI are defined in the same
interval from 0 to 10. We find that CCIad also exhibits
a power-law behavior as a function of gdp with a similar
value of the power-law exponent µ as obtained for CPI
(Fig. 1f). Thus, the specific interval in which the corrup-
tion index is defined does not affect the nature of our find-
ings. We note that there is no artificially imposed scale on
the values of the CPI or CCI index for different countries.
While the upper and lower bounds for the CPI or CCI
index are indeed pre-determined, the intrinsic relative re-
lation between the index values for different countries is in-
herent to the data. There is no logarithmic scale artificially
imposed on the index values of each country (see details
on the CPI and CCI methodology in [14,15,27]). The fact
that we obtain practically identical results (power-law de-

pendence with similar values of the exponent µ) for two
independent indices CPI and CCI, which are provided
by different institutions and are calculated using differ-
ent methodologies, indicates that the quantitative relation
of equation (1) is not an artifact of subjective evaluation
of corruption. In summary, our empirical results indicate
that the power-law relation between corruption and gdp
across countries (i) does not depend on the specific sub-
set of chosen countries (provided they span a broad range
of gdp), (ii) does not depend on the specific measure of
corruption (CPI and CCI), and (iii) does not change sig-
nificantly over time horizons shorter than a decade.

3.2 Corruption level and country wealth rank curves

We next rank countries by their gdp and by their CPI. We
find that gdp versus rank exhibits an exponential behavior
for countries with rank larger than 30, and a pronounced
crossover to a power-law behavior for the wealthiest 30
countries (Fig. 5). We further find that the shape of gdp
versus rank curve remains unchanged for different years,
and that increasing the number of countries we consider
only extends the range of the exponential tail. Our find-
ings for the shape of the gdp versus rank curve differ from
earlier reports [31,32]. We find that the CPI versus rank
curve exhibits a behavior similar to that of the gdp versus
rank curve, with a crossover from a power law to an ex-
ponential tail for countries with rank larger than 30 (Fig.
5 and Fig. 6). The shape of the CPI versus rank curve
also remains unchanged when we repeat the analysis for
different years (Fig. 6). We find that the ranking of coun-
tries based on gdp practically matches the ranking based
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Fig. 5. Zipf plots ranking in decreasing order the GDP per capita (gdp) for the same groups of countries and for the same
years as shown in Figure 1. Data on GDP per capita are obtained from the International Monetary Fund as current prices in
US dollars [28]. Fitting lines indicate exponential behavior for the GDP per capita for countries below rank 30 (vertical dashed
line, shown also in Figure 1), characterized by the exponential decay constant ζgdp . Log-log plots of the ranking curves (shown
in the insets) indicate a crossover from an exponential to a power-law behaviour for the top 30 wealthiest countries. We note
that the top 30 wealthiest countries cluster above the fitting curves in Figures 1, 2 and 4.

on the CPI index. This is evidence of a strong and positive
correlation between the ranking of wealth and the rank-
ing of corruption. Since the gdp rank is an unambiguous
result of an objective quantitative measure, the evidence
of a strong correlation of the CPI rank with the gdp rank
we observe in Figures 5 and 6 indicates that the CPI val-
ues are not subjective, and that our finding of a power-law
relation between CPI and gdp in Figures 1 and 2 is not
an artifact of an arbitrary scale imposed on the CPI or
on the CCI. Further, we compare the values of the decay
parameters ζCPI and ζgdp characterizing the exponential
behavior of the CPI and gdp rank curves,

CPI ∼ exp(ζCPI · RCPI), (2)

and
gdp ∼ exp(ζgdp · Rgdp), (3)

where RCPI and Rgdp is the rank order of CPI and gdp
respectively.

We find that for each year the ratio ζCPI/ζgdp repro-
duces the value of the power-law exponent µ defined in
equation (1) for the same year — an insightful result since
it would hold only when RCPI is similar to Rgdp . Indeed,
only when RCPI ≈ Rgdp we obtain from equation (2) and
equation (3) the relation between log(CPI) and log(gdp),

log(CPI) ≈ (ζCPI/ζgdp) · log(gdp). (4)

Combining equations (1) and (4), we see that

µ = ζCPI/ζgdp . (5)
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Fig. 6. Zipf plots ranking in decreasing order the CPI for the same groups of countries and for the same years as shown in
Figures 1 and 5. Fitting lines indicate exponential behavior for the CPI for countries below rank 30 (vertical dashed line, shown
also in Figs. 1 and 5), characterized by the exponential decay constant ζCPI . The ratio ζCPI/ζgdp consistently reproduces the
value of the power-law exponent µ in Figures 1a–d for each corresponding year and each group of countries. This indicates that
a necessary condition for the power-law relation between CPI and GDP per capita is that the GDP per capita rank order of
countries is similar to the rank order based on CPI. Log-log plots of the ranking curves (shown in the insets) indicate a crossover
from an exponential to a power-law behaviour for the top 30 least corrupt countries, similar to the crossover behaviour observed
for gdp in Figure 5.

Thus, for each year the power-law dependence between
CPI and gdp in equation (1) is directly related to the ex-
ponential relations of the CPI and gdp as a function of the
rank shown in equation (2) and equation (3). We note that
equation (5) does not hold for the top 30 wealthiest coun-
tries, for which there is an enhanced economic interaction
in a globalization sense, perhaps leading to similarities in
development patterns and to an overall decrease in the
gdp growth difference between these countries [33,34].

3.3 Relation between corruption level and foreign
direct investment

We next investigate how the corruption level relates to for-
eign direct investment. We consider the amount of inward
investment received by different countries from the United

States (US). Investments originating from the US are sen-
sitive to corruption, since US legislation holds American
investors in other countries liable for corruption prac-
tices [30]. We find a strong dependence of the amount of
US direct investment in a given country on the corruption
level in that country (Fig. 7). Specifically, we find that
the functional dependence between US direct investment
per capita, I, and the corruption level across countries ex-
hibits scale-invariant behavior characterized by a power
law ranging over at least a factor of 103 (Fig. 7)

CPI ∼ I λ. (6)

We find that less corrupt countries have received more US
investment per capita, and that equation (6) also holds for
different years. In particular, we find that groups of coun-
tries from different continents, which differ both in gdp
and in average CPI, are characterized by different values
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Fig. 7. Log-log plots of the CPI versus the amount of direct investment on a historical-cost basis from the United States
received by different countries for the year 2004 [29]. We observe strong positive correlation between level of investment per
capita and level of corruption — countries with high CPI receive also larger investment. Shown are (a) 34 European countries,
(b) 20 Asian-Pacific countries, (c) 25 Latin-American countries and (d) 27 African countries. Note the striking difference between
the typical values of direct investment per capita when comparing, say, European countries and African countries, with typical
values of CPI ≈ 5 and CPI ≈ 2.5 respectively. The correlation coefficients of the fits in (a–d) are 0.74, 0.83, 0.69 and 0.37
respectively. Note that although China receives a huge net inflow of US investment each year, the per capita investment from
the US is not very high, and is quite similar to the US per capita investment for countries with a CPI value similar to that of
China.

of λ (Fig. 7). We obtain similar results when repeating
our analysis for the CCI, suggesting that the power-law
relation in equation (6) between corruption level and for-
eign direct investment per capita does not depend on the
specific measure of corruption. We also note that the 1977
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act [30] only precludes Ameri-
can firms from entering corruption deals, but does not dic-
tate in which country and how much money the American
firms should invest. Therefore, the statistical regularities
we find in Figure 7 cannot arise from legislatory measures
against foreign corruption.

3.4 Relation between corruption level and growth rate

Finally, we investigate whether there is a relation between
corruption level and long-term growth rate. Since the CPI
reflects the quality of governing and administration in a
given country, which traditionally requires considerable
time to change, we hypothesize that there may be relation
between the current corruption level of a country and its
growth rate over a wide range of time horizons. To test this
hypothesis we estimate the long-term growth rate for each
country as the slope of the least square fit to the plot of
log(gdp) versus year over the past several decades, where
the gdp is taken as constant prices in national currency
(Fig. 8). We divide all countries into four groups accord-

Fig. 8. Long-term growth rate of the GDP per capita (gdp)
measured as constant prices in national currency [28] over the
period 1980 to 2005. Separate curves represent countries of
different wealth and corruption level from different continents.
All countries exhibit exponential growth characterized by av-
erage long-term growth rate τ , estimated for each country as
the slope of the least square fit to the plot of log(gdp) versus
year over the period 1980 to 2005. The fitting line indicates the
long-term growth rate τ of the United States over the period
1980 to 2005.

ing to the World Bank classification based on gdp [35]. We
find a strong positive dependence between country group
average of CPI and the group average long-term growth
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Fig. 9. Relation between the CPI for the year 2005 [14] and
the long-term growth rate of GDP per capita (gdp) measured
as constant prices in national currency [28]. Each curve repre-
sents 120 countries divided into 4 groups based on their level
of wealth according to the World Bank’s classification [35]. Ex-
cluded are countries with population less than two million and
countries for which the GDP per capita records extend back
fewer than 15 years starting from 2005. The long-term growth
rate is estimated over the periods 1980–2005 and 1990–2005.
Symbols represent the group average value of CPI and long-
term growth rate of GDP per capita. The error bars represent
the group standard error. The plot indicates that the corrup-
tion level of a country at present is strongly related to the
past long-term growth rate of the GDP per capita. Countries
which are presently more corrupt exhibit on average negligi-
ble or even negative growth rates. In contrast, less corrupt
countries exhibit higher growth rates. This strong correlation
between corruption level and growth rate of GDP per capita
remains valid for a broad range of past time horizons.

rate, showing that less corrupt countries exhibit significant
economic growth while more corrupt countries display in-
significant growth rates (or even display negative growth
rates) (Fig. 9). Repeating our analysis for different time
horizons (1990–2005;1980–2005) we find similar relations
between the CPI and the long-term growth, indicating a
link between corruption and economic growth.

In summary, the functional relations we report here
can have implications when determining the relative level
of corruption between countries, and for quantifying the
impact of corruption when planning foreign investments
and economic growth. These quantitative relations may
further facilitate current studies on spread of corruption
across social networks [36], the emergence of endogenous
transitions from one level of corruption to another through
cascades of agent-based micro-level interactions [37,38],
as well as when considering corruption in the context of
certain cultural norms [39].
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There is evidence that spiral waves and their breakup underlie mechanisms related to a wide
spectrum of phenomena ranging from spatially extended chemical reactions to fatal cardiac arrhyth-
mias �A. T. Winfree, The Geometry of Biological Time �Springer-Verlag, New York, 2001�; J.
Schutze, O. Steinbock, and S. C. Muller, Nature 356, 45 �1992�; S. Sawai, P. A. Thomason, and E.
C. Cox, Nature 433, 323 �2005�; L. Glass and M. C. Mackey, From Clocks to Chaos: The Rhythms
of Life �Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1988�; R. A. Gray et al., Science 270, 1222 �1995�;
F. X. Witkowski et al., Nature 392, 78 �1998��. Once initiated, spiral waves cannot be suppressed
by periodic planar fronts, since the domains of the spiral waves grow at the expense of the fronts
�A. N. Zaikin and A. M. Zhabotinsky, Nature 225, 535 �1970�; A. T. Stamp, G. V. Osipov, and J.
J. Collins, Chaos 12, 931 �2002�; I. Aranson, H. Levine, and L. Tsimring, Phys. Rev. Lett. 76, 1170
�1996�; K. J. Lee, Phys. Rev. Lett. 79, 2907 �1997�; F. Xie, Z. Qu, J. N. Weiss, and A. Garfinkel,
Phys. Rev. E 59, 2203 �1999��. Here, we show that introducing periodic planar waves with long
excitation duration and a period longer than the rotational period of the spiral can lead to spiral
attenuation. The attenuation is not due to spiral drift and occurs periodically over cycles of several
fronts, forming a variety of complex spatiotemporal patterns, which fall into two distinct general
classes. Further, we find that these attenuation patterns only occur at specific phases of the descend-
ing fronts relative to the rotational phase of the spiral. We demonstrate these dynamics of phase-
dependent spiral attenuation by performing numerical simulations of wave propagation in the ex-
citable medium of myocardial cells. The effect of phase-dependent spiral attenuation we observe
can lead to a general approach to spiral control in physical and biological systems with relevance
for medical applications.
© 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2404640�

The dynamics of waves in excitable media1–11 have been
studied in physical, chemical, and biological systems un-
der a variety of conditions including noise and inhomo-
geneities in the medium12–14 and mechanical
deformation.15 Of particular interest is the problem of
nonlinear wave interaction in the excitable medium of the
heart muscle, as loss of wave stability and spiral wave
breakup lead to spatiotemporal patterns associated with
adverse cardiac events such as ventricular fibrillation
and sudden cardiac death.5,6,16,17 While different ap-
proaches to prevent spiral breakup have been
proposed,18–22 it is widely accepted that stable spiral
waves cannot be suppressed by periodic planar wave
fronts, since the frequency of the spiral is higher than the
frequency of the fronts, and thus the domains of the spi-
ral waves grow at the expense of the slower wave
fronts.7–11 Here, we focus on the attenuation of a single
stable spiral wave. We show that it is possible to attenu-
ate spiral waves by planar wave fronts with period longer
than the rotational period of the spiral, and we address
the problem of how to control spiral attenuation in excit-
able media. We find that when the fronts have long exci-

tation duration, and are delivered at a specific phase rela-
tive to the rotational phase of the spiral, the spiral-front
interaction is characterized by periodic patterns of spiral
attenuation, which remain stable in time and over a
broad range of physiologically meaningful parameter val-
ues. While spiral drift has been shown under similar
conditions,23 we do not aim to achieve spiral drift but to
attenuate a stable spiral, i.e., to reduce the area covered
by the spiral and the number of cells involved in the
propagation of the spiral wave.

I. PHYSIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
AND MODELING

We perform numerical simulations on a two-dimensional
�2D� square lattice by considering interactions between the
cells of the lattice, based on physiologically motivated rules
representing the excitation dynamics of myocardial cells in
the heart muscle �Fig. 1�. The transmembrane potential of a
myocardial cell represents the state of excitation of that cell.
We model the state of the cell in position �i , j� in the lattice
by an integer number Eij as follows: �i� Resting �equilibrium�
state: this state is represented in our model by Eij =0, which
corresponds to the experimentally observed transmembranea�Electronic address: plamen@buphy.bu.edu
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potential �−90 mV.24 A cell remains in the resting state for
an unlimited time until a superthreshold perturbation occurs
in the medium, which brings the cell to the excited state.
This threshold for ventricular cells in guinea pigs was experi-
mentally found to be �4–8 V/cm,25 and is represented in
our model by the parameter Threst �Fig. 2�a��. �ii� Excited
state: when a cell enters the excited state, it takes a value in
the interval Emin�Eij �Emax, where Emin�1. For an excited

cell, in every time step �, Eij decreases by 1. Thus, in our
simulations Eij represents not only the transmembrane poten-
tial but also has a meaning of excitation duration �Fig. 2�b��,
where at the beginning of the excitation the lowest excitation
level a cell can assume is Emin, corresponding to the shortest
possible action potential duration �APD�, while the highest
excitation level is Emax, which corresponds to the longest
APD. At the end of the excitation period, Eij =1 before the
cell becomes absolute refractory. �iii� Absolute refractory
state: when a cell enters this state, Ei,j falls to −Ra−Rr, where
Ra is the duration of the absolute refractory state when a cell
cannot be excited. For an absolute refractory cell, in every
time step �, Eij increases by 1. After Ra time steps, the cell
becomes relative refractory �at Eij =−Rr� before it reaches the
resting state. �iv� Relative refractory state: this state is repre-
sented by −Rr�Eij �−1, where Rr is the duration of the
relative refractory state. A cell in this state can be excited
with an excitation threshold experimentally observed to de-
crease in time as the cell approaches the resting state.26 This
threshold remains higher than the excitation threshold of
cells in the resting state,26 and in our model, it decreases
linearly in time from the value Thref, when Eij =−Rr, to the
value Threst in the resting state �Fig. 2�a��. For every time
step � in which a relative refractory cell does not become
excited, Eij is increased by 1, until the cell reaches the rest-
ing state Eij =0.

We define the excitation stimulus received by a cell in
position �i , j� from the neighboring cells as Sij =�k,lWkl�kl,
where k� �i−� , i+��, l� �j−� , j+��, and � defines the range
of interaction. Wkl is a rotationally symmetric interaction
kernel,27 and �kl=1 if the cell in position �k , l� is excited and
�kl=0 otherwise. To preserve a proper relation between the
speed of propagation and the curvature of the wave front,28

we set �=5. To account for the weaker effects of more dis-
tant neighbors, we choose values of the kernel elements Wkl

decreasing with increasing distance from the center of the
kernel.27 A cell in position �i , j� that is excitable at time t will
become excited in the next time step t+1 if it receives a
stimulus Sij larger than the excitation threshold of the cell. In
this case, the new excited state of the cell is given by Eij

t+1

=Eij
t +Rr+Emin �Fig. 2�b��, so that a cell at the beginning of

the relative refractory state, with Eij
t =−Rr, will reach an ex-

citation level Eij
t+1=Emin. This is in accordance with the ex-

perimentally observed behavior of the restitution curve.29 To
account for the ion leakage from excited neighboring cells,
we allow for an excitable cell to reach the longest APD,
Eij

t+1=Emax, if �i� there is a cell �k , l� included in the kernel
that is in the state Ekl

t =Emax, and �ii� at the same time the
perturbation Sij is larger than the excitation threshold.

We consider a square lattice of N�N cells. To avoid
effects of the lattice edge on the dynamics of wave propaga-
tion, and to account for experimental settings30 we introduce
no-flux boundary conditions, i.e., the lattice is surrounded by
a strip of cells of width � where the cells mirror the state of
the cells neighboring the edge of the lattice.

The values of the parameters and the rules in our model
match well the excitation dynamics in the ventricular cells of
the guinea pig, traditionally used in experimental settings
and theoretical studies:29 �a� The experimentally observed

FIG. 1. Time evolution of the transmembrane potential of a ventricular
myocite. After a superthreshold perturbation, the potential sharply increases
from the resting state, of �−90 mV, to the excited state, with a plateau of
positive potential of �30 mV. The duration of the excitation ranges from
Emin to Emax. The excited state is followed by a smooth decrease of the
potential during the absolute refractory period, Ra. The decrease in the trans-
membrane potential continues during the relative refractory period, Rr, when
a cell can be excited again but to a lower potential, and for shorter excitation
duration compared to an excitation started during the resting state �dashed
line�.

FIG. 2. Schematic presentation of the model. �a� Excitation threshold vs
time past after the last excitation of a cell �also called diastolic interval
�DI��. For short DI, during the absolute refractory period, the cell cannot be
excited and the excitation threshold is infinite. When the cell enters the
relative refractory period, the excitation threshold is Thref, and with increas-
ing DI the threshold decreases linearly in agreement with experimental ob-
servations �Ref. 29� until it reaches the value Threst at the end of the relative
refractory period. For long DI, during the resting state, the threshold remains
constant and equal to Threst �Ref. 27� We choose Threst=20 and Thref=48 to
maintain the movement of the spiral tip in our simulations within a small
area in agreement with experimental observations �Ref. 29�. �b� Restitution
curve—relation between the excitation duration �action potential duration
�APD�� vs DI. There are no action potentials in the absolute refractory
period. During the relative refractory period, the APD increases linearly
with time, and in the resting state the APD is constant. We use the experi-
mental restitution curve �denoted by �� and the conduction speed for guinea
pig ventricular myocites �Ref. 29� to calibrate the parameter values, so that
the restitution curve in our simulations reproduces the experimental one.
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excitable gap �time between the end of the absolute refrac-
tory period and the next excitation� is G=12±4 ms,29 which
corresponds to one time step � in our simulations, so we have
�=12 ms; �b� comparing the experimental propagation speed
of v�75 cm/s �Ref. 29� with the wave propagation of three
lattice cells per time unit � in our model, we have that our
spatial unit is �=0.3 cm ��100 myocite cells�; �c� the ex-
perimentally found refractory period, Rexp=Ra

exp+Rr
exp

�200 ms, and relative refractory period Rr
exp�120 ms,29 are

approximated in our simulation by the parameter values R
=Ra+Rr� �18,30� and Rr� �7,10�, in units of the time step
�; �d� the minimum and maximum APD experimentally ob-
served are Emin

exp �40 ms and Emax
exp �160 ms,29 which corre-

spond to our parameters Emin� �2,4� and Emax� �10,20�, in
units of the time step �; �e� the prolongation of the APD due
to ion leakage has been physiologically estimated as
��APD�exp�D�APD��xx�APD�, where D�1 cm2/s is a dif-
fusion constant.31 Since typically APD��Emax

exp +Emin
exp� /2 and

�xx�APD���Emax
exp −Emin

exp� /�2, we find ��APD�exp�130 ms,
which compares to the maximum prolongation in our model
��APD�model=Emax−Emin� �6,18� in units of �. The shape
of the model restitution curve shown in Fig. 2�b� mimics the
experimental data.29 Thus, our model is based on experimen-
tally relevant parameter values.

We generate the spiral according to a standard proce-
dure, by propagating a planar front with one end close to the
center of the lattice and the other end on the lattice edge.32

We wait for 300 time steps � ��15 spiral rotations� until the
spiral reaches a stable rotation with the tip moving only
within a small approximately linear area of �30 cells near
the center of the lattice, as observed in experimental
settings.33 We next introduce planar fronts with a period T,
starting from the edge of the lattice. Each front is generated
as a line of excited cells with maximum APD, E1j =Emax, for
j=1, . . . ,N. To test whether it is possible to attenuate spiral
waves with slow fronts, we choose the period T of the fronts
to be longer than the rotational period of the spiral. We re-
lease the first front at time T0 �in units �� after the stabiliza-
tion period of the spiral. The width of the front is propor-
tional to the parameter Emax and to the speed of propagation,
which depends on the excitation thresholds Threst and Thref.
Under these conditions, the position of the spiral tip remains
stable and localized within a small area, and thus the patterns
of spiral attenuation we find are not the result of spiral drift.
To track if the spiral is attenuated, we follow the time evo-
lution of every individual cell in the lattice. To survey the
system, we also measure the total number of excited cells in
the lattice as a function of time.

II. RESULTS

In contrast to previous studies showing that spiral waves
cannot be attenuated by fronts of lower frequency,7–11 we
hypothesize that the interaction of a stable spiral wave and
lower-frequency periodic planar fronts with sufficiently long
excitation duration and with period T larger than the rota-
tional period of the spiral can lead to spiral attenuation. Spe-
cifically, we hypothesize that spiral attenuation can only oc-
cur for an appropriate timing of the descending fronts �as

measured by T0� relative to the rotational phase of the spiral.
We find that the interaction between the fronts and the spiral
leads to complex patterns where, after several passing fronts,
the spiral is attenuated �Fig. 3�. These patterns repeat in time
and remain stable for a broad range of physiologically mean-
ingful parameter values �Fig. 7�. Further, we find that the
system exhibits a variety of different patterns that fall into
two general classes: �i� Class I, where there is one spiral
attenuation within a cycle of several passing fronts �Figs.
3�a�–3�c��, and �ii� Class II, where there are two nonconsecu-
tive spiral attenuations within a cycle of several passing
fronts �Figs. 3�d�–3�f��. Repeating our simulations for N
=60,80,100, . . . ,200, and for N�N and N�2N lattices, we
find identical dynamics with the same periodic patterns of
spiral attenuation. This also allows us to study the effect of
the distance from the area where the fronts are introduced to
the spiral core. In Fig. 4, we provide a color-coded represen-
tation of the spiral-front interaction on the lattice for the
Class I and Class II patterns shown in Fig. 3.

The spatiotemporal patterns of spiral attenuation we
present in Fig. 3 are a result of a complex nonlinear interac-
tion between the spiral and the descending fronts. Without
the fronts, the rotational period of the spiral is uniform in
both space and time, i.e., the excitation of every cell in the
lattice has a period equal to the rotational period of the spi-
ral. In our simulations, the APD of a cell that becomes ex-
cited is Eij

t+1=Eij
t +Rr+Emin. Since the excitable gap in ex-

perimental settings is G�12 ms,29 which corresponds to one
time step � in our simulations, a cell in the relative refractory
state Eij

t =−Rr is excited within a single time step to Eij
t+1

=Emin. Thus, the APD of a cell in the isolated spiral is always
Emin. The period of the spiral equals the sum of the duration
of all states a cell undergoes during a single spiral rotation,
Tsp

− =Emin+Ra+G. In the presence of fronts, where the ex-
cited cells have maximum APD given by Eij =Emax, after a
collision of a front with the spiral, a thin layer of maximum
APD excitations propagates from the front along the advanc-
ing contour of the spiral �as shown in Fig. 5, frames 2–4�.
When these excitations reach the tip of the spiral before the
next spiral rotation, the period of the spiral increases to Tsp

+

=Emax+Ra+G, which is also the period of the cells with
maximum APD. In this situation, the spiral survives �Fig. 5,
frame 6�, and we observe a peak in the total number of
excited cells in the lattice �Fig. 3�. When the layer of cells
with maximum APD excitations that propagates from the
front to the spiral does not reach the tip of the spiral before
the next spiral rotation �i.e., it does not cover the entire con-
tour of the spiral�, the period of the spiral remains Tsp

− . In this
case, the cells at the tip of the spiral continue to have short
APD given by Eij =Emin �Fig. 5, frame 11�. Due to the short
APD, the spiral cannot propagate through the absolute re-
fractory areas left by the layer of cells with long APD �given
by Eij =Emax� formed between the front and the spiral, and
the spiral is attenuated �Fig. 5, frame 12�. This spiral attenu-
ation corresponds to a reduced or absent peak in the total
number of excited cells in the lattice �Fig. 3�. In our simula-
tions, the period of the fronts is T=Tsp

+ +2. Thus, the spiral
attenuation we observe in Figs. 3 and 4 is achieved for planar
fronts with a period longer than the period of the spiral.
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We find that this mechanism of nonlinear interaction be-
tween the spiral and planar fronts comprised of cells with
long APD and with frequency lower than the spiral rotation
leads to the attenuation patterns in Figs. 3 and 4. We dem-
onstrate that these patterns cannot be matched by a linear
superposition of the number of excited cells of the isolated
spiral and the number of excited cells in the isolated fronts,
as we show in Fig. 6. Such a linear superposition exhibits
periodic pulses with a higher number of excited cells, and
cannot account for the missing peaks associated with spiral
attenuation. Moreover, the pulses observed in the linear su-
perposition of spiral and front form a cycle that repeats with
a different duration compared to the duration of the cycle of
spiral attenuation �Fig. 6�.

Further, we observe that these complex front-spiral inter-
actions lead to rich dynamics characterized by a variety of
temporal patterns. We find that all patterns belong to two
general classes. For Class I �n :n−1� patterns, we observe
that within a cycle of n fronts, we have n−1 slow spiral
rotations with period Tsp

+ , followed by two fast rotations with
period Tsp

− :

Class I: nT = �n − 1�Tsp
+ + 2Tsp

− , �2.1�

where the two fast rotations correspond to a single episode of
spiral attenuation �Figs. 3�a�–3�c��.

For Class II �2n+1:2n−1� patterns, we observe that
within a cycle of 2n+1 fronts, we have 2n−1 slow spiral
rotations, with period Tsp

+ , and four fast rotations, with period
Tsp

− :

Class II: �2n + 1�T = �2n − 1�Tsp
+ + 4Tsp

− , �2.2�

where the four fast rotations correspond to two separate non-
consecutive episodes of spiral attenuation �Figs. 3�d�–3�f��.

Solving for n in Eqs. �2.1� and �2.2�, we obtain

Class I: n =
4Tsp

− − 2Tsp
+

2�T − Tsp
+ �

=
1

2
�2Emin − Emax + Ra + G� ,

�2.3�

Class II: n =
4Tsp

− − Tsp
+ − T

2�T − Tsp
+ �

=
1

2
�2Emin − Emax + Ra + G − 1� . �2.4�

Based on the choice of parameter values for the system, the
above expressions allow us to predict �i� the specific attenu-
ation pattern, and �ii� the class to which a given pattern be-
longs. Parameter values for which we do not obtain integer n
in either Eq. �2.3� or �2.4� cannot lead to spiral attenuation
patterns. Thus, we can control the dynamical behavior of the

FIG. 3. Time evolution of the total number of excited cells from simulations on a square lattice of size N=100. Time is presented in units of the simulation
time step �. Data show a variety of robust patterns of spiral attenuation that remain stable in time. Absent and reduced peaks correspond to attenuation of the
spiral. We find that these patterns belong to two general classes. �i� Class I �n :n−1�, where within a cycle of n fronts we have n−1 consecutive spiral rotations
followed by one spiral attenuation. Examples of Class I patterns are presented in �a� pattern 2:1—out of the collision of the spiral with two consecutive fronts
there is first a spiral attenuation �denoted by B� followed by one surviving spiral �denoted by C�; �b� pattern 3:2—for each cycle of three consecutive fronts
there is first a spiral attenuation �B� followed by two surviving spirals �C and D�; �c� pattern 4:3—for each cycle of four consecutive fronts there is a spiral
attenuation �B� and three surviving spirals �C, D, and E�. The Class I patterns in �a�, �b�, and �c� are obtained for the following parameter values: Ra=16, Rr=8,
Emin=2, Emax=17,15,13, T0=73,39,64, respectively. �ii� Class II �2n+1:2n−1�, where within a cycle of 2n+1 fronts there are 2n−1 spiral rotations and two
spiral attenuations. Examples of Class II patterns are presented in �d� pattern 3:1—for each cycle of three fronts there are two spiral attenuations �B and D�
and one surviving spiral �C�; �e� pattern 5:3—for each cycle of five fronts there are two spiral attenuations �B and E� and three surviving spirals �C, D, and
F�; �f� pattern 7:5—for each cycle of seven fronts we have two attenuations �B and F� and five surviving spirals �C, D, E, G, and H�. The Class II patterns
in �d�, �e�, and �f� are obtained for the following parameter values: Ra=15,16,17, Rr=8, Emin=2, Emax=17,16,15, T0=65,70,70, respectively. In all panels,
the instant in which a spiral attenuation is initiated is denoted by A, and the beginning of the next cycle is denoted by B�, repeating the spiral attenuation in
B. We find the same attenuation patterns independently of the size of the lattice and for a broad range of parameter values �Fig. 7�.
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system in generating desired patterns of spiral attenuation.
Our simulations of up to 105 time steps � �corresponding

to �1500 seconds in experimental settings� show no change
in the dynamics, which indicates that the spiral attenuation
patterns remain stable in time. Further, we find that both
Class I and Class II patterns can be obtained for a broad
range of parameter values showing a robust effect of spiral
attenuation. Specifically, we observe a particular structure in

parameter space where individual patterns are organized
along parallel straight lines, with every even line correspond-
ing to a Class I pattern and every odd line corresponding to
a Class II pattern �Fig. 7�. This regular structure in parameter
space is also predicted by Eqs. �2.3� and �2.4�. In the upper
left corner of the parameter diagram, for increasing values of
Ra and decreasing values of Emax, an attenuation becomes
less frequent for increasing n, since we have only one attenu-

FIG. 4. �Color� Color-coded representation of the spiral-front interaction corresponding to the Class I and Class II patterns shown in Fig. 3. For increasing
values of Eij we have absolute refractory cells in red, relative refractory cells in orange and yellow, and excited cells in cyan, blue, and violet �highest values
of Eij�. Snapshots for each pattern represent the same stages of the dynamics in time, as indicated by the corresponding capital letters in the panels of Fig. 3.
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ation per cycle of n fronts for Class I patterns, and two at-
tenuations per cycle for 2n+1 fronts for Class II. In the
upper right �large Ra and Emax� and lower left �small Ra and
Emax� corners of the diagram, we find alternating patterns in
a broad range of parameter values extending beyond the
physiologically meaningful region �not shown in the diagram
in Fig. 7�. Finally, in the lower right corner of the diagram
�small Ra and large Emax� we do not observe patterns. This is

in agreement with Eqs. �2.3� and �2.4�, which do not allow
n	2 for Class I �a cycle of at least two fronts is needed to
have one attenuation within the cycle�, and n	1 for Class II
�a cycle of at least three fronts is needed to have two attenu-
ations within the cycle�.

FIG. 5. �Color� Color-coded represen-
tation of the time evolution for the
Class I 4:3 pattern obtained for the
same parameter values as in Fig. 3�c�.
Snapshots represent the state of the
lattice in intervals of five time steps �.
Snapshots 1, 7, and 12 correspond to
D, E, and A in Fig. 3�c�. For increasing
values of Eij we have absolute refrac-
tory cells in red, relative refractory
cells in orange and yellow, and excited
cells in cyan, blue, and violet �highest
values of Eij�.

FIG. 6. Time evolution of the total number of excited cells in a square
lattice of size N=100 for isolated fronts �without a spiral�, isolated spiral
�without fronts�, linear superposition of fronts and spiral, and the Class II
pattern 7:5, generated for the same parameter values as in Fig. 3�f� �arrows
inclined to the right indicate one cycle of the 7:5 pattern�. It is apparent that
the 7:5 attenuation pattern cannot be a result of the linear superposition of
periodic fronts and the spiral wave. This linear superposition is character-
ized by absence of attenuation, much higher average value of the number of
excited cells, different profile of the periodic peaks, and shorter cycle �indi-
cated by vertical arrows� compared to the 7:5 attenuation pattern, generated
by the nonlinear interaction of the spiral wave and lower frequency fronts
with maximum APD.

FIG. 7. Diagram of spiral attenuation patterns in parameter space Ra vs
Emax, for a square lattice of N=100 and fixed parameter values Rr=8 and
Emin=2. We observe attenuation patterns for a broad range of parameter
values where each pattern can be found along a single straight line, in
accordance with Eqs. �2.3� and �2.4�. Patterns of Class I �n :n−1� and Class
II �2n+1:2n−1� alternate in a series of parallel lines, where n increases
with increasing Ra. To assess the intensity of the attenuation effect in dif-
ferent regions of the parameter diagram, we estimate for each cycle the ratio
between the average number of excited cells when there is no spiral attenu-
ation �large peaks in Fig. 3� and during spiral attenuation �reduced or absent
peaks in Fig. 3�. We find that this ratio is �i� characterized by a broad
maximum in the central region of the parameter diagram and �ii� it exhibits
a monotonic decrease in all directions of the parameter space for both
classes of patterns, indicating a common behavior in the intensity of spiral
attenuation.
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We finally investigate how the front-spiral interaction
depends on the relative phase between the spiral and the
fronts. To answer this question, we perform several tests by
releasing the first front at a time T0 after the stabilization
period of the spiral �which is 300 time steps ��, followed by
a train of fronts with period T. We repeat the simulations for
every value of T0� �0,T�, for every point in the parameter
space shown in Fig. 7. Surprisingly, we find that the patterns
we observe in the parameter diagram of Fig. 7 occur only for
specific values of T0 �Fig. 8�. For example, the Class I, 2 :1
pattern generated for Emax=15 and Ra=14 occurs only for
phase 2
 /4, corresponding to T0=T /4, while the same pat-
tern, for Emax=18 and Ra=17, occurs for several values of T0

�Fig. 8�. Thus, the observed dynamical patterns of spiral at-
tenuation shown in Figs. 3 and 4 depend not only on the
parameter values, but also on the relative phase between the
spiral wave and the first released front. These findings indi-
cate the presence of particular “vulnerable” phases during the
spiral rotation when planar fronts can lead to spiral attenua-
tion patterns.

III. SUMMARY

In summary, we find that the interaction of a spiral wave
with planar fronts of sufficiently long excitation duration and
a period longer than the period of the spiral can lead to spiral
attenuation. The spiral attenuation only occurs for an appro-
priate timing of the descending fronts relative to the rota-
tional phase of the spiral. This phase-dependent spiral attenu-
ation is not a result of spiral drift and is characterized by
different spatiotemporal patterns, each of them observed for
a broad range of physiologically meaningful parameter val-
ues. Further, we find that these hitherto unknown patterns of
phase-dependent spiral attenuation fall into two general
classes, where each class is defined by a specific mathemati-
cal relation, and is represented by a structured diagram in
parameter space. The spiral attenuation patterns we observe

remain stable in time and do not change during the evolution
of the system. These dynamics of phase-dependent spiral at-
tenuation could be utilized for practical applications, and in
the context of cardiac dynamics may lead to general ap-
proaches for controlling and preventing fatal arrhythmias.
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Abstract

There is evidence that spiral waves and their breakup underlie mechanisms related to a wide

spectrum of phenomena ranging from spatially extended chemical reactions to fatal cardiac

arrhythmias [A. T. Winfree, The Geometry of Biological Time (Springer-Verlag, New York, 2001); J.

Schutze, O. Steinbock, and S. C. Muller, Nature 356, 45 (1992); S. Sawai, P. A. Thomason, and E. C. Cox,

Nature 433, 323 (2005); L. Glass and M. C. Mackey, From Clocks to Chaos: The Rhythms of Life

(Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1988); R. A. Gray , Science 270, 1222 (1995); F. X. Witkowski ,

Nature 392, 78 (1998)]. Once initiated, spiral waves cannot be suppressed by periodic planar fronts,

since the domains of the spiral waves grow at the expense of the fronts [A. N. Zaikin and A. M.

Zhabotinsky, Nature 225, 535 (1970); A. T. Stamp, G. V. Osipov, and J. J. Collins, Chaos 12, 931 (2002); I.

Aranson, H. Levine, and L. Tsimring, Phys. Rev. Lett. 76, 1170 (1996); K. J. Lee, Phys. Rev. Lett. 79, 2907

(1997); F. Xie, Z. Qu, J. N. Weiss, and A. Garfinkel, Phys. Rev. E 59, 2203 (1999)]. Here, we show that

introducing periodic planar waves with long excitation duration and a period longer than the

rotational period of the spiral can lead to spiral attenuation. The attenuation is not due to spiral dri�

and occurs periodically over cycles of several fronts, forming a variety of complex spatiotemporal

patterns, which fall into two distinct general classes. Further, we find that these attenuation patterns

only occur at specific phases of the descending fronts relative to the rotational phase of the spiral. We

demonstrate these dynamics of phase-dependent spiral attenuation by performing numerical

simulations of wave propagation in the excitable medium of myocardial cells. The effect of phase-

dependent spiral attenuation we observe can lead to a general approach to spiral control in physical

and biological systems with relevance for medical applications. (c) 2007 American Institute of Physics.
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Schmitt DT, Ivanov PC. Fractal scale-invariant and nonlinear
properties of cardiac dynamics remain stable with advanced age: a
new mechanistic picture of cardiac control in healthy elderly. Am J
Physiol Regul Integr Comp Physiol 293: R1923–R1937, 2007. First
published August 1, 2007; doi:10.1152/ajpregu.00372.2007.—Heart
beat fluctuations exhibit temporal structure with robust long-range
correlations, fractal and nonlinear features, which have been found to
break down with pathologic conditions, reflecting changes in the
mechanism of neuroautonomic control. It has been hypothesized that
these features change and even break down also with advanced age,
suggesting fundamental alterations in cardiac control with aging. Here
we test this hypothesis. We analyze heart beat interval recordings
from the following two independent databases: 1) 19 healthy young
(average age 25.7 yr) and 16 healthy elderly subjects (average age
73.8 yr) during 2 h under resting conditions from the Fantasia
database; and 2) 29 healthy elderly subjects (average age 75.9 yr)
during �8 h of sleep from the sleep heart health study (SHHS)
database, and the same subjects recorded 5 yr later. We quantify: 1)
the average heart rate (�R-R�); 2) the SD �R-R and ��R-R of the
heart beat intervals R-R and their increments �R-R; 3) the long-range
correlations in R-R as measured by the scaling exponent �R-R using
the Detrended Fluctuation Analysis; 4) fractal linear and nonlinear
properties as represented by the scaling exponents �sgn and �mag for
the time series of the sign and magnitude of �R-R; and 5) the
nonlinear fractal dimension D(k) of R-R using the fractal dimension
analysis. We find: 1) No significant difference in (P � 0.05); 2) a
significant difference in �R-R and ��R-R for the Fantasia groups (P �
10�4) but no significant change with age between the elderly SHHS
groups (P � 0.5); and 3) no significant change in the fractal measures
�R-R (P � 0.15), �sgn (P � 0.2), �mag (P � 0.3), and D(k) with age.
Our findings do not support the hypothesis that fractal linear and
nonlinear characteristics of heart beat dynamics break down with
advanced age in healthy subjects. Although our results indeed show a
reduced SD of heart beat fluctuations with advanced age, the inherent
temporal fractal and nonlinear organization of these fluctuations
remains stable. This indicates that the coupled cascade of nonlinear
feedback loops, which are believed to underlie cardiac neuroauto-
nomic regulation, remains intact with advanced age.

aging; dynamics; heart rate; nervous system; autonomic; physiology;
sleep; fractals; nonlinearity; scaling

THE OUTPUTS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL systems under neural regulation
exhibit 1) high degree of variability, 2) spacial and temporal
fractal organization that remains invariant at different scales
of observation, and 3) complex nonlinear properties (6, 46).

These inherent features of physiological dynamics change
significantly with different physiological states such as wake
and sleep, exercise and rest, circadian rhythms, as well as with
pathological conditions. Because different physiological states
and pathological perturbations correspond to changes or even
break down in the mechanism of the underlying neural regu-
lation, alterations in certain dynamic properties of physiolog-
ical signals have been found to be reliable markers of changes
in physiological control.

Aging is traditionally associated with the process of decline
of physiological function and reduction of physiological com-
plexity (2, 35). One major hypothesis is that physiological
aging results from a gradual change in the underlying mecha-
nisms of physiological control (a regulatory network of neural
and metabolic pathways interacting through coupled cascades
of nonlinear feedback loops on a range of time and length
scales), leading to changes of physiological dynamics. Under
this hypothesis, even ostensibly healthy elderly subjects would
exhibit: 1) loss of sensitivity and decreased responsiveness to
external and internal stimuli, leading to reduced physiological
variability (2) and 2) breakdown of certain feedback loops
acting at different time scales in the regulatory mechanism of
various physiological systems. This breakdown would lead to
loss of physiological complexity as reflected in certain scale-
invariant and nonlinear temporal characteristics of physiolog-
ical dynamics (35, 41). This hypothesis of a breakdown of
physiological complexity with healthy aging has recently been
challenged (68). Furthermore, earlier studies have linked var-
ious pathological states with breakdown of the scale-invariant
fractal organization in physiological dynamics, which is likely
to result from disintegration of coupled feedback loops in the
regulatory mechanism (15, 27, 28, 54, 61, 71). Thus, based on
this hypothesis, mechanistically, physiological processes under
healthy aging would be categorized in the same class as
pathological dynamics where fractal organization and nonlin-
ear complexity is lost.

A second hypothesis is that, while aging may lead to reduced
variability, certain temporal fractal, scale-invariant and nonlinear
structures embedded in physiological dynamics may remain un-
changed. These two alternative hypotheses represent different
notions about which aspects of the physiological control mecha-
nisms are expected to change in the process of aging in contrast to
the changes accompanying certain pathological conditions.
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To test these two hypotheses, we analyze cardiac dynamics,
a typical example of an output of an integrated physiological
system under autonomic neural regulation. Previous studies
have shown that heart rate variability decreases with certain
pathological conditions (46, 69) and with advanced age (51,
65). Studies based on approaches from statistical physics and
nonlinear dynamics revealed that heart beat fluctuations in
healthy subjects possess a self-similar fractal structure charac-
terized by long-range power-law correlations over a range of
time scales (37, 54, 61). The scaling exponent associated with
these power-law correlations was shown to change signifi-
cantly with rest and exercise (13, 36, 48), posture (66, 72),
sleep and wake state (29), across sleep stages (8, 32, 33, 55)
and circadian phases (23, 49), and to be a reliable marker of
cardiac vulnerability under pathological conditions (21, 53).
Furthermore, studies have found that turbulence-like multifrac-
tal and nonlinear features in heart beat dynamics are reduced
and even lost with disease (25, 27, 39). Several studies have
also reported reduced heart rate variability (67; as also shown
in Fig. 1), apparent loss of fractal organization, as well as
breakdown of scale-invariant correlations and certain nonlinear
properties with advanced age (17, 18, 31, 41, 56), suggesting
that healthy aging is associated with changes in the neuroau-
tonomic mechanism of cardiac regulation related to disintegra-
tion of coupled feedback loops across a range of time scales.

Here, we investigate how cardiac dynamics change with
advanced age by analyzing scale-invariant, linear, and nonlin-
ear characteristics of heart beat fluctuations recorded from
subjects during rest and sleep from two independent databases.

DATA AND METHODS

We analyze heart beat interval recordings from two independent
databases.

Fantasia Database

The Fantasia database (15a) contains 20 young and 20 elderly
subjects. We carefully selected 19 healthy young subjects (9 male; 10
female) with an average age of 25.7 yr (youngest 21; oldest 34) and
16 healthy elderly subjects (6 male; 10 female) with an average age
73.8 yr (youngest 68; oldest 85). All subjects were recorded while
watching the movie Fantasia (Disney, 1940) in a relaxed supine or
semirecumbent posture. These conditions were chosen to avoid the

effect that differences in the level of physical activity between young
and elderly subjects during daily routine might have on cardiac
dynamics (Fig. 1). The continuous electrocardiogram (ECG) and
respiration signals were digitized at 250 Hz. Each heart beat was
annotated using the ARISTOTLE arrhythmia detector (50), and each
beat annotation was verified by visual inspection. Only intervals
between two normal beats were considered. One young and four
elderly subjects (shown in Fig. 8) were excluded from our analysis
because of artifacts in the data.

Sleep Heart Health Study Database

The Sleep Heart Health Study (SHHS) is a prospective cohort study
designed to investigate the relationship between sleep-disordered
breathing and cardiovascular disease. Subjects were recorded during
their habitual sleep periods of �8 h, and continuous ECG were
recorded with 250 Hz (Fig. 2). Full details of the study design and
cohort are provided in (40, 59). Details about obtaining the ECG and
polysomnographic recordings are outlined (60). Sleep apnea epi-
sodes were annotated, and heart rate data during apnea (obstructive
and central) were excluded from our analysis (Fig. 2). We selected
a subset of 29 subjects (8 males; 21 females) with average age at
the time of the first recording 75.9 yr (youngest 72; oldest 84). The
recordings were repeated 5 yr later when the subjects were again
screened and categorized as healthy.

Detrended Fluctuation Analysis

We use the detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) method (52),
which has been developed to quantify fractal correlations embedded
in nonstationary signals, to estimate dynamic scale-invariant
characteristics in heart beat fluctuations. Compared with traditional
correlation analyzes such as autocorrelation, power-spectrum analy-
sis, and Hurst analysis, the advantage of the DFA method is that it
can accurately quantify the correlation property of signals masked
by polynomial trends; it is described in detail in Refs. 9, 10, 22, 34,
and 70.

The DFA method quantifies the detrended fluctuations F(n) of a
signal at different time scales n. A power-law functional form
F(n) � n� indicates the presence of self-similar organization in the
fluctuations. The parameter �, called the scaling exponent, quantifies
the correlation properties of the heart beat signal: if � 	 0.5, there is
no correlation and the signal is white noise; if � 	 1.5, the signal is
a random walk (Brownian motion); if 0.5 � � � 1.5, there are
positive correlations, where large heart beat intervals are more likely

Fig. 1. Consecutive heart beat R-R intervals from a representative young
healthy (A) and elderly (B) healthy subject from the Fantasia database. Under
the same resting conditions elderly subjects exhibit significantly reduced heart
rate variability.

Fig. 2. Representative elderly subject from the Sleep Heart Health Study
(SHHS) database. Consecutive heart beat R-R intervals (A) and apnea scoring
(B).
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to be followed by large intervals (and the same is true for small heart
beat intervals); if � � 0.5 the signal is anticorrelated.

One advantage of the DFA method is that it can quantify signals
with � � 1, which cannot be done using the traditional autocorrelation
and R/S analyses (14). In contrast to the conventional methods, the
DFA method avoids spurious detection of apparent long-range corre-
lations that are an artifact of nonstationary (63). Thus the DFA method
is able to detect subtle temporal structures in highly heterogeneous
physiological time series.

An inherent limitation of the DFA analysis is the maximum time
scale nmax for which the fluctuation function F(n) can be reliably
calculated. To ensure sufficient statistics at large scales, it was shown
that nmax should be chosen by nmax � N/6, where N is the length of
the signal (12, 22, 70). For time scales n � nmax there is no bias in
estimating the scaling exponent �. Thus recordings �1 h (N � 3,600
beats) are sufficient to reliably quantify � up to time scales n 	 600
beats, and differences in the length of the recordings between the
Fantasia database (2 h) and SHHS database (8 h) do not affect the
estimate of �. Recent studies have tested the performance of the DFA
method when applied to correlated signals with patches of missing
data, random spikes, and superposed trends related to different activ-
ity levels and patches with different standard deviation and local
correlations, as often found in heart beat data (10, 22).

Both the Fantasia database and the National Institutes of Health
SHHS database have used 250-Hz sampling rate for the ECG record-
ings. A precision of 0.004 s (250 Hz) is more than sufficient for our
analysis, since the DFA method as well as the magnitude and sign
analyses (MSA) and fractal dimension analysis (FDA) analyses we
employ (see below) are robust in that respect. Use of a lower sampling
rate (i.e., lower precision in the estimate of the R-R intervals) acts
effectively as added random noise with an amplitude proportional to
the sampling interval; in our case, the amplitude of this sampling noise
is more than two orders of magnitude smaller than the R-R interval.
It has been shown that adding noise with such a small amplitude to a
fractal correlated signal does not effect the correlation scaling and
fractal properties (10).

MSA

Because the DFA method quantifies linear fractal characteristics
related to two-point correlations, we have selected the MSA method
to probe for long-term nonlinear properties in the data. Specifically, it
has been shown that signals with identical temporal organization,
quantified by the DFA-scaling exponent �, can exhibit very different
nonlinear properties captured by the MSA method (5).

The MSA method (3, 4) consists of the following steps: 1) given
R-Ri series we obtain the increment series, �R-Ri 	 R-Ri
1 � R-Ri;
2) we decompose the increment series into a magnitude series �R-R
and a sign series (�R-R); 3) to avoid artificial trends, we subtract
the average from the magnitude series; 4) because of limitations in the
accuracy of the DFA method for estimating the scaling exponents of
anticorrelated signals (� � 0.5), we integrate the magnitude series

(22); 5) we perform a scaling analysis using DFA; and 6) to obtain the
scaling exponents for the magnitude series, we measure the slope of
F(n)/n on a log-log plot, where F(n) is the fluctuation function and n
is the time scale of analysis.

This approach is sensitive to nonlinear features in signals (64). We find
that positive correlations in the magnitude series (�mag � 0.5) are a
reliable marker of long-term nonlinear properties. Thus we employ the
MSA as a complementary method to the DFA, because it can distinguish
physiological signals with identical long-range correlations, as quantified
by the DFA method, but with different nonlinear properties and different
temporal organization for the sign(�R-R) series.

FDA

The fractal dimension D(k) is a local nonlinear measure used to
quantify the irregularity of a time series (47). We estimate the fractal
dimension using an algorithm proposed previously (19).

Starting from a discrete time series, x(i), with i � [1,N], a new
sparse time series xk

m is constructed in the following way

xk
m; x�m�, x�m � k�, . . . , x�m �

N � m

k
k� , (1)

with m � [1,k] where m and k are integers, and  (N � m)/k denotes
the largest integer number smaller than (N � m)/k. Then a length
measure for this sparse time series is defined as

Lm �k� �
N � 1

hk2 �
i 	 1

h

�xik
m � x�i�1�k

m ��, (2)

with h �  (N � m)/k . For a time series x(i) with a fractal dimension
D the length Lm(k) averaged over m is a power-law function of the
scale k: L(k) � �L(k)�m � k�D. In the general case D can depend on
the scale k. In this case, the local fractal dimension D(k) of the time
series x(i) is defined as the negative local derivative of log L(k) as a
function of log k (Table 1).

RESULTS

Variability in Heart Beat Intervals and Their Increments

We first test the possibility that advanced age in ostensibly
healthy subjects would lead to an increase in the average heart
rate and to a significant reduction in heart rate variability, a
behavior previously observed in subjects with congestive heart
failure where under suppressed vagal tone increased heart rate
is associated with reduced heart rate variability (69, 71). We
find that both young and elderly healthy subjects in the Fan-
tasia database exhibit very similar group average interbeat
intervals: �R-R� � � 	 0.9 � 0.14 for the young group and
�R-R� � � 	 1.06 � 0.17 for the elderly group, where � is
the standard deviation (Table 2). This is in agreement with

Table 1. Overview of measures used

Abbreviation Measure Significance

Static measures

�R-R� (AVNN) Mean of R-R intervals Inversely proportional to heart rate
�R-R (SDNN) SD of R-R Para- and sympathetic HRV measure sensitive to trends
��R-R (RMSSD) SD of �R-R Parasympathetic HRV measure insensitive to trends

Dynamic measures

� Scaling exponent of R-R Linear scale-invariant correlations
�mag Scaling exponent of ��R-R� Nonlinear scale-invariant correlations
�1

sgn Scaling exponent of sgn(�R-R) Fractal measure of directionality
D(k) Fractal dimension of R-R Nonlinear fractal measure
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previous studies (11, 31, 56). A Student’s t-test shows no
significant difference between the two groups with a P value 	
0.11. A very similar average heart beat interval was observed
for the healthy elderly subjects in the SHHS database with
�R-R� � � 	 0.92 � 0.075, indicating no significant
difference (P value 	 0.07) compared with the group of young
Fantasia subjects (Table 2). Furthermore, comparing the group
average heart beat interval of the elderly subjects from the
SHHS database with the same subjects recorded 5 yr later, we
find again no significant difference: �R-R� � � 	 0.92 �
0.08 at the first recording and �R-R� � � 	 0.92 � 0.1 after
5 yr (P value 	 0.92; Table 2). Thus we do not observe a
significant change in the average heart rate with advanced age.

To test whether there is a reduction in heart rate variability
with aging, we next estimate for each subject the standard
deviation of the heart beat intervals �R-R (often denoted as
SDNN) and the standard deviation of the increments in the
consecutive heart beat intervals ��R-R (often denoted as
RMSSD) (Table 2). For the young and elderly subjects in the
Fantasia database, we find a statistically significant difference
with 1) a higher value for the group average ��R-R� and
2) larger inter-subject variability for the young group: ��R-R� �
� 	 0.089 � 0.034 for the young compared with ��R-R� � � 	
0.051 � 0.017 for the elderly subjects (P value 	 3.3�10�4;
Table 2). Similarly, we observe a significantly higher value for the
group average ���R-R� for the young subjects in the Fantasia
database (���R-R� � � 	 0.061 � 0.031) compared with the
elderly subjects (���R-R� � � 	 0.027 � 0.012; P value 	
9.9�10�5), again with a larger intersubject variability for the
young group (Table 2). We note that the sampling rate of 250 Hz
does not effect the significance of the difference in ��R-R between
the young and elderly groups, since this difference is �0.034 s,
i.e., one magnitude larger than the sampling precision of 0.004 s.

For the group of healthy elderly subjects from the SHHS
database, we find a higher value of ��R-R� � � 	 0.077 �
0.027 compared with the elderly group from the Fantasia
database, a difference that could be attributed to the fact that the
SHHS subjects were recorded during sleep where transitions
between sleep stages are associated with trends and larger fluctu-
ations in the interbeat interval time series (32, 55), whereas the
elderly Fantasia subjects were recorded during rest. In
contrast, for ���R-R�, we do not observe a significant

difference between the elderly groups from the Fantasia and
SHHS database (P value 	 0.74; Table 2). However, we find
a significant difference between young and elderly subjects,
indicating a clear reduction in the heart rate variability with
aging.

Fractal Correlations

We next test whether the temporal organization in the heart
beat fluctuations changes in ostensibly healthy elderly com-
pared with young subjects. Earlier studies have shown that
heart beat fluctuations exhibit self-similar power-law correla-
tions over a broad range of time scales ranging from seconds to
many hours (37, 62) and that the scaling exponents associated
with these power-law correlations change significantly with
sleep and wake state (29) and with pathological conditions (53,
54), reflecting changes in the underlying mechanism of cardiac
regulation. Specifically, heart beat fluctuations of healthy sub-
jects during daily activity exhibit 1/f-like power spectrum (37,
54, 61) with a scaling exponent � � 1 (see DATA AND METHODS).
During sleep, this behavior changes to exponent � � 0.8 at
time scales �60 beats, indicating stronger anticorrelations in
the interbeat increments �R-R during sleep compared with the
wake state (29 and Fig. 3A). In contrast, for pathological
conditions such as congestive heart failure, earlier studies have
reported a value for the exponent � closer to 1.5, which is
typical for random walk behavior (Brownian motion) and
associated with loss of cardiac control (53).

Applying the DFA method, we obtain a very similar scaling
behavior for a representative healthy young and a healthy
elderly subject from the Fantasia database, both characterized
by a scaling exponent �2 � 0.8 at intermediate and large time
scales (Fig. 3, B and C). At small time scales for both
representative subjects, we observe a crossover to a higher
exponent of �1 � 1.1 (Fig. 3, B and C). Although there is
certain intersubject variability in the scaling functions F(n),
this crossover behavior remains robust with a group average
scaling exponent �1 � 1.1 at small scales and �2 � 0.75 at
large scales for the young subjects, and, respectively, �1 � 1.2
and �2 � 0.8 for the elderly subjects (see APPENDIX and Fig.
12). Our analysis indicates no significant difference in the scaling
behavior between healthy young and healthy elderly subjects

Table 2. Average values and SD of �R-R�, �R-R (SDNN), ��R-R (RMSSD), and DFA-2 scaling exponents for subjects from
the Fantasia database and the SHHS database

Fantasia Database SHHS Database

Measure Young Elderly P Value Elderly Elderly 
 5 yr P Value

�R-R� 0.9�0.14 1.06�0.17 0.11 0.92�0.08 0.92�0.1 0.92
�R-R 0.089�0.034 0.051�0.017 3.3 � 10�4 0.077�0.027 0.081�0.024 0.50
��R-R 0.061�0.031 0.027�0.012 9.9 � 10�5 0.028�0.015 0.028�0.013 0.74
�1 1.09�0.24 1.22�0.29 0.16 1.12�0.27 1.09�0.28 0.78
�2 0.76�0.08 0.78�0.12 0.47 0.88�0.12 0.97�0.12 0.01
�1

mag 0.53�0.1 0.56�0.08 0.36 0.57�0.13 0.60�0.13 0.49
�2

mag 0.64�0.11 0.68�0.11 0.45 0.70�0.12 0.72�0.13 0.58
�1

sgn 0.24�0.15 0.3�0.2 0.28 0.23�0.19 0.21�0.19 0.74
�2

sgn 0.47�0.09 0.44�0.08 0.37 0.38�0.07 0.39�0.07 0.77

Data are averages � SD. AVNN, average normal to normal heartbeat interval; SDNN, SD of normal to normal heartbeat interval; RMSSD, root mean square
SD of normal to normal heartbeat interval. For the Fantasia database, detrended fluctuation at the time scale n � F(n)� was fitted in the interval n � �6,16� for
�1 and n � �60,(N/6)� for �2. For the Sleep Heart Health Study (SHHS) database, F(n) was fitted in the interval n � �6,16� for �1 and n � �60,600� for �2. A
two-tailed Student’s t-test was performed to obtain the P values. P values that indicate significant differences between young and elderly groups are shown in
bold.
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under the resting conditions in the Fantasia study protocol (Table
2). We note that our findings for the young and elderly Fantasia
subjects (Fig. 3, B and C) are very similar to the scaling behavior
in heart beat fluctuations previously reported for healthy subjects
during sleep (29), which exhibit a crossover from �1 � 1.2 at
small time scales to �2 � 0.8 at intermediate and large time scales
(Fig. 3A). This similarity in the scaling properties of heart beat
dynamics of healthy subjects during sleep (Fig. 3A) and the
Fantasia database subjects (Fig. 3, B and C) may be attributed to
the fact that, under the Fantasia study protocol, subjects are resting
in a semirecumbent/supine posture, watching a relaxing movie,
physiological conditions that more closely resemble sleep than
daytime activity.

To confirm the validity of these findings, we further investigate
the scale-invariant correlation properties of cardiac dynamics for
healthy elderly subjects from the SHHS database, where heart rate
data were recorded during sleep, a protocol that differs from the
Fantasia study (see DATA AND METHODS). In Fig. 4, we show the
DFA scaling curves for a representative SHHS subject with a
crossover in the scaling behavior from �1 � 1.1 at small time
scales to �2 � 0.9 above 60 beats. This scaling behavior is very
similar to the one we find for both young and elderly subjects

from the Fantasia database (Fig. 3). Furthermore, comparing the
scaling behavior of the elderly subjects from the SHHS database
with the same subjects recorded five years later, we do not find a
significant difference in the correlation scaling exponents �1 and
�2 (Fig. 4 and Table 2). The results shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the
APPENDIX, and Fig. 12 indicate that the fractal correlation properties
of healthy heart beat dynamics remain stable and do not signifi-
cantly change with advanced age.

MSA

Recent studies have demonstrated that scale-invariant pro-
cesses with identical long-range power-law correlations may
be characterized by very different dynamics for the magnitude
and sign of their fluctuations (5, 32) and that the information
contained in the temporal organization of the magnitude and
the sign time series is independent from the correlation prop-
erties of the original time series (3). Specifically, for cardiac
dynamics of healthy subjects, it was shown (5) that heart beat
intervals during routine daily activity exhibit correlation prop-
erties at intermediate and large time scales characterized by
scaling exponent �2 � 1 while at the same time scales the
magnitude series of the increments in consecutive heart beat
intervals is characterized by �2

mag � 0.8. Furthermore, al-
though correlations reflect the linear properties of heart beat
dynamics, the temporal structure of the magnitude of interbeat
increments has been shown to relate to the nonlinear properties
encoded in the Fourier phases (3, 5, 64). For certain patholog-
ical conditions such as congestive heart failure, previous stud-
ies have reported loss of nonlinearity (57) associated with a
breakdown of the multifractal spectrum (25), and reduced
scaling exponent �mag for the magnitude series (3).

For the magnitude time series of the interbeat increments,
we obtain �1

mag � 0.53 at small time scales and �2
mag � 0.68

at intermediate and large time scales for a representative young
subject (Fig. 5A) and very similar results with �1

mag � 0.53 and

Fig. 4. Fluctuation function F(n) vs. time scale n (in heart beat number)
obtained from detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA)-2 for �8-h long records of
R-R heart beat intervals during sleep for representative healthy elderly subject
from the SHHS database (A) and the same elderly subject 5 yr later (B). The
very similar values for the exponents �1 and �2 indicate no breakdown of
linear fractal correlations with advanced age under healthy conditions. Note the
similarity with the scaling behavior for the young subjects, shown in Fig. 3, the
APPENDIX, and Fig. 12, which is not consistent with the hypothesis of a gradual
loss of scale-invariant complexity in the process of aging.

Fig. 3. Fluctuation function F(n) vs. time scale n (in heart beat number) obtained
using DFA-2 for 6 h-long record of R-R heart beat intervals during wake and sleep
from a representative healthy subject [MIT-BIH Normal Sinus Rhythm Database
(15a); A], as well as 2 h-long records of a representative healthy young subject (B)
and healthy elderly subject (C) from the Fantasia database. A very similar scaling
behavior is observed for the representative young (B) and elderly (C) subjects that
closely resembles the scaling behavior of the healthy subjects during sleep shown
in A [MIT-BIH Normal Sinus Rhythm Database (15a)], indicating no change in
the scale-invariant temporal correlations of heart beat intervals with advanced age
under healthy resting conditions. Scaling curves for all individuals are shown in
APPENDIX and Fig. 12.
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�2
mag � 0.72 for a representative elderly subject from the

Fantasia database (Fig. 5B). The DFA scaling functions F(n)
for all young and elderly subjects, shown in APPENDIX and Fig.
13, exhibit a consistent behavior among the subjects in each
group with a smooth crossover from a group average magni-
tude exponent �1

mag � 0.53 at small and intermediate time
scales to �2

mag � 0.64 at large scales for the young group, and
a similar crossover from a group average exponent �1

mag � 0.6
at small and intermediate time scales to �2

mag � 0.7 at large
scales for the elderly group (Table 2).

To confirm these findings, we next calculate the magnitude
scaling exponent of the interbeat increments for the elderly
subjects from the SHHS database. Again we observe a cross-
over from �1

mag � 0.52 at small scales to �2
mag � 0.7 at large

time scales shown in Fig. 5C for a representative elderly
subject, a behavior very similar to the one observed for both

young and elderly Fantasia subjects shown in Fig. 5, A and B.
Our analysis does not show a statistically significant difference
in the group average magnitude scaling exponents �1

mag (with
P value 	 0.71) and �2

mag (with P value 	 0.57) between the
elderly SHHS subjects and the elderly Fantasia subjects. More-
over, we find no significant difference in �1

mag (with P value 	
0.24) and �2

mag (with P value 	 0.16) between the elderly
SHHS subjects and the young Fantasia subjects.

For the sign of the interbeat increments time series, we again
find no significant difference in the scaling behavior between
the young and elderly subjects in the Fantasia database with
practically identical exponents of �1

sgn � 0.2 at short time
scales and �2

sgn � 0.4 at intermediate and large time scales
(Fig. 6, A and B). We observed a consistently similar behavior
for all subjects in the young and elderly group in the Fantasia
database (APPENDIX and Fig. 14), where the scaling function
F(n) exhibits a crossover from strongly anticorrelated behavior at

Fig. 6. Fluctuation function F(n) vs. time scale n (in beat number) obtained for
the sign of the interbeat increments [sign(�R-R)] using DFA-2 for a represen-
tative healthy young (A) and healthy elderly subject (B) in the Fantasia
database, and for representative healthy elderly subject from the SHHS
database (C) and the same elderly SHHS subject recorded 5 yr later (D). All
subjects exhibit a very similar scaling behavior for the sign with a crossover
from strong anticorrelations with �1

sgn � 0.2 at small time scales to weaker
anticorrelations with �2

sgn � 0.4 at large scales, indicating a similar fractal
organization of sympathetic and parasympathetic control in both young and
elderly subjects under healthy resting conditions. Scaling curves for all
individuals in the Fantasia database are shown in the APPENDIX and Fig. 14.

Fig. 5. Fluctuation function F(n) vs. time scale n (in beat number) obtained for
the magnitude of the interbeat increments ( �R-R ) using DFA-2 for a repre-
sentative healthy young (A) and healthy elderly (B) subject from the Fantasia
database, and for a representative healthy elderly subject from the SHHS
database (C) and the same subject recorded 5 yr later (D). All subjects exhibit
a very similar scaling behavior characterized by an exponent �2

mag � 0.7 at
intermediate and large time scales, very different from �mag 	 0.5 character-
istic for linear processes with no correlations in the Fourier phases (3, 5),
which indicates that the long-term nonlinear properties of heart beat dynamics
do not break down with advanced age under healthy resting conditions. This is
in contrast to the hypothesis linking the process of healthy aging with a gradual
loss of nonlinearity. Scaling curves for all individuals from the Fantasia
database are shown in the APPENDIX and Fig. 13.
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short time scales to weaker anticorrelations at larger scales,
respectively, characterized by group average sign exponents
�1

sgn � 0.24 for the young and �1
sgn � 0.3 for the elderly

subjects at small scales and �2
sgn � 0.47 for the young and

�2
sgn � 0.43 for the elderly subjects at large scales. These

results indicate no significant difference in the temporal orga-
nization of the sign series between the young and the elderly
subjects in the Fantasia database (Table 2).

Repeating our sign scaling analysis for the SHHS database,
we observe a crossover from strongly anticorrelated behavior
with an exponent �1

sgn � 0.2 at small time scales to weaker
anticorrelations with �2

sgn � 0.4 at intermediate and large time
scales, as shown in Fig. 6, C and D. This crossover behavior is
very similar to the one we find for both young and elderly
Fantasia subjects (Fig. 6, A and B, APPENDIX, and Fig. 14).
Moreover, we do not find a significant difference in the scaling
of the sign series for the elderly SHHS subjects and the same
subjects 5 yr later (Fig. 6, C and D and Table 2).

FDA

Finally, we employ the FDA method (see DATA AND METH-
ODS) to estimate the fractal dimension D(k) of a time series (14,
19, 47). It has been demonstrated that the fractal dimension is
a measure that represents the nonlinear properties in the output
of a dynamical system so that two signals with identical
scale-invariant correlations may be quantified by different
fractal dimension depending on the degree of nonlinearity
encoded in the Fourier phases (20, 64). Our analysis shows no
significant difference in the group average of the nonlinear
fractal dimension measure D(k) between the young and the
elderly subjects in the Fantasia database for the whole range of
time scales except for a very short time interval of six to eight
heart beats (Fig. 7A), which are time scales typical for sleep
apnea (see Fig. 8). At smaller and larger time scales, the
average fractal dimension D(k) converges for both groups (Fig.
7A). Furthermore, we do not observe a statistically significant
difference between the elderly subjects from the SHHS data-
base and the same subjects recorded 5 yr later (Fig. 7B). These
findings do not support the hypothesis that nonlinearity is
reduced in healthy elderly subjects.

Summary of the Results

In agreement with previous studies (11, 31, 56, 65), we
observe a certain degree of reduction in heart rate variability,
as measured by �R-R (SDNN) and ��R-R (RMSSD), when
comparing young with elderly subjects (Table 2). In contrast to
previous studies (31, 41, 56), however, we do not find a
significant difference in the scaling exponents �1 and �2

characterizing the fractal scale-invariant temporal organization
of heart beat fluctuations between young and elderly subjects
(Table 2). For the scaling properties of the magnitude and the
sign of heart beat fluctuations, which have been shown to carry
additional independent information about the nonlinear and
linear properties of a time series (3, 5, 32), we find that these
measures also remain unchanged when comparing young and
healthy elderly subjects (Table 2). Finally, for the fractal
dimension D(k) of the heart beat interval time series, an
independent nonlinear measure, again contrary to previous
reports (18), we do not find significant differences between
young and elderly subjects. Furthermore, comparing longitu-

dinal data from a group of elderly subjects who were also
recorded 5 yr later, we find that the heart rate variability is not
further reduced (Table 2) and that the scaling exponents �1 and
�2 of the heart beat fluctuations, as well as the nonlinear
features as measured by the magnitude exponent �mag and the
fractal dimension D(k), remain stable.

These findings indicate that, in the process of aging, the
alterations in the underlying mechanisms of cardiac autonomic
regulation are not likely to involve breakdown of coupling
between feedback loops at different time scales or dominance
of a particular feedback loop at a given time scale, as often
observed with pathological perturbations (21, 26, 30, 38, 42,
44). Rather, our findings suggest a reduced reflexiveness of the
neuroautonomic regulation with aging while the nonlinear
feedback interactions across time scales between elements of
the cardiac regulatory system remain unchanged.

INTERPRETATION AND MODELING

Our findings indicate that scale-invariant correlation and
nonlinear properties do not significantly change in healthy
elderly subjects compared with young subjects. This is in
contrast to some earlier studies, based on the same Fantasia
database (or on a subset of it), which have reported loss of
fractal organization in heart beat fluctuations, a behavior re-
sembling Brownian motion (random walk process) with � 	
1.5 at small scales and white noise with � 	 0.5 over large
scales (31, 56), as well as a significant loss of nonlinearity (18)
with healthy aging. A possible reason for these different
findings may be the presence of artifacts in the data such as

Fig. 7. Group average nonlinear fractal dimension D(k) vs. time scale log2 k,
where k is measured in beat numbers for young and elderly healthy Fantasia
subjects (A) and healthy elderly SHHS subjects and the same subjects 5 yr later
(B). There is no significant difference in the group averages indicated by the
overlapping SDs except for the interval of scales k � [3,6] marked by * in A
(P value 	 1.94 � 10�4 and 6 � 10�3 correspondingly). Note the very similar
profile of D(k) for all groups, indicating no apparent loss of nonlinearity with
aging, in agreement with our findings for the long-term nonlinear properties
represented by the magnitude exponent �2

mag shown in Fig. 5.
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segments of corrupted recordings or certain periodic patterns
(Fig. 8). These periodic patterns strongly resemble episodes of
sleep apnea, as shown in Fig. 9A. Indeed, sleep apnea may be
present in the elderly subjects from the Fantasia database, since
they have not been specifically screened for sleep apnea.
Furthermore, ECG recordings were taken when subjects were
watching a calming movie for 2 h in a semirecumbent or supine
posture during which subjects may have fallen asleep for
periods of time, when apnea episodes are likely to occur.

The periodic patterns we observe in wide segments of the
interbeat interval recordings shown in Figs. 8 and 9A have a
period of �30 to 60 s, typical for apnea episodes (Fig. 9B and
Refs. 26, 30, and 58). Similar apnea-like patterns are also
present in the breathing records of some Fantasia subjects
(Figs. 8 and 9A). These periodic patterns have a very strong
effect on the scaling analysis, as shown in earlier studies (22),
leading to a pronounced crossover at the time scale correspond-
ing to the period of the patterns. This crossover separates a
regime of apparent Brownian-motion-type behavior with � �
1.5 at smaller scales from a second regime of apparent white
noise behavior � � 0.5 at larger scales (Figs. 10F and 11), a
behavior that in earlier studies (31, 56) has been spuriously
attributed to changes in the cardiac neuroautonomic control
due to aging.

To model the effect that periodic patterns of sleep apnea
have on the scaling properties of heart beat intervals, we first
generate a fractal correlated signal X� using the Makse et al.
(45) algorithm. To account for the statistical properties ob-
served in heart beat intervals, we rescale the signal to have the
mean value �X�(i)� 	 1, standard deviation �X� 	 0.05, and
correlation scaling exponent �X� 	 0.8 (Fig. 10A), which
match the group mean �R-R�, standard deviation ��R-R�
(Table 2), and scaling exponent value ��2� (APPENDIX and

Fig. 12, C and D) of the elderly subjects in the Fantasia
database. To model the periodic influence of sleep apnea on the
heart beat intervals, we generate a sinusoidal signal, Xs(i) 	 A
sin(2�i/T), with a period T 	 50 (similar to the average period
of 50 heart beats in apnea patterns) and amplitude A 	 0.1 (as
observed in apnea patterns; Fig. 10B), and we superpose the
sinusoidal signal Xs with the fractal correlated signal X�(i) to
obtain X�s(i) 	 X�(i) 
 Xs(i) (Fig. 10C). We note that X�s(i)
strongly resembles the data shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

Applying the DFA analysis to the fractal signal X� we obtain
the scaling function F�(n) with a slope of 0.8 across all scales,
in agreement with the scaling exponent � 	 0.8 we have found
for healthy subjects (Fig. 10D). For the sinusoidal signal Xs the
scaling function Fs(n) exhibits a crossover at scale nx � T,
corresponding to the period of Xs. For scales nx � T, the
fluctuation function Fs(n) exhibits an apparent scaling, Fs(n) �
(A/T)n�s, with an exponent �s 	 2. For scales nx � T, because
of the periodic property of the sinusoidal signal Xs, the fluc-
tuation function Fs(n) is constant and independent of the scale
n, i.e., Fs(n) � ATn�s where �s 	 0. Thus changing the
amplitude A leads to a vertical shift in Fs(n) (Fig. 10E and
Ref. 22).

Applying the DFA analysis to our model signal X�s, we
observe that F�s(n) exhibits a very pronounced kink [not
present in F�(n)] with a crossover at nx � T because of the
sinusoidal trend (Fig. 10F). The behavior of F�s(n) around the
kink is very similar to Fs(n) around nx � T. At small scales
nx � T and at large scales nx � T the fluctuation function
F�s(n) converges to the scaling behavior expected for F�(n).
Testing our model for signals X� with different values for �,
we find that the position of the crossover nx for F�s(n) does not
depend on �. Thus this type of crossover behavior in the
scaling for different subjects depends only on the period T of
the periodic patterns embedded in the heart beat signals.

We find that our model in Fig. 10F reproduces well the
crossover behavior in F(n) observed for the sleep apnea subject
[Apnea-ECG Database (15a) shown in Fig. 9B]. Indeed, a very
similar kink in F(n) is observed at scale n � 50 beats for this

Fig. 8. Recordings of heart beat intervals from one young and four elderly
subjects in the Fantasia database excluded from our analysis. The first four
recordings contain many segments with well-pronounced periodic patterns, the
period and amplitude of which are typical for sleep apnea (see Fig. 9). The last
recording contains segments of corrupted data. These artifacts strongly influ-
ence scaling and fractal and nonlinear measures (see Figs. 10 and 11) and can
lead to spurious differences between young and elderly subjects.

Fig. 9. Segments of interbeat R-R interval time series for (A) an elderly subject
from the Fantasia database excluded from this study (shown in Fig. 8, top) and
(B) a subject diagnosed with sleep apnea from the apnea-ECG database (see
Ref. 15a). Both subjects show very similar and pronounced periodic patterns
with a period of about 50 beats, matching the periodic patterns in the breathing
record in A. These patterns strongly affect the scaling analysis as demonstrated
in Figs. 10 and 11.
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Fig. 10. Modeling crossover behavior in the scaling of heart beat dynamics associated with periodic patterns. A: artificially generated fractal signal X� with
long-range power-law correlations (corr), average value, and SDs as observed in healthy heart beat data. B: sinusoidal (sin) signal Xs with period and amplitude
matching the period T and amplitude A of typical sleep apnea patterns embedded in heart beat interval time series as shown in Fig. 9. C: superposition of the
signals X� in A and Xs in B. Note the apparent similarity between the signal X�s and the time series shown in Fig. 9. D: fluctuation function F�(n) obtained using
DFA-1 for the signal X� in A. E: fluctuation function Fs(n) obtained using DFA-1 for the signal Xs in B. The position of the crossover nx corresponds to the period
T in Xs. Changing the amplitude A leads to a vertical shift of Fs(n). F: fluctuation function F�s(n) obtained using DFA-1 for the signal X�s in C. Note the
appearance of a kink with a crossover at nx � T as observed in E.
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apnea subject, as shown in Fig. 11. Moreover, we find that this
behavior is also closely followed (as shown in Fig. 11) by the
Fantasia subject in Fig. 9A. Adding the same sinusoidal trend
to a real heart beat signal from a healthy subject [MIT-BIH
Normal Sinus Rhythm Database (15a)] also leads to a very
similar kink in F(n) (Fig. 11).

As we demonstrate in Fig. 11, the excluded Fantasia subject
shown in Fig. 9A exhibits a scaling curve very similar to the
curve obtained from a recording during sleep from a subject
diagnosed with sleep apnea [Apnea-ECG Database (15a)].
Furthermore, our model reproduces well the crossover in the
scaling behavior of F(n) and demonstrates that this crossover is
because of the superposition of healthy heart rate dynamics and
a sinusoidal trend with approximately the same period and
amplitude as the periodic apnea patterns shown in Fig. 9. Our
model reproduces also the scaling curve F(n) obtained for the
elderly Fantasia subject excluded from this study and shown in
Fig. 9A, suggesting that artifacts may have been the reason why
earlier studies (18, 31, 56) have reported scaling differences in
heart beat dynamics between young and elderly subjects.

Our modeling results confirm that the presence of pro-
nounced crossovers for some of the elderly subjects in the
Fantasia database are because of periodic patterns embedded in
the heart rate that strongly resemble sleep apnea episodes and,
thus, cannot be attributed to changes in the underlying mech-
anism of cardiac neuroautonomic regulation associated with
healthy aging. Because apnea is more prominent in elderly
subjects, our modeling results (Figs. 10 and 11) explain why
earlier studies using the same Fantasia database have reported
higher values for the scaling exponent �1 at small scales n and
lower values for �2 at large scales n for the elderly subjects
compared with the group of young subjects (18, 31), claiming
changes in cardiac regulation with healthy aging.

DISCUSSION

Our investigations demonstrate the presence of robust cor-
relation, fractal, and nonlinear properties in cardiac dynamics
of healthy elderly subjects that remain surprisingly stable
compared with healthy young subjects. Specifically, we find
that key dynamic characteristics such as the correlation scaling
exponent of heart beat fluctuations, the scaling exponent of the
magnitude and sign of interbeat increments, and the nonlinear
fractal dimension measure do not significantly change with
advanced age. Because the scaling exponents � and the fractal
dimension measure D quantify a robust scale-invariant fractal
and nonlinear structure in heart beat fluctuations (25, 29, 30,
53), and have been shown to reflect underlying mechanisms of
cardiac control (1, 16, 27, 28), our findings indicate that
important aspects of heart beat regulation do not break down
with healthy aging. Moreover, we observe no significant
change in these scaling and nonlinear measures when compar-
ing healthy elderly subjects with the same subjects recorded
5 yr later.

These findings do not support the hypothesis that healthy
aging may be associated with such a change in the mechanism
of cardiac neuroautonomic control that would lead to a loss of
all aspects of physiological complexity. In contrast, we find
that fundamental scale-invariant and nonlinear properties of
heart beat dynamics remain unchanged. Furthermore, our find-
ings do not support the hypothesis of a gradual change of
cardiac dynamics under healthy conditions with advanced age,
since key properties of these dynamics, including heart rate
variability (Table 2), remain stable in healthy elderly subjects
with advancing age. Indeed, in agreement with previous studies
(11, 31, 56, 65), we find a significant reduction in heart rate
variability as measured by �R-R (SDNN) and ��R-R (RMSSD)
(although not in the average heart rate) in healthy elderly
subjects compared with healthy young subjects (Table 2). The
observed reduction in heart rate variability is also in agreement
with decrease of the commonly used approximate entropy
measure with aging, as reported earlier (11) and often inter-
preted as loss of complexity. However, comparing elderly
subjects with the same subjects years later, we do not find a
further reduction in interbeat variability. Moreover, we do not
observe a loss in the scale-invariant fractal and nonlinear
features in healthy elderly compared with healthy young sub-
jects, indicating that the process of aging, even in elderly
healthy subjects, may not result in a gradual change of the
mechanism of control. Our findings support the hypothesis that
1) only certain aspects of cardiac regulation may change with
advanced age. These aspects are related to decreased respon-
siveness to external and internal stimuli, leading to reduced
heart rate variability and 2) other fundamental features of the
neuroautonomic cardiac control may remain stable and un-
changed with healthy aging. These features are related to the
network of nonlinear feedback loops responsible for the neu-
roautonomic regulation at different time scales, leading to
scale-invariant cascades in heart beat fluctuations (27, 28, 39).

This new emerging picture of healthy aging is fundamentally
different from the changes in neural regulation of cardiac
dynamics under pathological conditions (21, 24, 42, 43) and
also differs from previous studies reporting breakdown of the
scale-invariant and nonlinear features of heart beat dynamics in
elderly (17, 18, 31, 41). Indeed, suppression of parasympa-

Fig. 11. Scaling functions F(n) vs. time scale n obtained for the heart beat
intervals using DFA-2 for a healthy subject taken from the MIT-BIH Normal
Sinus Rhythm Database (15a), a Fantasia database subject we excluded from
this study (15a) (shown in Fig. 9A), a subject with diagnosed sleep apnea
(shown in Fig. 9B), and a healthy subject with a superposed sinusoidal signal.
A period of T 	 50 beats and an amplitude of A 	 0.1 s were chosen for the
sinusoidal signal to model the effect of periodic patterns resulting from sleep
apnea on the scaling function F(n). This effect leads to a change in the scaling
exponent to � � 1.5 (left of the crossover at T) and to � � 0.5 (right of the
crossover), which may be the reason why earlier studies have reported loss of
fractal organization in heart beat fluctuations with healthy aging (31, 56).
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thetic tone and dominance of sympathetic inputs, typical for
subjects with congestive heart failure, lead to changes in
cardiac dynamics associated with higher heart rate (62, 71),
lower heart rate variability (69), relative loss of the scale-
invariant long-range correlations in the heart beat fluctuations
with scaling exponent � between 1.25 and 1.4 (closer to � 	
1.5 corresponding to Brownian motion, i.e., random walk; see
Ref. 53), reduced responsiveness (7), and breakdown of non-
linearity and multifractality (1, 25, 27, 57). In contrast to such
pathological perturbations, healthy aging appears to be accom-
panied only by a reduction in heart rate variability as measured
by �R-R and ��R-R, whereas the heart rate and the scaling and
nonlinear properties remain on average unchanged. This im-
portant dissociation between heart rate variability on one side
and the scale-invariant and nonlinear temporal organization of
heart beat fluctuations on the other side may be specific for the
process of aging and suggests that the alterations in the cardiac
control mechanism with advanced age differ conceptually from
the mechanistic changes in the autonomic regulation associated
with pathological conditions. More specifically, the reduced
heart rate variability with advanced age suggests a reduced
responsiveness of cardiac control to external and internal
stimuli and thus a reduced strength of feedback interactions.
However, the cascade of nonlinear feedback loops (27, 28, 39)
controlling the dynamics across different time scales may
remain intact in healthy elderly subjects without breaking
down at a particular scale or across a range of scales, since the
scale-invariant fractal and nonlinear properties appear to re-
main stable with advanced age (Table 2). This is not the case
with pathological conditions such as congestive heart failure
where the self-organization of neural feedback interactions
indeed breaks down across time scales, shifting the dynamics
closer to a process that is more random (loss of long-range
power-law correlations) and closer to a linear process (loss of
nonlinearity and multifractality).

The value of the correlation exponent �2 � 0.8 we observe
at intermediate and large time scales for both young and elderly
Fantasia subjects (Figs. 3 and 4) is consistent with earlier
reports of a very similar value of �2 � 0.85 for healthy subjects
during sleep, compared with � � 1 for the same subjects
during wake and daily activity (29). This is also in agreement
with studies of heart beat dynamics of healthy subjects during
rest and exercise, with � � 0.8 for rest and � � 1.1 during
exercise (13, 36, 48). Indeed, the Fantasia subjects were re-
corded under conditions of rest (see DATA AND METHODS Section
I) (15a). Our findings of � � 0.8 consistently for both healthy
young and healthy elderly subjects from the Fantasia database
are further supported by our analysis of data from the longi-
tudinal SHHS study, where the same elderly subjects were
recorded during sleep several year later. These observations of
� � 1 are not because of artifacts in the heart beat time series
related to sleep apnea, since full polysomnographic data were
recorded for the SHHS subjects, indicating the apnea episodes,
and we have excluded the apnea segments in the data from our
analysis. Moreover, our preliminary results (a focus of a
subsequent study) indicate no significant differences between
young and elderly subjects even when we account for rapid eye
movement (REM) and non-REM (NREM) sleep stages. Be-
cause there is no statistically significant difference in the value
of the scaling exponent � between the young and elderly
subjects from both databases, the � value �1 is not likely to be

Fig. 12. Scaling curves F(n) vs. time scale n (in beat numbers) obtained for the
R-R heart beat intervals using DFA-2 for 19 young healthy subjects (A and B)
and 16 elderly healthy subjects (C and D) in the Fantasia database. Despite
certain intersubject variability, there is a very common scaling behavior with
a crossover from a higher average slope �1 at small time scales to a lower
average slope �2 at large scales as represented by the solid lines and consistent
with Figs. 3 and 4. Individual curves are vertically shifted to aid visual
comparison. Group average statistics are presented in Table 2. Vertical dashed
lines indicate the range of fit.
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related to a mechanistic breakdown of cardiac control with
advanced age as previously suggested (31, 56). Rather, this
decrease in � is most likely to be related to the normal regime
of cardiac regulation during rest and sleep when parasympa-

Fig. 13. Scaling curves F(n) vs. time scale n (in beat numbers) obtained for the
magnitude of the interbeat increments �R-R using DFA-2 for 19 healthy
young subjects (A and B) and 16 healthy elderly subjects (C and D) in the
Fantasia database. Despite certain intersubject variability, there is a common
scaling behavior characterized by a group average exponent �2 � 0.7 at large
scales for all groups as represented by the solid lines, indicating presence of
long-term nonlinear properties encoded in the Fourier phases of the heart beat
time series similar to those shown in Fig. 5. Curves are vertically shifted for
clarity. Vertical dashed lines indicate the range of fit.

Fig. 14. Scaling curves F(n) vs. time scale n (in beat numbers) obtained for the
sign time series of the interbeat increments sign(�R-R) using DFA-2 for 19
healthy young subjects (A and B) and 16 healthy elderly subjects (C and D) in the
Fantasia database. All subjects exhibit a crossover from strongly (at small scales)
to weakly (at large scales) anticorrelated behavior with no significant statistical
difference between the young and elderly groups (Table 2). Scaling curves are
vertically shifted for clarity. Vertical dashed lines indicate the range of fit.
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thetic tone dominates during NREM sleep stages, leading to
stronger anticorrelations with � � 0.8 in the heart beat fluc-
tuations (8, 28, 29, 33, 36).

We find very similar results for the scaling exponent �mag

for the magnitude of the interbeat increments between young
and elderly subjects in the Fantasia database (Table 2), as well
as between the young Fantasia subjects and the elderly subjects
from the SHHS database (see P values reported in RESULTS

Section II C). These findings do not support the hypotheses that
the nonlinear properties, as measured by the magnitude scaling
exponent �mag and encoded in the Fourier phases (64), are lost
with advanced age in healthy subjects under resting conditions.
We note that our results for the magnitude exponents for the
young and elderly subjects from both databases are in agree-
ment with previous studies reporting nonlinear magnitude
correlations in healthy heart beat dynamics (5) and more
specifically with the magnitude exponent values found in the
heart rate of healthy subjects during sleep (32, 33).

Furthermore, because the dynamics of the sign (directional-
ity) of the interbeat increments is directly related to inputs of
the sympathetic and parasympathetic branches of the auto-
nomic nervous system modulating the heart rate in opposite
directions, our findings of similar scaling for the sign series for
both young and elderly healthy subjects (Table 2) indicate that
fundamental features of the cardiac control mechanism remain
unchanged with advanced age. We also note that our results for
the sign scaling exponent �sgn for the young and elderly
subjects from both databases are in agreement with the values
reported in previous studies for healthy subjects during rest
(36) and sleep (32).

Although our results do not show a significant difference in
the scaling and nonlinear properties of heart beat dynamics
between healthy young and healthy elderly subjects during rest
and sleep, we note that, under conditions of high levels of
physical activity and stress, which are associated with a dif-
ferent regime of the neuroautonomic control, these properties
may differ between young and elderly subjects.

In summary, the observations reported here do not support
the hypothesis of a continuous gradual loss of the scaling and
nonlinear properties of cardiac dynamics with advanced age
under healthy conditions, since we do not find a statistically
significant change in these properties between the young and
elderly subjects from the Fantasia and the SHHS databases as
well as for the elderly subjects from the SHHS database and the
same subjects recorded five years later. Although cardiac
dynamics in healthy elderly subjects is characterized by mark-
edly reduced variability compared with healthy young subjects,
the stability we observe in key fractal and nonlinear character-
istics with advanced age does not support the mechanistic view
of a breakdown of specific feedback loops at given time scales
in the neuroautonomic regulation (which would lead to appear-
ance of dominant time scales in the dynamics) or of a break-
down of the feedback interactions in cardiac control across
multiple time scales (which would lead to random-like behav-
ior in the dynamics). Indeed, both dominant time scales and
close-to-random behavior in cardiac dynamics have been ob-
served under various pathological conditions. In contrast, car-
diac dynamics under healthy aging appears not to belong to this
class of processes. Instead, our results indicate that the inherent
structure and temporal organization in the cascades of nonlin-
ear feedback loops underlying the cardiac neuroautonomic

regulation remain intact in healthy elderly subjects, thus pre-
serving the fractal and nonlinear features in heart beat dynam-
ics across all time scales. The coupling strength of these
neuronal feedback interactions, however, is likely to diminish
with advanced age, leading to the observed reduction in heart
rate variability and dampened responsiveness in elderly com-
pared to young healthy subjects.

APPENDIX

Results of DFA and MSA Analyses for the Heartbeat Interval
Recordings for All Young and Elderly Subjects
in the Fantasia Database

All subjects show a consistent behavior with: 1) a smooth crossover
from �1 � 1.1 at small time scales to �2 � 0.8 at large scales for the
heart beat intervals R-R for both the young and the elderly group (Fig.
12); 2) a smooth crossover from � 1

mag � 0.6 at small time scales to
�2

mag � 0.7 at large scales for the magnitude of the interbeat
increments �R-R for both the young and the elderly group (Fig. 13);
and 3) a crossover from �1

sgn � 0.3 at small time scales to �2
sgn � 0.45

at large scales for the sign of the interbeat increments sign(�R-R) for
both the young and the elderly group (Fig. 14).

The results show that these fractal correlation and nonlinear prop-
erties of heartbeat dynamics do not break down with healthy aging.
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Scale-Invariant Aspects
of Cardiac Dynamics

T
he normal electrical activity of the heart is usually
described as a regular sinus rhythm. However, cardiac
interbeat intervals fluctuate in an irregular manner in
healthy subjects—even at rest or during sleep. In recent

years, the intriguing statistical properties of interbeat interval
sequences have attracted the attention of researchers from dif-
ferent fields. Analysis of heartbeat fluctuations focused initially
on short-time oscillations associated with breathing, blood pres-
sure, and neuroautonomic control [1], [2]. Studies of longer
heartbeat records revealed 1/f-like behavior [3], [4]. Recent
analyses of very long time series (up to 24 h) show that under
healthy conditions interbeat interval increments exhibit power-
law anticorrelations [5], [6], follow a universal scaling form in
their distributions [7], and exhibit turbulence-like dynamics
characterized by a broad multifractal spectrum [8]. These scal-
ing features change with disease and advanced age [9]–[12].

Sleep-wake cycles and the endogenous circadian rhythms are
associated with periodic changes in key physiological processes
[13]–[15]. Here, we ask the question if there are characteristic
differences in the behavior between sleep and wake cardiac
dynamics across multiple time scales. We hypothesize that, in
addition to the known periodic rhythms with a characteristic
time scale, the endogenous mechanisms of sleep and circadian
regulation may influence cardiac dynamics over a broad range
of time scales, and thus could lead to systematic changes in the
scaling properties of the heartbeat fluctuations. Elucidating the
nature of these interactions could lead to a better understanding
of the neuroautonomic mechanisms of cardiac regulation.

Results

Sleep-Wake Differences in Heart Rate Distributions
Typically, the differences in the cardiac dynamics during
sleep and wake phases are reflected in the average and
standard deviation of the heartbeat intervals (Figure 1) [15].

To analyze the statistical properties of human cardiac activ-
ity we introduced the cumulative variation amplitude analysis
(CVAA), designed to quantify probability distributions of
physiologic fluctuations embedded in nonstationary signals
[7]. This method comprises sequential application of a set of

algorithms based on wavelet and Hilbert transform analyses.
The first step is the wavelet transform [16], which extracts the
cumulative variations in the heartbeat intervals over a spacific
wavelet (time) scale by simultaneously removing polynomial
trends associated with the nonstationarity in the data. The sec-
ond step of the CVAA method is to extract the amplitudes of
the variations in the beat-to-beat signal by means of an ana-
lytic signal approach (Hilbert transform) [17], which provides
a measure for the duration of segments with different ampli-
tudes of heartbeat variations. The CVAA method for nonsta-
tionary time series analysis has been consequently applied to
different physiological systems [18]–[21].

We studied the distribution of the amplitudes of the beat-to-beat
variations for a group of healthy subjects (N ¼ 18: five males and
13 females; age: 20–50, mean: 34 years). We begin by considering
night phase records (sleep between midnight—6:00 a.m.). Inspec-
tion of the distribution functions of the amplitudes of the cumula-
tive variations reveals marked differences between individuals.
To test the hypothesis that there is a possibly universal structure to
these heterogeneous time series, we rescale the distributions and
find for all healthy subjects that the data conform to a single-
scaled plot [7]. Further, we find the rescaled data are well fit with
a homogeneous Gamma distribution (Figure 2), defines with a sin-
gle parameter for all healthy subjects, and that the form of the
probability distribution of the cumulative heartbeat variations is
preserved when changing the time scale of the analysis over a very
broad range of time scales from seconds to hours [7]. This stability
of the from of the probability distribution at various time scales
has been confirmed by follow-up studies [23]. Such robust scaling
behavior is reminiscent of a wide class of well-studied physical
systems with universal scaling properties [24], [25]. The collapse
of the individual distributions for all healthy subjects after rescal-
ing their individual parameter is indicative of a universal structure,
in the sense that there is a closed mathematical scaling form
describing in a unified quantitative way the cardiac dynamics of
healthy subjects over a broad range of time scales [26].

We next analyzed heart rate dynamics for healthy subjects
during the daytime (wake state between noon—6 p.m.). The
apparently universal behavior we find holds not only for the
night phase but for the day phase as well. However, semilog
plots of the averaged distributions show a slower decay in the tail
for the sleep-state, whereas the wake-state distribution follows
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the exponential form over practically the entire range [22], [26].
Counterintuitively, the slower decaying tail of the distribution of
heartbeat fluctuations for the night phase indicates higher proba-
bility of larger variations in the healthy heart dynamics during
sleep hours in comparison with the daytime dynamics during
wake state (Figure 2). Modeling approaches to heart rate dynam-
ics based on stochastic feedback mechanisms suggest that the
marked change in the distribution of the cumulative heartbeat
variations we observe during transition from wake to sleep state
may be due to the relative decrease of the sympathetic tone in
relation to the parasympathetic inputs during sleep [27].

Sleep-Wake Differences in the Correlations
of Heartbeat Fluctuations
As we observed sleep-wake differences in the form of the
probability distributions of the amplitudes of the fluctuations
in the heartbeat intervals (Figure 2), we next asked the ques-
tion if there are characteristic differences in the temporal cor-
relations of cardiac dynamics between sleep and wake state.
We applied the detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) method
[28]. The advantage of the DFA method over conventional
methods, such as power spectrum analysis, is that it avoids the
spurious detection of apparent long-range correlations that are
an artifact of nonstationarity related to linear and higher-order
polynomial trends in the data [29]–[32].

We analyzed 30 datasets from 18 healthy subjects, 12
patients with congestive heart failure and six cosmonauts dur-
ing long-term orbital flight. We analyzed the nocturnal and
diurnal fractions of the dataset of each subject, which corre-
spond to the 6 h from midnight to 6 a.m. and noon to 6 p.m.

We find that at scales above � 1 min the data during wake
hours display long-range power-law correlations over two
decades, with average exponents aW � 1:05 for the healthy
group and aW � 1:2 for the heart failure patients [33]. For the
sleep data, we find a systematic crossover at scale n � 60
beats followed by a scaling regime extending over two deca-
des characterized by a smaller exponent: aS � 0:85 for the
healthy and aS � 0:95 for the heart failure group [33]. We find
that for all individuals studied the heartbeat dynamics during

sleep are characterized by a smaller exponent (Figure 3), sug-
gesting stronger anticorrelations in heartbeat fluctuations dur-
ing sleep compared with wake state.

The findings of stronger anticorrelations [33], as well as higher
probability for larger heartbeat fluctuations during sleep [7],
[22], [26], suggest that the observed dynamical characteristics in
the heartbeat fluctuations during sleep and wake phases are
related to intrinsic mechanisms of neuroautonomic control, and
support a reassessment of the sleep as a surprisingly active
dynamical state. Surprisingly, we note that for the regime of large
time scales (n > 60 beats) the average sleep-wake scaling differ-
ence (aW � aS � 0:2 for both healthy and heart failure groups)
is comparable with the scaling difference between health and dis-
ease. We also note that the scaling exponents for the heart failure
group during sleep are close to the exponents observed for the
healthy group during wake [33]. Since heart failure occurs when
the cardiac output is not adequate to meet the metabolic demands
of the body, one would anticipate that the manifestations of heart
failure would be most severe during physical stress when meta-
bolic demands are greatest, and least severe when metabolic
demands are minimal, i.e., during rest or sleep. The scaling
results we obtain are consistent with these physiological consid-
erations: the heart failure subjects should be closer to normal dur-
ing minimal activity. Of related interest, recent studies indicate
that sudden death in individuals with underlying heart disease is
most likely to occur in the hours just after awakening [34], [35].
For all cosmonauts during orbital flight, the values of the scaling
exponent a during wake and sleep are consistent with those found
for the healthy terrestrial group (Figure 3).

The sleep-wake changes in the scaling characteristics we
observe possibly indicate different regimes of intrinsic neuroauto-
nomic regulation of cardiac dynamics, which may switch on and
off in accordance with circadian rhythms. These findings raise
the intriguing possibility that the transition between the sleep and
wake phases is a period of potentially increased neuroautonomic
instability because it requires a transition from strongly to weakly
anticorrelated regulation of the heart, i.e., a phase transition from
one fractal state of self-organization over a range of time scales to
another. This hypothesis triggered further investigations on the
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potential influence of the circadian rhythms on cardiac vulner-
ability, as outlined in ‘‘Temporal Correlations in Heartbeat
Dynamics Change with Circadiar Phase.’’ These transitions in
the scale-invariant temporal organization of the heartbeat fluctua-
tions between sleep and wake state have been futher investigated
and confirmed by recent studies [36]. We also note that similart
transitions have been observed in the correlation scaling proper-
ties of heartbeat dynamics during rest and exercise [37], [38].

Temporal Correlations in Heartbeat Fluctuations
Change with Sleep Stages
Healthy sleep consists of cycles of approximately one to two
hours duration. Each cycle is characterized by a sequence of
sleep stages usually starting with light sleep, followed by deep
sleep, and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep [39]. While the
specific functions of the different sleep stages are not yet well
understood, many believe that deep sleep is essential for physi-
cal rest, while REM sleep is important for memory consolidation
[39]. It is known that changes in the physiological processes are
associated with circadian rhythms (wake or sleep state) and with
different sleep stages. Thus, we next ask how cardiac dynamics
of healthy subjects change during different sleep stages.

A recent study has confirmed our finding of lower value for
the scaling exponent during sleep compared with wake and
has further shown that different stages of sleep (e.g., light

sleep, deep sleep, REM stages) could be associated with dif-
ferent temporal correlations in heartbeat fluctuations [40],
suggesting a change in the mechanism of cardiac regulation in
the process of sleep-stage transitions.

We employed a recently proposed approach of magnitude
and sign analysis [41], [42] to further investigate how the linear
and nonlinear properties of heartbeat dynamics change during
different stages of sleep. We focus on the correlations of the
sign and the magnitude of the heartbeat increments obtained
from recordings of interbeat intervals from healthy subjects dur-
ing sleep. We apply the DFA method [28] on both the sign and
the magnitude time series. We find that the sign series exhibits
anticorrelated behavior at short time scales, which is character-
ized by a correlation exponent asign, with smallest value for
deep sleep, larger value for light sleep, and largest value for
REM sleep (Figure 4). The magnitude series, on the other hand,
exhibits uncorrelated behavior for deep sleep with amag � 1:5,
while long-range correlations are observed for light and REM
sleep, with a larger exponent for REM sleep (Figure 4). The
observed increase in the values of both the sign and magnitude
correlation exponents from deep through light to REM sleep is
systematic and significant [43]. We also observe that the values
of the sign and magnitude exponents for REM sleep are very
close to the values of these exponents for the wake state.

Our studies suggest that long-range correlated behavior for
the magnitude series obtained from a long-range anticorre-
lated increment series relates to the nonlinear properties of the
signal, while the sign series reflects the linear properties [41],

Changes in the physiological processes are

associated with circadian rhythms and with

different sleep stages.
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[42]. Thus, our finding of positive power-law correlations for
the magnitude of the heartbeat increments during REM sleep,
and of loss of these correlations during deep sleep (Figure 4),
indicates a different degree of nonlinearity in cardiac dynam-
ics during different sleep stages. A stochastic model has been
subsequently developed to account for the complex changes in
the scaling and nonlinear features of heartbeat dynamics with
sleep and wake state and across sleep stage transitions [44].

Temporal Correlations in Heartbeat Dynamics
Change with Circadian Phase
Epidemiological studies have reported a robust day/night pat-
tern in the incidence of adverse cardiovascular events with a
peak at� 10 a.m. [45]. This peak has been traditionally attrib-
uted to day/night patterns in behaviors including activity lev-
els. We hypothesized that these dynamical scaling features of
the healthy human heartbeat have an intrinsic circadian
rhythm that brings them closer to the features observed under
pathologic conditions at specific circadian phases.

We investigated heartbeat dynamics in healthy subjects (four
males and one female; age: 20–33; mean: 25.8 years) recorded
throughout a ten-day protocol in which the sleep/wake and
activity cycle were desynchronized from the endogenous circa-
dian cycle, enabling separation of internal circadian factors
from behavior-related factors. Subjects’ sleep-wake behavior

cycles are adjusted to 28 h [46]. This 28-h recurring sleep/wake
schedule is repeated for seven cycles in the absence of bright
light, so that the body clock oscillates at its inherent rate. Sub-
jects have been asked to repeat the same schedule in all seven
wake periods so that, statistically, the same behaviors occur at
each circadian phase throughout all seven 28-h cycles.

We separated all interbeat interval data into 1-h windows, and
for each window we calculate the value of the DFA scaling expo-
nent and the mean heartbeat interval. Since the sleep and wake
states have different effects on cardiac dynamics [22], [33], [40],
[43], we analyzed wake and sleep-opportunity periods sepa-
rately. Averaging the data according to the circadian phase yields
effects caused only by the endogenous circadian rhythms inde-
pendent of behavioral factors, because in the forced desynchrony
protocol each behavior is represented at each circadian phase.

We find that the DFA scaling exponent characterizing the
temporal correlations in heartbeat dynamics exhibits a signifi-
cant circadian rhythm, with a sharp peak at the circadian phase
corresponding to � 10 a.m. (Figure 5), coinciding with the
window of cardiac vulnerability reported in clinical studies [45].
We find that this peak in the value of the scaling exponent is
independent of the scheduled behaviors and occurs during both
sleep and awake periods scheduled across different circadian
phases [46]. Since cardiac dynamics under pathologic condi-
tions such as congestive heart failure are associated with a larger
value of the scaling exponent, our findings suggest that circa-
dian-mediated influences on cardiac control may be involved in
cardiac vulnerability. Further, we find that the peak in the value
of the correlation exponent at� 10 a.m. is not related to the cir-
cadian-mediated influence on the mean activity levels, leading
to changes in the average heartrate that displays a very different
circadian rhythm with a peak in the window 5–9 p.m. [46].

Conclusions
We find that key scale-invariant features of heartbeat dynam-
ics, which have been previously associated with the underly-
ing mechnisms of cardiac regulation, change significantly
with sleep-wake transition, across sleep stages and circadian
phases under both healthy and pathologic conditions. Our
findings indicate that sleep-wake and circadian cycles do not
simply modulate basic physiologic functions by generating
rhythms with a fixed periodicity, but also influence the neural
regulation of fundamental physiologic systems such as the
cardiovascular system simultaneously over a broad range of
time scales. Our empirical observations suggest that the neural
systems of sleep and circadin regulation play an important role
in the scale-invariant fractal organization of cardiac dynamics
(and perhaps also of other physiologic dynamics), which has
been shown to breakdown with disease and advanced age.
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The endogenous circadian pacemaker influences key physiologic
functions, such as body temperature and heart rate, and is nor-
mally synchronized with the sleep/wake cycle. Epidemiological
studies demonstrate a 24-h pattern in adverse cardiovascular
events with a peak at �10 a.m. It is unknown whether this pattern
in cardiac risk is caused by a day/night pattern of behaviors,
including activity level and/or influences from the internal circa-
dian pacemaker. We recently found that a scaling index of cardiac
vulnerability has an endogenous circadian peak at the circadian
phase corresponding to �10 a.m., which conceivably could con-
tribute to the morning peak in cardiac risk. Here, we test whether
this endogenous circadian influence on cardiac dynamics is caused
by circadian-mediated changes in motor activity or whether activ-
ity and heart rate dynamics are decoupled across the circadian
cycle. We analyze high-frequency recordings of motion from young
healthy subjects during two complementary protocols that de-
couple the sleep/wake cycle from the circadian cycle while con-
trolling scheduled behaviors. We find that static activity properties
(mean and standard deviation) exhibit significant circadian
rhythms with a peak at the circadian phase corresponding to 5–9
p.m. (�9 h later than the peak in the scale-invariant index of
heartbeat fluctuations). In contrast, dynamic characteristics of the
temporal scale-invariant organization of activity fluctuations
(long-range correlations) do not exhibit a circadian rhythm. These
findings suggest that endogenous circadian-mediated activity vari-
ations are not responsible for the endogenous circadian rhythm in
the scale-invariant structure of heartbeat fluctuations and likely do
not contribute to the increase in cardiac risk at �10 a.m.

cardiac vulnerability � circadian pacemaker � locomotor activity �
scale invariance

Epidemiological studies demonstrate that myocardial infarction
(1–4), stroke (5, 6), and sudden cardiac death (7) have a 24-h

daily pattern with a broad peak at 9–11 a.m. This 24-h pattern is
widely assumed to be due to day/night patterns in behaviors that
affect cardiovascular variables, such as autonomic balance, blood
pressure, and platelet aggregability, in vulnerable individuals (8).
However, endogenous influences from the circadian pacemaker
[suprachiasmatic nuclei of the hypothalamus (SCN)], independent
from external behavioral effects, may also contribute to this daily
pattern of adverse cardiovascular events. These circadian influences
could occur via hormonal effects, direct neuronal links between the
SCN and the sympathetic system (9) and through circadian mod-
ulation of the sympathovagal balance (10). Recently, we demon-
strated (11) that dynamical scale-invariant features of heartbeat
fluctuations [related to underlying mechanisms of cardiac control
(12–17)], exhibit a significant endogenous circadian rhythm, inde-
pendent from extrinsic scheduled behaviors and the sleep/wake
cycle. These dynamical features of heartbeat fluctuations move
closer to the features observed under pathologic conditions (13, 16,
18) at the endogenous circadian phase corresponding to 9–11 a.m.
(11). These findings raise two plausible hypotheses for the endog-
enous pathways of circadian influence on cardiac dynamics: that the

SCN directly influences cardiac regulation or that the SCN affects
the intrinsic regulation of physical activity, which in turn influences
cardiac dynamics (Fig. 1).

The output of integrated, multiple-component physiologic sys-
tems under neural regulation, such as activity and heart rate, often
exhibit complex continuous fluctuations, even under healthy resting
conditions and in the absence of external perturbations (14, 15,
19–22). Static properties (e.g., mean and standard deviation) as well
as dynamic scale-invariant properties of these variables (e.g., long-
range power-law correlations) relate to cardiac vulnerability. For
instance, static measures of heartbeat fluctuations change with
pathologic conditions (23–25); e.g., reduced vagal tone in conges-
tive heart failure leads to much lower average interbeat interval (16,
18, 26). Furthermore, increased cardiac vulnerability is character-
ized by a smaller standard deviation of heartbeat fluctuations in
pathologic conditions of impaired cardiac responsiveness (26, 27).

In terms of dynamic measures, studies have revealed that heart-
beat fluctuations in healthy subjects possess a self-similar temporal
structure related to the underlying cardiac control mechanism,
which is characterized by long-range power-law correlations over a
broad range of time scales (12–14). These dynamic scale-invariant
features change with sleep/wake states (20, 21, 28, 29), sympathetic
and parasympathetic blockade (30), and exercise (31, 32) and under
pathologic conditions, such as congestive heart failure (13, 16, 18).
Moreover, the scaling exponent associated with these power-law
correlations is a robust marker sensitive to predicting mortality in
patients with heart failure (26).

Scale-invariant dynamic patterns also have been recently found
in the fluctuations of human motor activity, such as forearm motion
and gait (22, 33, 34), with long-range power-law correlations on
time scales of seconds to hours that are insensitive to changes in
mean activity level and to fluctuations caused by random and
scheduled extrinsic factors (22). Furthermore, this scale-invariant
dynamic measure changes under pathologic conditions (35). These
combined results suggest that scale-invariant dynamic changes in
activity in humans are regulated by an intrinsic activity control
mechanism.

Average motor activity clearly affects average heart rate, but it is
not known how the dynamic scale-invariant measures of these two
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physiologic variables are related. For instance, are the dynamic
changes in heartbeat fluctuations across the circadian cycle caused
by dynamic changes in activity regulation across the circadian cycle
(Fig. 1). In this study, we investigate activity and heartbeat data
simultaneously recorded in healthy individuals across all circadian
phases and determine whether circadian influences on static or
dynamic features of heart rate regulation are uncoupled from the
circadian influences on activity regulation by using two comple-
mentary protocols: (i) a forced desynchrony protocol (36–38) that
decouples the sleep/wake cycle from the endogenous circadian
cycle while controlling for (and averaging out) scheduled events and
extrinsic behavioral influences; (ii) a constant-routine protocol,
when the average and variance of activity levels are minimized in
an attempt to uncouple the endogenous circadian influences on
cardiac dynamics from activity variations. Because sudden onset of
adverse cardiovascular events often occurs in ostensibly healthy,
asymptomatic people (39, 40), the study of healthy subjects may
provide information concerning circadian or activity-related mech-
anisms in cardiac vulnerability. Specifically, we examine whether
circadian-mediated changes in the statistical indices of activity data
exhibit a peak at the endogenous circadian phase corresponding to
�10 a.m. [i.e., 60° circadian phase, with 0° defined as the core body
temperature (CBT) minimum]. If endogenous activity fluctuations
do exhibit circadian rhythms with a peak at 60°, it raises the
possibility that such changes may be involved in the peak in cardiac
vulnerability observed at this phase (Fig. 1) (1–3). To discern the
separate intrinsic pathways of SCN influence on the mechanisms of
cardiac control, i.e., the direct influence from the indirect activity-
mediated influence, we compare how indices of activity and cardiac
dynamics change with circadian phase.

Results
The group-averaged results for the static measures of activity and
heartbeat RR intervals from wakefulness in the forced desynchrony
protocol are presented in Fig. 2 A–D. The subjects exhibit a
significant endogenous circadian rhythm in mean activity with a
large amplitude equivalent to 60% of the average 24-h mean activity
(Fig. 2A). This pronounced rhythm occurs despite constrains on the
activity imposed by the scheduled events as well as being confined
to a laboratory suite. The minimum of the mean activity level is at
�0° circadian phase, corresponding to the endogenous circadian
temperature minimum (which normally occurs during sleep in most
individuals, although in this protocol only the scheduled wake
episodes were analyzed). We find a broad peak in mean activity at
180–240° (corresponding to the habitual hours of 5–9 p.m.). We also
find a significant circadian rhythm in the group average of the
standard deviation of activity levels during wakefulness with a
minimum and a maximum at the same circadian phases as we find
for the mean activity levels (Fig. 2B).

Mean data for the average and standard deviation of RR interval
recordings are presented for comparison with activity recordings in
Fig. 2 C and D. The results in Fig. 2 A–D show a strong correlation
between the circadian rhythms in the static measures of heart rate
and those of activity fluctuations, with minima in the activity
variables corresponding to the maxima in the static measures of the
RR intervals. Thus, the minimum in the circadian rhythm for
the mean interbeat interval (i.e., highest heart rate) coincides with
the circadian maximum in the mean activity level (Fig. 2, compare
A with C). Similarly, the circadian maximum in mean heartbeat
interval (i.e., lowest heart rate) coincides with the circadian mini-
mum in the mean activity level at 330–30°, corresponding to the
habitual sleep period (Fig. 2, compare A with C). The circadian
minimum in the heartbeat interval standard deviation (i.e., lowest
heart rate variability) at �240° coincides with the circadian peak in
the standard deviation of activity fluctuations (Fig. 2, compare B
with D), whereas the circadian maximum in the heartbeat standard
deviation at �0–20° circadian phase coincides with the minimum in
the activity standard deviation (Fig. 2, compare B with D). Thus,
during the forced desynchrony protocol that allows spontaneous
activities, the static measures of activity and heart rate appear to be
coupled.

The contrasting results from the constant-routine protocol are
presented in Fig. 2 E–H. As expected, due to the design of the
constant routine that greatly constrains activity, we find no signif-
icant circadian rhythms in the mean and standard deviation of
activity (Fig. 2 E and F). Thus, the strong circadian rhythm in these
static measures of activity (Fig. 2 A and B) can be volitionally or
experimentally constrained. However, we find very similar and
significant circadian rhythms in both the average RR interval and
the standard deviation of RR intervals during the constant routine
(Fig. 2 G and H), as occurred under the forced desynchrony
protocol (compare with Fig. 2 C and D). Thus, although the static
measures of activity and heart rate appear to be coupled across the
circadian cycle, constraining mean activity does not affect the
circadian rhythm of the RR intervals, suggesting that the circadian
rhythm in the mean and standard deviation of RR intervals may not
be simply a consequence of circadian changes in the mean and
standard deviation of activity.

To determine how the circadian pacemaker influences dynamic
control of motor activity, we examine the temporal organization in
the fluctuations of activity values over a broad range of time scales
(Fig. 3). We apply the detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA)
method to quantify long-range temporal correlations in activity
fluctuations after accounting for nonstationarities in data by sub-
tracting underlying polynomial trends in the average activity level
(41, 42). The scaling behavior in activity fluctuations as assessed by
the DFA method is characterized by a scaling exponent � � 0.9
(Fig. 3A), much greater than � � 0.5 for white noise, indicating

StaticCardiovascular

Dynamic

Circadian 
pacemaker

Activity

Static Dynamic

Cardiac
vulnerability

9-11AM (60
o
)

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of two potential hypotheses for separate path-
ways of intrinsic circadian influence on the mechanism of cardiac control,
which ultimately may lead to increased cardiac risk. (i) Direct circadian influ-
ence: Static and/or dynamic measures of heartbeat fluctuations have an
intrinsic circadian rhythm that may contribute to the epidemiologically ob-
served increase in cardiac vulnerability at 60° circadian phase (relative to CBT
minimum at 0°). (ii) Indirect activity-mediated circadian influence on cardiac
control: Static and dynamic measures of motor activity fluctuations exhibit an
intrinsic circadian rhythm, which in turn may influence cardiac regulation
leading to increased cardiac risk at particular circadian phases. Our results
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 do not support the second hypothesis and suggest that
the endogenous circadian variability in physical activity does not contribute to
increased cardiac risk at 9–11 a.m. However, the temporal fractal organization
of heartbeat fluctuations, quantified by the scale-invariant dynamic index �

(Fig. 3), changes significantly under the direct influence of the circadian
pacemaker with a pronounced peak at �60° circadian phase, suggesting that
the endogenous circadian pacemaker may contribute to the increased cardiac
vulnerability observed at this circadian phase (1, 11).
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strong positive correlations and the presence of a robust scale-
invariant organization embedded in activity fluctuations across a
broad range of time scales. In Fig. 3A, we show the scaling behavior
of activity fluctuations for a single subject at three different
circadian phases corresponding to 9 a.m., 1 p.m., and 5 p.m.
obtained during the forced desynchrony protocol. We observe a
stable value for the slope of the scaling function F(n) characterized
by a scaling exponent � � 0.9 for all three circadian phases,
indicating that the scale-invariant/fractal temporal structure in
activity fluctuations does not significantly change with circadian
phase. Similarly for the group, we find no significant circadian
rhythm in the average scaling exponent of activity fluctuations
during the forced desynchrony protocol (P � 0.91) (Fig. 3B),
although � varies somewhat between different 4-h bins.

This finding for activity fluctuations is in contrast to the signif-
icant circadian pattern in the scaling exponent � for the heartbeat
interval fluctuations previously published in ref. 11 (Fig. 3D),
indicating a strong circadian influence on cardiac dynamics. More-
over, the maximum value of � [i.e., a deviation that brings the
scale-invariant features of cardiac dynamics closer to those ob-
served under pathologic conditions (13, 16, 18)] occurs at between

60° and 90°, which corresponds to the window 9–11 a.m., where
epidemiological studies have reported highest cardiac risk (1–4).

Results of the dynamic measures of activity and RR interval data
from the constant-routine protocol are shown in Fig. 3 E and F.
There is no significant circadian rhythm in the scaling exponent �
of activity (Fig. 3E), whereas a strong circadian rhythm in � of RR
intervals persists (Fig. 3F), with a similar circadian profile as
observed for the forced desynchrony protocol (Fig. 3, compare D
with F).

Discussion
Our investigations demonstrate the presence of a large-amplitude
circadian influence upon the static measures (mean and standard
deviation) of spontaneous physical activity. Specifically, during the
forced desynchrony protocol we find a pronounced peak in the
mean activity level and in the standard deviation of activity fluc-
tuations at the circadian phase interval 180–240° (corresponding to
the habitual afternoon and evening hours of 5–9 p.m.) and a
minimum at �0° (corresponding to the lowest CBT, �5 a.m.) (Fig.
2 A and B). In the forced-desynchrony protocol, subjects repeated
the same sleep/wake and behavior schedule (i.e., timing of meals
and shower, etc.) in all wake periods so that statistically the same
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Fig. 2. Endogenous circadian rhythms in
static measures of activity and heartbeat
fluctuations. (A and B) Statistically signifi-
cant circadian rhythms are observed during
forced desynchrony in the mean activity lev-
els (P � 6.2 � 10�4 obtained from the cosinor
analysis) (A) and the standard deviation of
activity fluctuations (P � 8.5 � 10�5) (B), with
a maximum at 180–240° and a minimum at
�0° circadian phase. Group-averaged data
are shown as symbols (error bars represent
standard error), and the cosinor analysis fits
are shown as solid lines. The results are
double-plotted to better visualize rhythmic-
ity. The habitual sleep period when living
outside of the laboratory is indicated by gray
shaded boxes. The percent deviation in A
takes only positive values because the mean
activity is calculated over both wake and
sleep periods, although this analysis includes
data only from wakefulness when activity is
usually higher. (C and D) Statistically signifi-
cant circadian rhythms also are observed
during forced desynchrony in the mean
value (P � 3.62 � 10�10) (C) and the standard
deviation (P � 6.25 � 10�5) (D) of heartbeat
intervals RR, with a minimum at 180–240°
and a peak during the habitual sleep period
at �0° circadian phase (corresponding to
minimum CBT). The mean heart rate data in
C have previously been published (11) and
are presented for comparison with activity
data. Both activity and heartbeat data were
analyzed during wakeful periods in the
forced desynchrony protocol. (E–H) No sig-
nificant circadian rhythms were observed
during constant routine in the mean activity
level (E) and the standard deviation (F) of
activity fluctuations, whereas the circadian
rhythms in the mean RR interval (P � 1.6 �
10�9) (G) and the standard deviation of
heartbeat intervals (P � 0.01) (H) persist.
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behaviors were evenly distributed across all circadian phases, thus
allowing the statistical separation of scheduled behaviors across the
wake periods from the influences of the endogenous circadian
cycle. Although scheduled behaviors were evenly balanced across
the circadian cycle, spontaneous activity was permitted with some
mild constraints. With this technique, our findings demonstrate an
endogenous circadian variation in mean spontaneous physical
activity in humans. Moreover, this variation occurred despite
constraints imposed by the laboratory schedule and laboratory
environment, including no formal exercise and no unscheduled
sleep, suggesting that the endogenous circadian rhythm is a very
robust physiological drive. Although day/night activity patterns
have been demonstrated in other mammalian species, and even
though this mean activity pattern is often used as a circadian phase
marker (e.g., ref. 43), generally behaviors, including the sleep/wake
cycle, have not been decoupled from the endogenous circadian
cycle in such prior animal studies.

We also observe a statistically significant endogenous circadian
variation for both mean and standard deviation of the heart rate.
The circadian rhythm in the heart rate static measures parallels the
rhythm in activity, i.e., the circadian maximum and minimum
phases for mean heart rate (inversely proportional to the heartbeat
interval) correspond to the circadian peaks and troughs in mean
activity level (Fig. 2 A and C). These findings suggest that the
endogenous circadian system alters activity and heart rate regula-
tion in ways that would be appropriate for the expected habitual
behavior at that time of the day when living outside the laboratory,
namely a lower heart rate when habitual sleep usually occurs.
Notably, the lower heart rate at 330–30° is accompanied by an

increased probability for large interbeat fluctuations, i.e., a peak in
the standard deviation (Fig. 2D). Such circadian-mediated decrease
of the mean heart rate coupled with an increase of the standard
deviation between 3 and 7 a.m. suggests a reduced sympathovagal
balance that may be cardioprotective. The apparent synchrony
between the rhythms in the static measures of activity and heart
rate, characterized by matching minima and maxima (Fig. 2 A–D),
may reflect a physiological coupling between activity and cardiac
control. Notably, it can be seen in Fig. 2 that there was no peak in
any of the activity or RR interval static measures around the time
of increased cardiac vulnerability (�9–11 a.m.) (11). That is, the
peak in static measures of activity (and heart rate) occur at 5–9 p.m.,
i.e., �9 h later, and there is a very gradual increase in the static
characteristics of activity during the morning hours (Fig. 2 A–D).
Thus, the circadian variation in the static measures of heart rate and
activity fluctuations are unlikely to be a contributor to the increased
cardiac risk in the time window of 9–11 a.m. (Fig. 1).

In the constant routine in which activity is minimal and constant
and, thus, there is no circadian rhythm in the static measurements
of activity data (Fig. 2 E and F), surprisingly we find that the
significant circadian rhythm of heart rate persists (Fig. 2 G and H)
and can therefore be uncoupled (be independent) from endoge-
nous circadian rhythms of activity.

In contrast to the static measures of activity fluctuations, our
investigations show no significant circadian rhythm in the scale-
invariant dynamic index � of activity in either the forced desyn-
chrony or constant-routine protocol (Fig. 3 A, B, and E). This
finding suggests that a key measure of activity dynamics, which is
related to the intrinsic nonlinear multiscale mechanism of activity
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Fig. 3. Scale-invariant dynamic index of activ-
ity and heartbeat fluctuations as a function of
the circadian phase. (A and C) Long-range
power-law correlations during forced desyn-
chrony in human motor activity fluctuations (A)
and heartbeat fluctuations (C) as quantified by
the DFA method (47–49) for one representative
subject. Scaling curves F(n) represent the DFA
results for different data segments across differ-
ent circadian phases during wake periods. The
values for the exponent � are obtained by fit-
tingF(n) foractivityfluctuations inthetimescale
range 60 � n � 2,600 sec (A) and for heartbeat
fluctuations in the range 20 � n � 400 beats (C).
Forclarity,F(n) curvesareverticallyoffset. (Cand
D) The results for the exponent � of heartbeat
dataduringforceddesynchronyhavepreviously
been published (11) and are presented for com-
parison with activity data. (B–F) Cosinor analysis
for the group-averaged scaling exponent � dur-
ing the forced desynchrony (B and D) and con-
stant-routine (E and F) protocols for activity fluc-
tuations (B and E) and heartbeat fluctuations (D
and F). Group-averaged data are shown as sym-
bols (error bars represent standard error), and
the cosinor analysis fits are shown as solid lines.
(B and D–F) A significant circadian rhythm in the
deviation of the � value is observed only for the
heartbeat RR intervals during the forced-
desynchrony protocol (P � 0.01) (D), with a pro-
nounced peak at �60° corresponding to the
9–11 a.m. window of increased cardiac risk, and
duringtheconstant-routineprotocol (P�0.004)
(F) but not for activity data (B and E). The habit-
ual sleep period when living outside the labora-
tory is indicated by gray shaded boxes.
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regulation (22), is not influenced by the circadian system. Although
there is no significant 24-h rhythm, a significant 12-h rhythm (P �
0.01) is apparent in the dynamic index � of activity data but not in
the heartbeat interval data (Fig. 3), providing further evidence of
decoupling between activity and heart rate. Our findings in the
forced desynchrony protocol of pronounced circadian rhythms in
the static measures and absence of endogenous circadian modula-
tion in the dynamic scale-invariant measure of activity fluctuations
suggest that separate physiologic pathways may be involved in the
circadian influence on these different elements of activity regula-
tion.

In contrast to activity fluctuations, the scale-invariant temporal
organization of heartbeat fluctuations, as quantified by the dynamic
index �, exhibits a significant 24-h circadian pattern (Fig. 3D),
characterized by a pronounced peak at 60–90°, bringing � closer to
the values observed for subjects with congestive heart failure (13)
around that time. Notably, this circadian period corresponds to
the window 9–11 a.m. of highest cardiac risk (1). Furthermore, the
minimum value of � occurs at 300–360°, corresponding to the
habitual sleep period outside the laboratory (Fig. 3D), bringing
the index � closer to the values observed for subjects during sleep
(20). Because there is no significant circadian rhythm in the scaling
index � of motor activity fluctuations, our results from both the
forced desynchrony protocol (Fig. 3B) and constant routine (Fig.
3E) indicate that circadian influences on dynamic measures of
activity are unlikely to contribute to the peak in � observed for
heartbeat fluctuations at 9–11 a.m. and are therefore unlikely to
contribute to increased cardiac vulnerability.

In summary, our results demonstrate the presence of an endog-
enous circadian rhythm in the average level and the standard
deviation of human motor activity fluctuations, indicating that the
circadian pacemaker affects the intrinsic regulation of physical
activity. In contrast, the dynamic measure �, which quantifies the
scale-invariant temporal structure in activity fluctuations, does not
exhibit a significant circadian rhythm. The endogenous circadian
variability in the static measures of activity is usually synchronized
to the circadian changes in static measures of heart rate, yet the
results from the constant-routine protocol demonstrate that the
circadian rhythm in static and dynamics measures of the human
heart rate can be decoupled from the rhythms in activity. Overall,
our data from both forced desynchrony and constant-routine
protocols provide no evidence for an activity-mediated circadian
influence on either static or dynamic measures of cardiac control
(indirect pathway on Fig. 1). Thus, central circadian influences on
activity are unlikely to contribute to the observed increase of
cardiac risk at given circadian phases. Rather, a direct endogenous
circadian influence on cardiac neuroautonomic regulation, which
affects the scale-invariant/fractal temporal organization of heart-
beat fluctuations over a broad range of time scales, appears more
likely to play a role for the peak in adverse cardiac events at �10
a.m. Provided a similar circadian rhythm in the dynamic scaling
index � for RR intervals also is observed for subjects with cardiac
disease, it would potentially contribute to increased risk, because a
shift in the scaling exponent � of RR intervals to higher values
closer to 1.5 has been robustly linked to pathologic conditions and
higher mortality rate (13, 18, 26).

We note, that external behavioral factors, such as exercise, which
are independent from the intrinsic circadian influence reported
here and which were curtailed in this laboratory experiment, may
also be an independent contributing factor to increased cardiac risk
when living outside the laboratory environment. Moreover, if such
specific activities have a day/night frequency distribution of occur-
rence, these behaviors could be implicated in the day/night pattern
of adverse cardiovascular events. At the same time, our findings in
the forced desynchrony of average activity level and standard
deviation of activity fluctuations being endogenously driven by the
circadian system to higher values in the interval 180–240° (corre-
sponding to 5–9 p.m., the habitual afternoon and evening hours),

may have implications when choosing the best time for physical
exercise. It is not known to what degree the endogenous circadian
rhythm of activity contributes to the day/night activity patterns
when living in unconstrained conditions. It is conceivable that
preferred times to be more active would coincide with the endog-
enous circadian rhythm of activity and would lead to a greater
amplitude in the day/night pattern of activity in unconstrained
conditions. Such a finding would have implications for the optimal
time to perform work or volitional exercise and deserves further
study.

Finally, our observations raise the possibility that the circadian
system operates through a complex feedback mechanism (14, 17),
which intrinsically coordinates activity regulation to reduce cardiac
stress at particular circadian phases, e.g., by endogenously lowering
the mean activity level and the standard deviation of activity
fluctuations in the morning hours during the 9–11 a.m. window of
elevated sympathetic response (10) and highest cardiac risk (1–4).
This putative feedback mechanism of the circadian system may have
a cardioprotective role. In contrast, maintaining the scale-invariant/
fractal temporal structure in activity fluctuations unchanged across
circadian phases may be evolutionary advantageous, as motor
control response has to remain optimal over a broad range of time
scales (frequencies) throughout the circadian cycle.

Data Collection and Methods
Subjects. Westudiedsixhealthysubjects (fourmale, twofemale)withameanage
of 25 years (range, 21–32 years) during a forced desynchrony protocol and nine
healthy subjects (seven male, two female) with a mean age of 28 years (range,
21–36 years) during a constant-routine protocol. All subjects had no medical
disorders other than mild asthma, as assessed by history, physical examination,
overnight polysomnography, psychological examination, pulmonary function
tests, a 12-lead ECG, and routine blood and urine chemistry.

Forced Desynchrony Protocol. We collected physiologic data throughout a
10-day ‘‘forced desynchrony protocol,’’ with subjects living in an individual suite
conducting controlled daily behaviors (36–38). There were two initial baseline
acclimatization days with 8-h sleep opportunities and 16 h of wakefulness. After
a 48-h baseline, sleep periods were delayed by 4 h every day such that subjects
were living on recurring 28-h ‘‘days,’’ with 9 h and 20 min of sleep opportunity
and 18 h and 40 min of scheduled wakefulness. This 28-h recurring sleep/wake
schedule was repeated for seven cycles [supporting information (SI) Fig. 4] in the
absence of known zeitgebers, such as bright light, so that the body clock oscil-
lated at its inherent rate. Light was kept constant and dim at �8 lux to avoid
resettingthebodyclock,andthesubjectshadnoexternalcuesregardingthetime
of day. Room temperature was 23°C. Subjects repeated the same behavior
schedule in all wake periods so that, statistically, the same scheduled behaviors,
including the sleep/wake cycle, occurred evenly across all circadian phases by the
end of the protocol. Thus, all scheduled activities become desynchronized from
the endogenous circadian pacemaker (36–38), which allows separation of be-
havioral effects (sleep/wake cycle as well as scheduled activities) from circadian
effects. During the periods of wakefulness, spontaneous activity was still possible
although somewhat constrained, being limited to walking around the suite,
sitting, and resting.

Constant-Routine Protocol. To assess intrinsic activity controllers (i.e., circadian or
other neural centers) independent of scheduled and random external influences,
activity recordings were made in the laboratory throughout a 38-h constant
routine. Subjects were asked to remain awake and seated semirecumbent on a
bed (45° torso elevation) in a constant environment with a room temperature of
23°C and dim (�8 lux) indoor light. The dietary intake consisted of a measured
portion of food and drink every 2 hours containing �100 mEq of potassium and
150 mEq of sodium every 24 h and consisting of 25% fat, 25% protein, and 50%
carbohydrates. Fluid intake was constant at 3.5 liters/day evenly distributed and
consumed at 2-h intervals. These highly controlled and constant experimental
conditions result in reduced average and variance of activity levels. Thus, all
scheduled activities remained the same across the entire circadian cycle.

Measurements. As a marker of the endogenous circadian pacemaker, CBT, was
recorded throughout the protocols by using a rectal temperature sensor (YSI
20463; Yellow Springs Instruments) with values stored to a computer once per
minute. For an assessment of human motor activity, subjects wore a wristwatch-
sized Actiwatch recorder (MiniMitter) that unobtrusively measured changes in
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forearmacceleration inanyplane(sensitiveto0.01�g).Eachdatapointrecorded
in the device’s internal memory represents the value of changes in acceleration
sampled at 32 Hz and integrated over a 15-s epoch length (44). For an assessment
of the cardiac interbeat interval, a chest lead ECG was recorded on an ambulatory
recording device (Vitaport; Temec Instruments) at 256 Hz throughout the forced
desynchrony and constant routine protocols. Cardiac interbeat intervals were
obtained from the ECG by using a QRS wave detector based on the Aristotle
algorithm (45). Data on RR intervals from the forced desynchrony protocol have
previously been published (11).

Estimation of Circadian Phases. CBT was used as the marker of the circadian
phase (36, 46). Each subject’s phase and period of the CBT circadian rhythm was
estimated by nonlinear least-squares regression (38), and a circadian phase was
assigned to hourly averages of activity and heartbeat data relative to the time of
the minimum CBT (CBT minimum � 0° circadian phase corresponding to �5 a.m.
in these subjects).

DFA. We used the DFA to estimate correlations in the activity and heartbeat
interval fluctuations (47). Compared with traditional correlation analyses, such as
autocorrelation, power-spectrum analysis, and Hurst analysis, the advantage of
the DFA method is that it can accurately quantify the correlation property of
signals masked by polynomial trends (41, 42). Details on the DFA method are
presented in SI Data Collection and Methods.

Analysis of Circadian Rhythmicity in Activity and Cardiac Dynamics. We analyzed
and compared activity and heartbeat data recorded only during the periods of
wakefulness in the forced desynchrony and constant-routine protocols. We sep-

aratedactivitydataduringthewakefulperiods intononoverlappingsegmentsof
the same size, and, for each segment, we calculated the values of the DFA scaling
exponent � (a dynamic scale-invariant measure of activity fluctuations), and the
mean and the standard deviation of activity levels (static measures). We used
different segment sizes for the different measures we estimated, i.e., 1-h seg-
ments forthemeanandthestandarddeviationofactivity levelsand4-hsegments
for the DFA scaling exponent �. We chose 4-h as the segment size for the DFA
scaling exponent because the DFA method requires �1,000 data points for an
accurate estimate of the long-range power-law correlations and the scaling
exponent� (each4-hsegmentcontains960datapoints) (41,42).Foreach4-hdata
segment,weestimatedthescalingexponent�overthesamerangeoftimescales,
from 1 to 40 min. For each subject, we analyzed �124 h for wake periods
throughout the forced desynchrony protocol (SI Fig. 4). Next, we assigned a
circadian phase (determined from the regression analysis of CBT) for each DFA
exponentvalueobtainedfrom4-hactivitydatasegmentsaswellas foreachmean
and standard deviation value obtained from 1-h activity data segments. Because
the activity level is much lower (large percentage of zero values in the actigraphy
recordings) and the motor control mechanism is quite different during sleep, we
analyzed data only during wake periods in the forced desynchrony protocol.
Similar recordings and analyses of RR interval data from the same individuals in
the forced desynchrony protocol have previously been published (11). Details
regarding the cosinor analysis, our data binning procedure across circadian
phases, and data statistics for each bin are presented in SI Data Collection and
Methods.
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Abstract

The endogenous circadian pacemaker influences key physiologic functions, such as body

temperature and heart rate, and is normally synchronized with the sleep/wake cycle. Epidemiological

studies demonstrate a 24-h pattern in adverse cardiovascular events with a peak at approximate to 10

a.m. It is unknown whether this pattern in cardiac risk is caused by a day/night pattern of behaviors,

including activity level and/or influences from the internal circadian pacemaker. We recently found

that a scaling index of cardiac vulnerability has an endogenous circadian peak at the circadian phase

corresponding to approximate to 10 a.m., which conceivably could contribute to the morning peak in

cardiac risk. Here, we test whether this endogenous circadian influence on cardiac dynamics is

caused by circadian-mediated changes in motor activity or whether activity and heart rate dynamics

are decoupled across the circadian cycle. We analyze high-frequency recordings of motion from

young healthy subjects during two complementary protocols that decouple the sleep/wake cycle

from the circadian cycle while controlling scheduled behaviors. We find that static activity properties

(mean and standard deviation) exhibit significant circadian rhythms with a peak at the circadian

phase corresponding to 5-9 p.m. (approximate to 9 h later than the peak in the scale-invariant index

of heartbeat fluctuations). In contrast, dynamic characteristics of the temporal scale-invariant

organization of activity fluctuations (long-range correlations) do not exhibit a circadian rhythm. These

findings suggest that endogenous circadian-mediated activity variations are not responsible for the

endogenous circadian rhythm in the scale-invariant structure of heartbeat fluctuations and likely do

not contribute to the increase in cardiac risk at approximate to 10 a.m.
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Abstract. We analyze the dependence of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP ) per capita growth rates on
changes in the Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI). For the period 1999–2004 for all countries in the
world, we find on average that an increase of CPI by one unit leads to an increase of the annual GDP
per capita growth rate by 1.7%. By regressing only the European countries with transition economies, we
find that an increase of CPI by one unit generates an increase of the annual GDP per capita growth rate
by 2.4%. We also analyze the relation between foreign direct investments received by different countries
and CPI , and we find a statistically significant power-law functional dependence between foreign direct
investment per capita and the country corruption level measured by the CPI . We introduce a new measure
to quantify the relative corruption between countries based on their respective wealth as measured by GDP
per capita.

PACS. 89.90.+n Other topics in areas of applied and interdisciplinary physics

Corruption, defined as abuse of public power for private
benefit, is a global phenomenon that affects almost all as-
pects of social and economic life. Examples of corruption
include the sale of government property by public offi-
cials, bribery, embezzlement of public funds, patronage
and nepotism. The World Bank estimates that over 109

US dollars annually are lost due to corruption, represent-
ing 5% of the world GDP . The African Union estimates
that due to corruption, the African continent loses 25% of
its GDP [1].

Previous studies have mainly reported a negative asso-
ciation between corruption level and country wealth [2–5],
i.e., on average richer countries are less corrupt. There is
ongoing debate concerning the relation between corrup-
tion and economic growth [6]. Some earlier studies suggest
that corruption may even help the most efficient firms by-
pass bureaucratic obstacles and rigid laws [7], while recent
papers do not find a significant negative association be-
tween economic growth and the level of corruption [2,3].
The majority of studies have found an insignificant nega-
tive association between the corruption level and foreign
investments [3,8,9], without reporting a specific functional
dependence.

a e-mail: bp@phy.hr
b e-mail: plamen@buphy.bu.edu

In order to find a quantitative relation between corrup-
tion level and economic factors such as GDP growth rate
and foreign direct investments, we analyze the Corruption
Perceptions Index (CPI) [10] introduced by Transparency
International, a global civil organization supported by
government agencies, developmental organizations, foun-
dations, public institutions, the private sector, and indi-
viduals. The CPI is a composite index ranging from 0 to
10, where 0 denotes the highest level of corruption and
10 denotes the lowest. For GDP per capita we use an-
nual nominal GDP per capita in current prices in US dol-
lars [11], and GDP per capita in constant dollars [12].

The CPI 2006 index is defined based on data gathered
from 12 sources originating from 9 independent institu-
tions. All sources measure the overall extent of corruption,
where evaluation of the extent of corruption in different
countries is done by experts, residents and non-residents.
The ranks, and not the scores of countries, are the only in-
formation provided from each source. The CPI 2006 com-
bines assessments for the past two years only. Each of the
sources uses its own evaluation system, and for that reason
the data are standardized before a single mean value for
the CPI is determined for each country. This standardiza-
tion is carried out in two steps, using two statistical meth-
ods: matching percentiles and beta-transformation [10].

Table 1 shows the first ten least corrupt countries as
ranked by Transparency International according to the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1140/epjb/e2008-00210-2
http://www.epj.org
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Table 1. Rank of countries (left column) by Transparency
International for year 2006 with CPI values (right column) for
each country.

1 Finland, Iceland, New Zealand 9.6
4 Denmark 9.5
5 Singapore 9.4
6 Sweden 9.2
7 Switzerland 9.1
8 Norway 8.8
9 Australia, Netherlands 8.7
11 United Kingdom 8.6
16 Germany 8.0
17 Japan 7.6
18 France, Ireland 7.4
20 Belgium, Chile, USA 7.3
37 Botswana 5.6
40 Italy 5.0
70 China, India, Mexico, Brazil, Senegal 3.3

Ghana, Egypt, Peru, S.Arabia,
121 Russia 2.5

CPI values obtained in 2006 as well as some other coun-
tries. Besides some Western European countries, among
the least corrupt ten countries are New Zealand, Singa-
pore, and Australia. Chile and Botswana are the least
corrupt countries in South America and Africa, whereas
Singapore is the least corrupt Asian country. Table 1 pro-
vides information about corruption levels throughout the
World in absolute terms, where each country, whether rich
or poor, is given only its CPI value.

In the modern economy, globalization leads to eco-
nomic competition and comparison between countries, so
we compare the corruption levels for different groups of
countries in the world. Normalizing the CPI value for
year 2006 on the population in each country [13], we find
a normalized CPI value for the world to be 3.7, for the
countries in Europe we find 5.4, for Asia and Latin Amer-
ica we find 3.3, and for Africa 2.7.

An earlier study reported a power-law functional de-
pendence between GDP per capita, GDPpc, and CPI for
all countries [5]:

CPI = N (GDP pc)μ (1)

with scaling exponent μ ≈ 0.23 (see Fig. 1), and constant
N = 0.548. This functional dependence spans multiple
scales of wealth and remains stable over different time
periods. The positive value of exponent μ indicates that
richer countries are less corrupt. This power-law depen-
dence provides information about the expected level of
corruption for a given level of country wealth — e.g., a
country above (or below) the fitting line is less (or more)
corrupt than expected for its level of wealth. We may say
that for a country above the fitting line the level of corrup-
tion is less than the expected level for the given country
wealth [5].

This previous finding indicates that in order to com-
pare the corruption level between two countries, countries
may be compared not only in terms of absolute CPI val-
ues but also in terms of relative country wealth. To this
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Fig. 1. Corruption level measured by Corruption Perceptions
Index (CPI) versus country wealth measured by GDP per
capita calculated for 2006 (in US dollars). We find the func-
tional dependence can be fit by a power law 0.56 (GDPpc)

0.23

with positive exponent. The power law fit in log-log plot repre-
sents the expected level of CPI for a country with given GDP
per capita. The countries that are above the line are less cor-
rupt than expected. We define a new index, Honesty per Dollar
(Hpd) to measure relative performance of a country when CPI
and GDP per capita are simultaneously considered. Besides
the USA, UK, Greece, and Italy, we show the countries with
the extreme Hpd values, Bhutan and Equatorial Guinea (oil
exporter).

end, we introduce a new measure of relative corruption
which we call Honesty per Dollar (Hpd):

Hpd = ln(CPI) − μ ln(GDPpc) − ln N, (2)

equal to the difference between the actual CPI value and
the value of CPI expected from the power-law fitting line
(Fig. 1), where N is defined in equation (1).

We assume that all countries, with similar GDP per
capita and falling on the power-law fitting line in Figure 1,
have comparable levels of corruption when (Hpd = 0).
Generally, the larger the value for Hpd, the better the per-
formance of a country. For 2006 based on regression of the
data for the entire world, we can calculate the values of
the Hpd index for individual countries: Hpd(UK) = 0.29,
Hpd(USA) = 0.1, Hpd(Italy) = −0.23, Hpd(Greece) =
−0.3. The negative values of Hpd index for Italy and
Greece, indicate that these two countries are relatively
more corrupt than expected for their corresponding level
of wealth (GDP per capita).

One of the reasons for a country to reduce corrup-
tion is to attract more foreign investments, and thus to
additionally increase its GDP . This is because corrup-
tion generally increases start-up costs for new businesses.
If investors can choose between two countries with dif-
ferent levels of corruption, they may choose not to start
their business in a more corrupt country since the profit
in that country will be reduced. In the previous study we
have analyzed how the corruption level relates to foreign
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Fig. 2. Less corrupt countries receive more foreign invest-
ments. For the period 1999-2004, we show average foreign di-
rect investments (FDI) per capita (in U.S. dollars) originat-
ing from all foreign countries, denoted by I , received by (a)
World, (b) European, and (c) Asian countries versus corrup-
tion level measured by CPI. We find a statistically significant
power-law dependence between I and CPI , CPI ∼ Iλ with
scaling exponents: for the World λ = 0.19 (Δ = 0.016), Eu-
rope λ = 0.23 (Δ = 0.029), Asia λ = 0.21 (Δ = 0.029). In
the paranthesis we show the standard errors of the exponents.
In the study we exclude Indonesia and Cameroon as countries
with total negative value for FDI.

direct investments received by different countries from the
United States [5]. For each continent we have found that
the functional dependence between the US direct invest-
ments per capita, I, and the corruption levels across coun-
tries exhibits scale-invariant behavior characterized by a
power law

CPI ∼ Iλ. (3)

Since λ > 0 for each continent, less corrupt countries have
received on average more US investment per capita.

For each country in the world we analyze the foreign
direct investments (FDI) received from all foreign coun-
tries (not only from the US). For each country we sum up
the foreign direct investments over the period 1999–2004,
and we calculate the average FDI per year per capita. In
Figure 2 we show that the functional dependence between
the average foreign direct investment per capita, I, and
the corruption level measured by CPI exhibits power-law
behavior CPI ∼ Iλ with a statistically significant scaling
exponent λ = 0.19 and a standard error Δ = 0.016 [14]. As
for the case of the foreign direct investments originating
from the US only [5], we find that less corrupt countries on
average receive more foreign investments per capita than
more corrupt countries.

We next repeat our analysis for different continents.
Again we obtain a power-law dependence CPI ∼ Iλ with
scaling exponents for Europe λ = 0.23 (Δ = 0.029),
for Asia λ = 0.21 (Δ = 0.029), for Latin America
λ = 0.23 (Δ = 0.085) and for Africa λ = 0.18 (Δ = 0.059).
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Fig. 3. Countries improving more corruption level generates
larger GDP per capita growth rate. For the period 1999–2004,
we plot growth rate of GDP per capita in constant dollars, de-
fined as ln(GDPpc(2004))− ln(GDPpc(1999)) versus difference
of CPI . We analyze (a) world countries (except Belgium and
Uruguay) and (b) 21 European transition countries. For each
case we find a functional dependence that can be approximated
by a straight line. For case (a), by using linear regression we
obtain exponent τ = 0.09 (five year period) with standard er-
ror Δ = 0.024. For case (b), we obtain exponent τ = 0.12 (five
years period) with Δ = 0.049. Thus, for (b) we find that — on
yearly basis — increase of CPI by one is followed on average
by increase of GDP per capita growth rate equal to ≈2.4%.
Separately, for ten new EU members we obtain that the func-
tional dependence between GDP per capita growth rates and
change of CPI can be fit by linear regression with statistically
significant exponent τ = 0.11 and standard error Δ = 0.044.
Note that if Belgium and Uruguay (outliers) are included in
(a), the estimated exponent in this regression is 0.052, where
Δ = 0.022.

The parameters obtained for each continent are statisti-
cally significant at the 5% level. Note that the scaling ex-
ponent λ = 0.23 we obtain for Europe when considering
investments from all foreign countries is larger than the
scaling exponent λ = 0.14 obtained for Europe when con-
sidering foreign investments only from the US reported in
Ref. [5].
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Finally, we investigate the relation between change
in CPI and economic growth as measured by growth
in the GDP per capita, defined as ln(GDPpc(t)) −
ln(GDPpc(t′)), where t and t′ are two different years.
For the period 1999–2004 and countries ranked by
Transparency International, we run regression fit be-
tween the growth rate of the GDP per capita in
constant dollars as dependent variable and the change
in CPI for this period as the explanatory variable. In
Figure 3a we show GDP per capita growth rates versus
change in CPI that can be fit by a linear regression with
a slope τ ≈ 0.09. We find that an increase in CPI by
one unit leads on average to a 1.7% increase in GDP per
capita growth rate.

We perform the same analysis for 39 European coun-
tries ranked by Transparency International for the period
1999–2004 and we obtain a statistically insignificant de-
pendence of GDP per capita growth rate on changes in
CPI (exponent τ = 0.036 and standard error Δ = 0.042).
Then we repeat the same analysis for 21 European coun-
tries with transition economies. In Figure 3b for the pe-
riod 1999–2004 we show the GDP per capita growth rate
in constant dollars versus change in CPI. We find a func-
tional dependence that can be approximated by a straight
line, where the slope 0.12 (standard error Δ = 0.049) is
statistically significant at the 5% level. This result shows
that an increase of CPI by one unit is followed by ad-
ditional annual increase of GDP per capita growth rate
of approximately 2.4%. For all EU members, we find that
the GDP per capita growth rate in constant dollars versus
change of CPI is characterized by a similar statistically
significant exponent τ = 0.11 with error Δ = 0.044 (see
Fig. 3b).

In summary, we have observed a statistically signifi-
cant power-law functional dependence between CPI and
foreign direct investment per capita. This power-law de-
pendence spans a broad range of scales in foreign direct
investment (from hundreds to tens of thousands of dol-

lars). We also find a statistically significant dependence
between changes in CPI and GDP per capita growth
rate, consistent with the interesting possibility that re-
ducing the corruption level leads to significant growth in
the wealth of country.
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